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Some days are like that, and when one of them comes your way it
could well be some consolation to know your insurance policy
won't let you down - if you're with Mowbray Vale that is!
Although they are the specialists when it comes to glider insurance, they
can also provide expert advice and cover for your car, your trailer, your
roof, or even your tree!
So if you would like to talk aboutyourPirat oryourpoplar, you knowwho
can help.

Contact Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07

1HL.

Represented at Lloyds

Telex 587470
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Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing . . .
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPEC'lALlSTS
FOHAN IMMEDIATE QUOTATION CONTACT: JON SALMON OR MARTIN CASEY

fL:.

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
MICRO LITES, BALLOONS
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT
FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S

Member 01 B.I.B.A.

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LIMITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631
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Licencedto~=prodUCU.

Sole Concessionaires for spare parts for
gliders, motor gliders and light aircraft.

The best. And it shows.

Booker Airfield, Nr. Marlmv, Bucks. SL7 3DR. 0494 445854 (works)
or 0865890517 (outside office hours). Access & Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.
Grab Demonstration and Sales Tel: 0491 37184
SAILPLANE & GUD1NG

Continuingexcellence

The GEC Avionics
NationalGliding Championships
GEC Avionics, Europe's leading producer of electronic systems for aircraft, is again the official sponsor
for the UK National Gliding Championships to be
organised by the Lasham Gliding Society fr~m
Saturday 15th June to Sunday 23rd June 1985. And
this year, the Company will also be supporting the
British team at the World Championships at Rieti Airfield in Italy five weeks later;when
104 competitors from 27 countries are expected to compete.
'Excellence in Aeronautics'
has been the continuing theme
of our sponsorship at Lashama theme which both sponsor
and sport agree epitomises the
aims of all those taking part.
We seek the highest standards
of human endeavour, both in
performance and in the develop-

ment and utilisation of the most advanced technology.
The success of this theme has helped to focus
interest on a nationally impor~ant sport in a way that
is consistent with the aims of aviation in general.
Many leading personalities in the aerospace
industry, government establishments and other organisations have been introduced to gliding, and the
sport has caught the interest
of people in aerospace and
related high-technology
industries whose future
support and enthusiasm are
important to all who make
gliding their sport.
We wish success to all
who are taking part in the
National Gliding Championships at Lasham and in the
World Championships at Rieti.

GEe Avionics Limited, Airport Works, Rochester, Kent ME1 2XX, England. Telephone: 0634 44400. Telex: 96333/4.
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SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GUDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954
INSURANCE REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN ON GRP, METAL OR WOODEN AIRCRAFT
AEROLENE FABRIC AND OTHER MATERIAL$ AVAILABLE

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LTO .- Winter and second-hand aircraft instruments
Both companies have ,instruments on special, offer
Send SAE for prioe lists

SOUTHOOWN AEROSTRUCTURE LTO
CM approved: to build the PIPISTRELLE Microlight
Capacity available to manufacture GAP Components
BGA AND PFA APPROVED INSPECTORS

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone: HERRIARO (0256-83) 359

PZL-WILGA

4 minutes to tow a glider to 1000m
1 minute to descend from 1000m
5 minutes 'or the whole towing operatIon

~
1\

il

SZO-50 PUCHACZ
Two-seater all glass-fibre training
glider

MAY BE BOUGHT,
HIRED OR LEASED

GLIDE ANGLE 1:30
FULLY AEROBATIC

COME AND FLY OUR
GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HELICOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS

DEMONSTRATORS

NEW-15 Metre
JANTAR STD 3

SZO' 48 ·3

GLIDE ANGLE 1:40

ANGLO-POLlSH SAILPLANES LTD
Wycombe Air Park

(0494) 40911
(0628) 39690
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Boaker

.

Marlow

.

Bucks

Telex: 848341 CHACOM G

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

We are please to announce that

\ WESTLEY AIRCRAFT]
have moved to a brand new purpose-built workshop at

CRANFIELD AIRFIELD
The complete glider service under one roof

* Glass
fibre repairs in carbon, kevlar, glass, to all types of
sailplane in our environmentally controlled workshop with
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

post cure facilities and vacuum forming to take the largest
components.
Repairs to steel tube, wood and metal sailplanes.
On-site TIG, argon arc and gas welding to CAA standards
in all materials.
Fly your motor glider in 10 us for a complete service, C of A,
Or bring it to us for repair, full airframe, engine, propeller
and instrument service available.
Bring your tug aircraft to us for service or repair.
We can manufacture any components in our machine
shop, full turning, milling, and sheet metal facilities.
Complete re-fabric and re-spray facilities.
Gliding shop, material supplies and glider spares.
BGA, PFA, CAA Approval.
C of A to all types.

CRANFIELD AIRFIELD
Wharley End, Cranfield, Beds MK43 OAL
Tel (0234) 751807 (works)
(0525) 379567 (after working hours)

THE

TB720

AIRBAND
TRANSCEIVER
For many years those involved 1\ gldlng
have been aware 01 the advantages or alrband radio oorrvnunicallon. However n the
past 'Y.P8 approved equipment has been
prohibitively expensive. It has also been
awkward 10 position, heavy a"Id the assocl·
ated prQb~ms 01 where to salely put the baltery considerable. Suitable SBoondhand
oommerclal transceivers have also been dif·
ficult to oome by and 10 get them on the correct allocated fJequency has alwaYiJ been a
problem.
The TR720 CAA approved airband transceiver cosls only £395.00 plus VAT and, as
you see in the photograph, is ideally suitable
lor glider operation. Havi~ ils own intemal
powet st4IPly. the TA720 IS oompact, light·
weight a"Id euIY translarable lrom glider to
glider.
Please telephone or wr~e 10 us here at Mat·
lock lor a lull colour descriptive leaflet.

~
LOWE ELECTRONICS
CHESTERFIELD ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE DE4 5LE
TELEPHONE 0629-2817, 2430, 4057, 4995

PETERBOROUGH SAILPLANES
73 HIGH STREET, MAXEY, PETERBOROUGH
REPAIRS

WOOD, METAL, GLASSFIBRE -

NOTHING TOO LARGE OR SMALL

MATERIALS

AEROLENE £2 per yard. SPRUCE, PINE, PLY, DOPE, GLUE, RESINS, TAPES,
INSTRUMENTS etc.

CANOPIES

ALL YOUR PROBLEMS SOLVED. REPLACEMENT BUBBLES AVAILABLE FOR
DART, CAPSTAN, SKYLARKS, K6, K8, K13, K18, ASW 19/20, L18ELLA, KESTREL,
ASTIRS AND MANY MORE

SPARES

LARGE STOCKS OF NEW AND USED PARTS. HOOKS, WHEELS, WINGS, TAIL·
PLANES, RUDDERS, etc.

TRAILERS

ANY TYPE BUILT TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS, WOOD, GLASSFIBRE AND
ALUMINIUM. KITS AND RIGID CHASSIS AVAILABLE.

SALVAGE

REPAIRABLE SALVAGE FOR SALE. PARTS AND COMPLETE AIRCRAFT
BOUGHT, ANYWHERE, ANY CONDITION

TEL: 0778-347506 FOR FURTHER DETAILS
June/July 1985
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SAILPLANE/GLIDER/AIRCRAFT

INSURANCE

CANOPIES

TRY THE SPECIALIST
Perspex replacement units for most
glass and wood gliders. All canopies are
moulded stress free with a new technique and with superb optics.

FRANK SPENCER
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE BROKERS (B'ham) LTO
Members of the British Insurance Brokers' Association
7Q·76ALCESTERROADSOUTI-t,BIRMINGHAMB147PT
Telephone: 021-4446079

Size range - from as wide as a Motor
Falke to as long as a K-13.

SA'ILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LYD.

Immediate fitting service if required.

Cs of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC
LOTS OF K-13 & SWALLOW SPARES

BOB REECE, Rematic
School House, Norton, Nr Worcester

WRITE OR PHONE:

Tel Worcester (0905) 821334

KEN BLAKE

BUXTON 4365

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

FROM ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER GmbH

THE

*
*

FROM WALTER DITIEL GmbH

FSG50G,

LS-6

New generation 15m Class racer
Performance -

to follow the LS-4 precedent

OR
THE

*
*

LS-4

FSG 5

The outstanding Standard Class sailplane
Winner 1983 World Competition

*
*
*
*

Sw -720 CH
Low power consumption
Ideal for sailplanes
Low price

*
*

Handheld 720 CH
8-12hr operation

For information on Rolladen-Schneider Sailplanes
and Dittel radios, contact the Sole UK Agents -

SPEEDSOARING

6 LASHLAKE RD,

THAME,

OXON

084421 4132 or 08692 42691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE
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SAILPLANE & GUDING

The VHF transceiver
Becker Ar 3201 combines
small size with
high performance.
Small instrument size (27.:l").
5-7 Watts output power.
Reduced power consumption,
approx. 70 mA.
Automatic battery voltage
monitoring.
Automatic self-test.
Four programmable channels,
non volatile memory.

VHF distress frequency 121· 5 MHz
permanently stored.
Prepared for frequency range
extension to 137 MHz.
Included: Intercom, panel lighting.
Options:
Display of outside air temperature,
display of battery voltage.
For further information contact
Mike Dawson 01-897 6446

It I Fieldtech
Heathrow
HIIIlting

Fieldteoh Heathrow limited
Huntavia House 420 Bath Road
Longford Middlesex US7 Oll England
Telex: 23734 FlDTEC G
June/July 1985
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OXYGEN EQ,UIPMENT
The Air Apparatus & Valve A.J.R. 24 series oJlYgen equipment for gliders,
comprising a contro'l head and 680 litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oKygencontrols situated in the one ~sition, this control
head has been developed from the Company's highly successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specificalion 01B.
The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium 10 H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-1itre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
tum-' round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE -

SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTD
Oakfield Works, Branksome Hill Road, College Town,
Camberley, Surrey Tel: Camber1ey 0276-35885

...
---..Smowm

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

~;:'C;:;;--A-ILP-LAIIiiIN·ES"""'"

WE REPAIR: GLASS -

STEEL -

ALLOY -

NOW IN OUR 24th YEAR

WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE·COVERS

LLOYD'S
APPROVED

RAPID
SERVICE

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, CHESHIRE

Tel. 061·427 2488

We've always dealt in the best - ~==-_
ASTIR single seat Gliders, for club and performance, now highly developed for excellent handling and room for a 6' 6" pilot.
ASTIR twins, excellent trainers, the RAF Air Cadets think so, and of course the 'Dream Machine' G109B, the Motorglider
that really flies like a glider, is a superb aircraft, and is cheap to run.

ROBIN

NOW WE'RE EXPANDING TO OTHER AREAS
WHICH AGAIN WE CONSIDER THE BEST

The sturdy and' reliable DR400 Remorqueur tug, or indeed any of the remarkable ROBIN range.
Whether you want a new or secondhand aircraft, do ask us, we're always happy to help.

GESTIC

A really clever 2Y2" digital altimeter with a built-in 30 second averager option. This little certified box
of tricks will monitor your altitude with an audio click every three meters. Just the thing for a crowded
panel.

INSURANCE

If you or your club have a GROB aircraft, ask us for an insurance quote from our brokers. Lloyds
recognise the quality aAd strength of Grob aircraft. Take advantage of it.

LEATHER JACKETS

.

Superb original Luftwaffe leather Jackets in goatskin. Colours as well as the traditional
grey. Direct from the, factory means best value at £96-£tOO.

JOHN ADAMS:

SOARING (OXFORD) LTD '

LOWER END, EWELME, OXFORDSHIRE

rei: (0491) 37184
108

Telex:. 83147 Attn. SOARING
SAILPLANE & GUDING

PEGASUS 101 CLUB TRAINER
A SIMPLIFIED VERSION OF THE HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL PEGASUS 101 STD
PRICED TO UNDERCUT All COMPETITION AT FRANCS 118,000
PLUS SPECIAL DEFERRED PAYMENT TERMS AVAILABLE

*

SUITABLE FOR FIRST SOLO AND EXPERIENCED PILOTS
GLIDE ANGLE 39:1 (WHY SETILE FOR LESS?)
SPRUNG UNDERCARRIAGE WITH FIXED 500 x 5 MAINWHEEL AND NOSE SKID
EXCELLENT GROUND CLEARANCE AND HANDLING
ACCOMMODATES PILOTS UP TO 6' 6" and 250 LB
SUPERB IN FLIGHT HANDLING AND DOCILE STALL
POWERFUL DOUBLE PADDLE AIRBRAKES FOR EXCELLENT APPROACH CONTROL
AUTOMATIC CONNECTING ELEVATOR AND FRONT TOW HOOK AS STANDARD
INTERESTED?

FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

STOP PRESS

Ring Steve White on 0494 36888 or Alister Kay on 20406 2491, or write to

Highest placed Pegasus
in the 1985
UK Std Nationals will win
a new GO parachute

NINE FOUR AVIATION LlD
2 Hazlewood Cottage, Horns Lane, Marlow, Bucks

G~

Cambridge Aero
Instruments
6A DUNHAM ROAD
BILLERICA MA 01821 USA

Available from:

RD Aviation Ltd

MK-IV
NAV

MK-IV
Variometer

Cotswold House, Mill Street, ISLlP, Oxon OX5 2SY
Tel: Kidlington (08675) 2357
Telex: 83138 Telkay G

THE MK-IV NAV SYSTEM FROM ~.M.5IRJi:JElc
The ~RJi:JGE MK-IV System, combining the
MK-IV Variometer and the NAV Computer, offers
outstanding simplicity of operation with the important
features that competition pilots have come to expect.
The ~RJi:JG"S MK-IV System, by utilizing the
latest Micro-Computer and LCD Technology,
combines a T.E. Compensated Variometer with a
Digital Glide Computer.
The ~RJi:JG"S System represents our
commitment to state-of-the-art technology, and to
keeping,~RJi:JG"S in the forefront of soaring
instrumentation.
Note: The MK-IV NAV will work with most
CAM5lRJi:JG"S \variometers
June/July 1985

Check these features:

Electronic T.E. and Altitude-Compensated Varlometer
Digital Final Glide Computer
Digital Distance-Flown Computer
Wind Computation
Bug Polar and Water Ballast Computation
Speed-to-Fly, 4·Functlon Audio, Digital Averager,
Relative Variometer, and a host of other features
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'BACK TO BASICS - Part 5
Circuit Planning -

1

DEREK PIGGOTT continues hIs wIdely read setle8 to, begInners and Instructors
The aim in circuit planning is to bring
the glider to ,a ;position where it can
complete the final turn at a safe height
to make an easily controUed approach
into the chosen landing area. However,
the ideal position and height for this turn
varies considerably from day to day
because of the variations in the wind, the
type of glider and the location of the
field. Before flying across country the
glider pilot needs to be able to weigh up
all these factors for the field he has chosen for a landing and this takes a considerable amount of experience and practice.
The final approach needs to be long
enough to allow time to assess how it is
going and yet still time to make corrections to the glide path. The faster the
approach speed, the longer the approach
will need to be to allow time for these
adjustments. This is the main reason that
the final turn heights have increased
since faster, more modern two-seaters
have replaced the old T-21s; a lower
approach simply does not give you time
to put things right during the approach.
It may not be hazardous on a calm day
to complete the last turn at 50ft, but it
makes it very difficult to guarantee a
spot landing.
In windy weather and particularly in
the lee of hills where there may be
severe downdraughts and turbulence, the
final turn must be closer to the boundary
of the field, but in normal conditions the
turn really needs to be completed at least
3-400 yards behind the boundary of the
landing area. (About the length of an
average farmer's field in most parts of
our country.)
The easy way to get into this ideal position for the final turn is to make sure
that you arrive opposite the landing area
at about 5-600ft. This ensures that you
will not be embarrassed by being short
of height and it enables you to sit out
well to the side of the field giving you a
fairly long base leg. To be sure of being
able to put the final turn in the correct
position and height, you need time on
the base leg to assess whether you are
rather high or low, or need to move
further back or closer to the field. On a
short base leg you may be able to see
that things are going wr,ong but there is
no time left to make an adjustment to
put them right.
The position of the turn onto the base
leg is critical in windy weather since,
110

with the very high ground speed flying
downwind, even a few seconds hesitation
can ;put the base leg so far back that an
undershoot may be inevitable. In windy
conditions always turn early. It is then
easy to allow the glider to drift back d'uring the base leg until it is in an Ideal
posilion for the final lurn.
During training and local soaring you
are mainly concerned with landing back
at the launch point of your gliding site so
you need to have a realistic idea of how
much height you will lose flying from
one end to the other. If the best gliding
angle of your glider is reputed to be
25:1, in the state that you fly it, with dirt
and dust on the wings and a litHe slip
and skid here and there, H will probably
glide about thr,ee-and-a-haU milesl
lOOOfl in smooth, still air. This means
that on a calm day you need to allow
almost 300ft for each mile. If your
winches are on the boundary and your
field is 1200 yards long yot! will usually
use up about 200ft on the downwind leg.

On a calm day you may only
get 800ft on your winch
launch and may need luck
to get back comfortably.
However remember that on a calm day
you will need to put your base leg much
further back than tbe downwind boundary and also you may fly through some
sink on the way. If the day is really calm
you may only get 800ft on your winch
launch, in which case you may need luck
to get back comfortably, even if you turn
onto the downwind leg immediately after
release leaving retrimming until you are
on the way back.
If you are always slightly on the low
side for the final parts of the circuit, the
problems multiply. You cannot sit well
out to the side of the field and have a
good base leg. If short of height you dare
not put the final turn in an ideal position
so that you have an adequate length of
approach. The final turn will be on the
low side and you will find yourself landing hundreds of yards into the field - a
long push back when training but a disaster on a cross-country flight.
Although we may aim at these ideal
situations, from time to time they will

not be achievable and the essential thing
is to recognise what is happening and to
be able to deal with all the possibilities.
This is far more impor,tant than learning
to make circuits which are exactly square
and look nice to tbe instructor.
Most gliding operations have their
own rules for local soaring and for circuit
procedures. I'f you share your site with a
power flying dub these rules will hope to
separate the di,fferent kinds of traffic and
make it easier for the power pilots to
predict what you and your mates flying
gliders are going to do. This makes
attempting to thermal below a certain
height or on the circuit taboo. Each site
will be slightly different but there are
points of general airmanship which
should never normally be broken,
whether the landing is at a gliding site Or
in a farmer's field at the end of a crosscountry flight.
For example, once you have made the
decision to make the landing do oo,t
attempt to use any lift encountered.
Always judge your height but monitor
the airspeed indicator when flying below
5-600ft and maintain your selected airspeed on the base leg, final turn and final
approach. Never circle to use up height
on or near the position for the base leg,
or downwind of the landing area. Always
choose a clear area for landing and never
land directly in line with an obstruction
relying on a perfect landing or on the
wheel brake to stop in time.
Rules for joining the circuit pattern
vary from site to site. Some places have
a rigid rule about entering the pattern
over a particular landmark at a par,ticular height. Others allow the pilot more
freedom and discretion suggesting that
the minimum is to arrive opposite the
landing area at an appropriate height.
Good airmanship dictates that you are
settled down ready for the landing and
make a reasonable base leg before the
final turn.
The key to good planning in the early
stages is to be able to recognise a suitable position relative to the field by
judging tbe angle. For example, as you
turn downwind to commence the circuit
you should be glancing out sideways and
downwards towards the nearest part of
the field. Except in very low performance machines such as the T-21,
Schweizer 2-33 etc, an angle of 45° is far
too steep unless the conditions are very
severe or it is clear that you are short of
SAILPLANE & GUDING

height for a normal circuit. It is always
easier to liJe on a rather wide circuit mov,ing closer ,than to be too close trying to
move further out. This is because as you
lurn out to widen the circuit it becomes
difficult to see the field and how far you
have gone.
It is a simple matter to learn to recognise what an angle of about 30° looks like.
Pace out four paces from a mark on the
gro\lnd and lhen just raise your arm and
point to the mark. That is about the
angle Ihat you should want to see the
nearest edge of the airfield or the landing area as you arrive opposite it at
about 5-600fl. However, this angle is
only safe if you have at least a normal
amount ef height. If you were higher
than normal, say 7-800ft you would be
the appropriate distance further out giving you a longer base leg and more time
to make adjustments.
Angles alone are not safe because if
you are very low the angle may be right
but you will collide with the ground durlng the final turn. Unfortunately altimeters are notorious for sticking so that
they may indicate, height l,hat you
haven't really got. Combined with the
human tendency 10 be optimistic, this
kind of error leads to many hairy final
turns ano the occasional wrecked glider.
At heights of over 5-600ft, an error of
200ft will be relatively unimportant,
provided that the angle is about right.
Never t.rust the altimeter below that
height and remember ,that on any land,jng away from the gliding site the ground
level will almos<t always be different, giving a further error.
You may notice that I never actually
mention the height for a final turn. For
me heights in feet do Dot exist below
about 500ft. Ideally for training, the
altimeter should be blanked off between
200 and 600f.t so that you just have to
get into the habit of looking out and
judging the final parts of the circuit and
approaCh. Often in the past I have
sneaked an extra 200ft on the altimeter
in a side by side two-seater after the

pilot has declared to me that he never
uses it. The results are usually a dramatically low final turn to the bewilderment
of the pilot. Often they quite genuinely
believe that they ignore the instrument
but their judgment is influenced by them
unconsciously reading it.
One other fundamental. If during the
circuit we find ourselves short of height,
by the time we are down to about 500ft
it is vital to pick up some extra speed
and maintain it from then on until the
round out for landing. When we are flying downwind it is tempting to continue
flying slowly to conserve height but this
can lead to situations from which an
accident is almost unavoidable.
In order to make a safe final turn it is
essential to have 10-12kt above the
minimum cruising speed. Below this
speed the handling is usually too poor to
allow safe turning in the turbulence near
the ground. But it is only too easy to be
misled into flying slowly in an aHempt to
conserve height. Looking down from the
glider it seems obvious that you are not
really short of height, but at low speed
any encounter with turbulence or an
area of sinking air will result in a serious
loss of height. Within seconds this loss of
height will put you in an impossible position.
If you attempt a turn without increasing speed first you are 'Iiable to stall and
spin as a result of turning at too low an
airspeed in turbulent air. Alternatively,
if you attempt to gain more speed, the
height lost may leave you too low to
complete the turn safely. This is the risk
that you take at any time you are flying
LOW and SLOW, whether you are on
the downwind or base leg of the circuit.
Moreover, the risks are seldom obvious
at the time because looking down from
2-300ft there is still apparently plenty of
height. Unfortunately quite a large
amount of this height will inevitably be
used up to gain speed for a safe final
turn and this is easily forgotten in the
anxiety of the moment. Combine this
problem with a sticky altimeter and you
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can understand why so many people get
caught making dangerously low and slow
final turns.
To avoid the possibility of getting
caught out like this, the first and most
important thing is to acknowledge that
you are running short of height and may
have to turn in early or choose an alternative landing area. Plan for the worst
situation that could happen. Where will
you land if you hit further sink and lose
more height? Get much closer to the
field so that you do not have to waste
height making a base leg. This is the
occasion to fly within 45° of the boundary and to keep within that angle to a
landable area. Make a deliberate point
of lowering the nose and picking up an
appropriate speed and keep checking the
ASI every few seconds to make quite
sure that you do not slow down again.
Remember that if that happens, even for
a few seconds, any patch of sink or turbulence could drop you into a position
where you are LOW and SLOW and in
real trouble.
Ignore the altimeter and try to judge
whether you can continue to fly downwind further or should be making the
final turn. Compare your height with any
trees or buildings, judging the situation
by remembering that you probably want
to complete that final turn by at least
two or three times their height. Usually
you will be making a 180° turn 'in this
situation and it will obviously use up
more height than the normal turn of 90°
from a base leg to finals. Since you will
be turning in over the field instead of
some distance behind it, you will want to
get rid of height very quickly after completing the turn. Be ready to check the
airspeed as you are completing the turn
and if it is adequate, open full airbrake
immediately to get rid of the excess
height. Then, if there is still plenty of
room left for the landing, you can reduce
the amount of airbrake if you need to
because of the high rate of sink or
because of a loss of airspeed. More on
planning in the next issue.
RI

It belongs to you!

Throughout the summer, a group of Britain's best soaring pilots are ready and waiting to help
you improve your flying.
Bring your own (or share) a glider. Dual instruction in our Twin Astir and Super Falke.
Your instructor will be one of the BGA national coaches. It will come as no surprise to learn
that he is considered one of the best instructors in the country. But you may need to be reminded
that he's also a human being. And our courses are fun, as well as instructive!
Please give us a call for a list of dates and venues.
BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
KIMBERLEY HOUSE. VAUGHAN WAY, LEICESTER LEI 4SG
TELEPHONE: (0533) S31OS1
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IN PURSUIT OF A SILVER C
Part 2 - Made It!
In the February Issue, p16, MARY MEAGHER described how she gained her distance in September though
had little hope of completing the other legs In what was left of 1984.
I like Pete Clark. One of the best. When
Pete is flying the tug he gives me confidence. Ready for launching at half-past
eleven on what ,promised to be a really
good day, I waved to rete and pointed
straight up over the airfield, indicating
2500ft. He nodded, waved, and we were
off. On the only decent day in a month
of wet ones, Wednesday, September 26,
there was a ridge of high pressure amid
encircling gloom. I'd been waiting for it,
I was ready for it, I got to Wycombe
early and ate bacon and eggs at the airfield restaurant. Spent the morning towing out planes. First my own K-8, the
Mean Machine. Then the other K-8 for
somebody else, and an Astir for Bruce
Morrow, who was going to try for Silver
distance.
I emerged from the clubhouse ,to note
with surprise that they had changed the
runway from 25 to 07. The wind was
very light, almost no wind at all, and had
been waffling around from soulh-west to
north-west, but now seemed to be
mostly north. Fine. I would attempt a
modest triangle, say Didcot, Bicester and
home. Even the K-8 could get somewhere on a day like this one promised to
be. And if I got slarted early enough,
perhaps, just perhaps, I wuld achieve
five hours. Very un!ike'ly, this late in the
year. But perhaps. Of COllFse, when they
changed runways and everybody went
down to the other end, lhere was my
K-8 slill sitting on the grass in the old
place, aU by its :Ione~me self, and I had
to go out with the car and move it to the
new launch point.
By the time I had all that sorted out, it
was after eleven o'clock. The pundits
were towing out their planes, but they
were holding back, waiting until conditions were just right. I knew that if I
wailed until conditions were just right I
would 'be stuck in the queue and possibly
not gel up until one or two o'clock, so
we towed the Mean Machine right up to
the iline. I dashed over and parked the
car :by the hedge (paid a quick tribute to
I1llture in a discreet location) and
skedaddled back before anyone else
could nip in ahead of me.
No need to release early. I could hang
onto the tug for 2000 or 3000ft if need
be. BUI at 1600ft there seemed to be a
very decent bit of lift, so I pulled off.
And' didn't get it. Rats. Surely we had
come through a substantial thermal?
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Couldn't find it. Couldn't find anything.
The first lines of fluffy white cu were
down over Marlow and I was already too
low to go looking over there. What a
dope, to pull off at 1600ft when I didn't
have to! I would have to land and launch
again. Oh well. Too late in the year to
attempt five hours anyway, and I'd never
get the gain of height.

tropical cu over Bicester had crept a bit
closer. I got across all right, but the first
cloud must have been on its last legs
because all it had was sink. The next one
was better and I was nicely established. I
had a good idea by now which side had
the energy, fortunately it was the sunny
side or I would have frozen to death;
came up without my jacket, just a

H'

was minding my own business when a Tomahawk jet
lighter flashed past about 10ft away. Seemed like 10ft."
I was downwilld, over the dump as
usual, and figured I could scrape down
as low as 600ft and turn directly onto
base if need be, but got lucky just in
,time and found a modest little lhermal
over the cornet of the airfield. I hung in
there, scraped away and got back to
1200ft. The other K-8 saw me turning,
came over and joined in, above me, and
I found the best bit, four up, turned
tightly and corkscrewed right up through
the middle while he was messing around
the outer edges of the thermal. Very satisfying, that. Hot pilot, Mary! Like a
good girl, I broke off at the statutory
2000ft (setting a good example), found a
nice little cloud over Lane End, got up
to c10udbase which was about 3200ft
and set off for the ridge.
Convection clouds in neat little lines
were set up over Henley and Marlow,
there was another promising line of tropical white cu to the north over Bicester,
but there was a large blue open space
over the Thames Valley and I was too
chicken to venture out into the blue. I
shuttled back and forth along the ridge,
nearly got into trouble at one point, but
found six up over a pig farm. "Hello,
pigs!" I hollered. "Thank's for the lift!"
You could see all the piggies down on
the field with their little tin shelters all
neatly spaced out.
So far, so good. I remembered to look
at my watch just before take-off, and
that was eleven thirty - 12.30, 1.30,
2.30,3.30,4.30 would be five hours. If it
didn't clag over in the afternoon,
perhaps, just perhaps. Don't do anything
stupid and throw it away. I hung about
over the ridge for another hour, and
then got up to 3800ft; it was now possible to cross .over the blue as the line of

track-suit, two pairs of socks and red
leather shoes. I reached into the pocket
of the glider and put on my hat and
scarf.
Climbing gently to one side of RAF
Benson, I was minding my own business
when a Tomahawk jet fighter flashed
past about lOft away. Seemed like 10ft. I
hope he saw me first, because I sure as
hell didn't see him! By the time the
danger had come to my notice it was
over already, I didn't even have time to
freak out! (I suppose if he had actually
hit me I wouldn't have time to freak out,
so why worry!) I had a really good look
at the Tomahawk, just like a painting in
a book of aircraft, turned over on its
side, black and khaki, all the little missiles glued on the bottom.
Next passer-by, slill. near Benson, was
mor,e discreet. Slow and stately. A bright
red scarlet helicopter. Hey, I know what
that is ... that is "he Queen's helicopter!
Holy smokes! Nobody said anything
about a purple airway before I left
Booker. Of course the Queen's helicopter doesn't always have the Queen on
board. Oh well, noth,ing I could do about
it now, I just stayed put in my thermal
and the red helicopter pot:tered on down
to RAF Bensoa, keeping well clear. I
suppose if it was a purple airway I will
hear about it later. Small glider v,iolating
royal airspace, pilot remanded to
dungeon.
My intention on setting out was to fly
very slowly to Didcot, then to Bicester,
but it didn't look too good over Didcot. I
decided to play safe and in order to pass
the time, flyover Oxford, my home
town. It is truly fascinating to get a new
perspective on a place you know well
from the ground. Cowley works, the vast
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British Leyland complex. Good place to
look for lift, but I nearly got into trouble
on the way. Serious trouble!
Okay, there was an extra 300ft or so
on the clock, the difference between the
height of the ground at Booker, and the
ground at Oxford, but the ground was
coming up and I was going down, and
there wasn't anything useful at all. 0
Lord. Pick a field. Any field. Hells bells,
they've all got high tension wires. High
tension wires all over the place, ~triding
@ver the fields in every direction. I never
saw so many goddam wires. Reason was,
0f course, I was by now turning over a
Central Electricity Board main station,
the hub of the network. Must have been
charged up with something, because
that's where the lift was. I wondered
whether all those condensers and
generators and things were sending off
invisible ions, but too late to quibble, the
lift was directly over the power station
and 1 needed it badly. Got away.
Spent the next two hours messing
about over Oxford, and that was good
fun. Port Meadow looks like a good
place to land, but I know from experience it is full of holes and marshes and
grotty little ponies. I got a good look at
the ice rink and from the air it is really
impressive. The colleges below, in golden stone, exposed their inner secret
gardens to my interested observation. I
could name everyone; Christ Church,
Merton, Queens, Exeter. And there's
loan Whear's house, down on Park
Town Crescent. Hi, Joan. She can't hear

me up here. That's the trouble, flying
over your home town in a glider you
don't make any noise so nobody looks
up to see you. I wanted to show off, but
nobody noticed. Oh well.
Cloudbase had moved up during the
afternoon. By now it was 4000ft. When I
got in trouble over Cowley I was down
below 900ft on the clock. If I could only
just make it up to 4200ft that would be
Silver height! Time and again the lift
pooped out at c1oudbase. If only it would
keep going I would take a chance and
enter cloud.
The K-S didn't have a turn and bank
gyroscope, but it had the little ping pong
ball in a tube that showed if your turn
was slipping. It' had an ASI, vario,
altimeter and compass. If I got into
trouble in the cloud I could open the
airbrake and come down, but I thought I
could manage to keep in a steady turn, if
only the lift would go up in the cloud. I
tried one, another, another, and yet
another, before I coaxed the K-8 up to
4200ft. Marginal, but the best I could do
on the day. Didn't get into any trouble,
cloud flying. I was rather pleased about
that. Should do even better with the
proper instruments.
Time was three o'clock. Time to be
thinking of getting back to Wycombe. It
was surprisingly easy. Kept up under the
edge of the cloud street and only needed
to stop and turn once. Somewhat disconcerted when something dropped out of a
cloud just ahead. Turned out to be Tony
Bianci in his red and white stunt plane

doing the falling leaf. Tony zipped up
and over, couple of loops and a barrel
roll; I kept well clear.
Back up over the ridge at 4000ft and
holding! Only an hour to go! I was getting pretty tired. Cramped, stiff. I
opened up the apple juice and took a
swig and ate a fig roll. Time crawled. No
problem staying up, but could I hold
out? In more ways than one? I began to
sing. Gilbert and Sullivan. Bach. Handel
... "Oh, thou, that tellest good tidings
to Zion, get thee up! unto the High
Mountain!" and best of all, "Amazing
Grace, how Sweet it is, to Save a Wretch
like me! I once was lost, and now I'm
Found, a Slave, but now I'm Free." Try
it some time. Good and loud. Helps you
to fly when the end is near!
The end was very near, 4.25. But I
wouldn't land just yet. Make damn sure.
Give it an extra fifteen minutes. And
just over there some farmers were setting a field alight. Top off the day with a
stubble fire! It was a good one. I've tried
before to use stubble fires but didn't get
much. This one was all mine and
whammo! Ten up! In less time than it
takes to tell it, 1 was up to 4600ft. No
doubt about it now. Silver gain of height.
And endurance. I flew down over
Wycombe Air Park, waving my wings,
but nobody noticed. I made a sloppy
landing, way up the field, and gbt out of
the plane creaking in every join t. Tired
but happy.

*

*

*

Mary Meagher, Silver C.
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A SHAGGY GLIDING STORY
Reported by MARY MEAGHER
Paul Ramford was telling us about his
spectacular return from his five hours'
endurance flight in the K-S. It seems
that Paul had been voyaging back and
forth between Bicester and Aylesbury
fOF some time, when the day began to
fade and he was caught short near
Stokenchurch. Ron Hone and Toby
Jones came round with the open trailer,
and the three of them took all the pins
out and Ron said (he was holding the
fuselage and the others were holding the
wings) "I'd better move that toolbox or
something might fall on top of it and get
damaged". He let go of the fuselage and
the wings dropped off and it fell over on
top of the tool box and got damaged!
Well after that they loaded up the
wings and body into the open trailer,
stuffing some straw in here and there to
make it fit comfortably, and they got all
set to go back to Wycombe, only Ron's
car was a little two-seater sports model
Datsun, and there was no room for
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three. Only one place left. Paul had to
get in the cockpit of the K-S.
He felt pretty silly sitting in there, as
you can well imagine, riding along in the
open trailer while the passers-by stared
in wild surmise. Just then one screw
dropped off the numberplate on the
trailer, and it started to whirl around as
they sped along. Paul was hoping they

" ... felt pretty slily riding along In
the open trailer while passers-by
stared in wild surmise . .. "
would notice, but they didn't and then
he was hoping somebody overtaking
would flash their lights to call this defect
to the driver's attention, and much to his
relief the next car to overtake did just
that, only it began to flash some other
lights as well, including a blue one that
went round and round.

Paul did his best to disappear completely from sight. He undid his straps
and shrank down until he fetched up
against the control stick, with only his
eyes showing over the top, while the
officers of the law came round to check
on the numberplate.
"What's he doing in there?" one of
the policemen inquired. "Oh," said Ron,
ever a quick thinking fellow, "He has to
stay in there to balance the load."
"Pretty dangerous place to be, if there
were an accident" said the officer. "Take
it carefully, and you'd better fix that
numberplate on the back." "Thank you
very much, sir" said the eager crew, and
hastened to oblige, while Paul sat doggo
in the cockpit and tried to look vital and
necessary.
They got back all right, but the story is
still going the rounds and gets better in
the telling, as all good gliding stories do.
"I hardly recognised it last time I heard
it" said Paul, blushing.
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THE ARCTIC LITE PRIZE
CHRIS GARTON recalls what made him attempt the only Intentional free distance flight of
his gliding career.
The occasional Arctic Lite sticker can
still be seen decorating a trailer here and
there. Nowadays it probably only signifies that the trailer has not been
repainted recently, yet five years ago
Arctic Lite slogans were adorning gliding
clubs the length of the country.
In 1980, Allied Breweries, the manufacturers of Arctic Lite lager, were
sponsoring British gliding on an unprecedented scale. There was sponsorship
for the World Championships British
team, assistance for the clubs hosting
that year's Nationals, and major cash
prizes for the best flights of the year. It
was the prospect of winning one of these
prizes that lured me into altempting the
only intentional free distance flight of
my gliding career. With Arctic Lite
safely off the market, this is the story of
thal flight.
The prizes were generous: £500 for
the fastest 300km triangle, £1000 for the
rongest O/R and £ 1500 for the longest
f,ree distance flight. It was the spirit of
1976, tl10ugh (as it transpired) without
the 1976 weather.
As the holder of the British O/R
record, I felt honour bound to win the
Arctic lite O/R prize. In fact, I almost
felt I had a moral right to it. But by the
end of June my attempts at achieving
even a 500km flight had all failed and
from then on I was heavily involved with
competitions with little time for thoughts
of the Arctic Lite prize.
At the end of August it was the Open
Class Nationals at Lasham. Brian
Spreckley was staying with me as he
often did whilst running courses at
Lasham, my house being conveniently
c10se to the airfield. But the weather
during the Nationals proved to be among
the best of the year, and I soon found
out that Brian was using Lasham as a
base for his attempt on the O/R prize,
coming back with longer and longer
flights each day while I could only grit
my teeth and carry on grinding round
the Nationals' closed circuits. It was not
lost on me that he was using my hospitality to win the prize that should have
been mine! I considered throwing Brian
out, but realised this might be misconstrued as bad sportsmanship and
wouldn't stop him anyway.
So I confined myself to affecting disdain for his little O/Rs but, with the end
of Nationals and September now upon
us, I had to concede that my chances of
beating his 530km flight were now
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exceedingly slim. On the other hand,
there had been, as far as I Iknew, no
claims for the biggest Arctic Lite prize,
the longest stra"ight distance award. It
was beginning to look as though the
£ 1500 migh t even go tt> an enterprising
Silver C distance claimant.
Perhaps honour might be restored yet.
But when the opportunity came, amazingly only a week after the end of the
Nationals, I was total'ly ullprelpared and
nearly missed it.
The Great Day came on Sunday, September 7. There was a fresh southerly
wind with occasional scrappy pieces of
cumulus forming under a low inversion.
According to the forecast, a front was
lying to the north, which appeared to
rule out the prospect of a distance flight.
But I was determined to achieve a good
day's gliding in some form and spent
much of the morning inquiring about the
possibility of wave from the South
Downs as the weather situation seemed
potentially favourable.

The crew no doubt
looked upon a retrieve from
Scotland as good sport
It was past 11 am when suddenly I
made the decision to try for the distance
prize. The clue came from the Volmet,
which was giving the Manchester
weather as clear skies and a southerly
wind, not westerly as was forecast. Evidently the front to the north was not
behaving as expected and the available
weather area was much larger that I had
thought. I rigged hurriedly. The word
spread and in next to no time a volunteer retrieve crew had materialised, no
doubt looking upon a retrieve from Scotland as good sport. I launched at
1210hrs and set off immediately.
My first need was to find out who, if
anyone, was attempting a similar flight. I
inquired on the radio and up came the
inevitable Brian Spreckley in reply with
the news that no one had launched from
Booker or Dunstable but that Tim Macfadyen had set off from Aston Down
some time earlier. Shortly after this Justin Wills announced he was off tow at
Booker with similar intent. It was going
to be a contest. Tim had the advantage
of an early start but I expected his more
northerly starting point would work
against him. I was nervous of Justin

because of his long experience of dis~
tance flights in this direction, but to
compensate I had already reached Reading while he was still at Booker, and had
the advantage of flying a Nimbus 2
against his Mosquito.
The conditions were not .epic. The
thermals were topping out at 2300ft
above the ground and were none too
regular at that. So it remained as I followed a track that took me over Kellering and Corby, influenced eastwards by
the increasing blueness encroaching from
the west. In Lincolnshire things
improved, and I eould reacm 3500ft asl
in good thermals. Passing Lincoln, I
heard Tim announce he was near Leeds.
My own speed I calculated at 110kmlhr,
which sounds impressive until you
remember that at least a quarter of that
was due to the tailwind component.
I followed the Humber bridge into
Yorkshire, where the wind was more
south-westerly and I realised that my
track was converging with the coast too
rapidly. There was now a large blue gap
to cross towards some distant cumulus
lying over the southern slopes of the
Yorkshire Moors a few miles east of Sutton Bank. I reached these clouds at low
altitude and could climb only slowly.
There was no point in looking for a faster climb since to the north the sky was
completely overcast, offering no prospect of an y further lift.
Bereft of ideas, I decided to head back
to the south-west into the sunshine
beyond Sulton Bank, to hill soar if
necessary and await developments. But
just beyond Sulton Bank at only 1200ft I
ran into an area of smooth weak lift in
which I began to tack to and fro, climbing very slowly. It was the bottom of a
wave; overhead a lenticular was forming.
The lift improved gradually as I climbed.
Other gliders were being towed out
below from Sutton Bank and still more
were visible above, all working the same
area of lift. But the cloud was increasing
too and by the time I reached the base
there was only a narrow slot remaining
open. I beat resolutely back and forth as
the cloud engulfed me until finally at
5000ft the lift died. I turned north and
with thoroughly wet wings from the
cloud encounter sank rapidly at first,
then broke through below the cloud
layer and set off under an iron gr'ey sky
on what was plainly a glide out. Too late
I spotted the telltale shaft of sunlight on
the Pennines near Barnards Castle, the
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sign of a new wave slot; by now it was
out of range.
An industrial thermal at Teesside gave
me a few hundred ex'tra feet, then I crept
off again along the coast with the realisation that although I oiight be the day's
winner, I still needed to squeeze every
available kilomelre out of the glide to
defend mysel'f against fulure attempts. I
knew by then that Tim f1ad landed at
Dishforlh and Justil1 was down in the
middle of the Yorkshire Moors.
The village of High Heselden is situated on the difftop by the sea eight miles
south-east of Durham, and it was clear
from the receptiol1 I received after my
arrival that a glider landing there was a
great novelt)!; The friendliness and hospitality was the best I have experienced
after a field landing. The villagers were
amazed that I had flown all the way from
the south of England. I tried to tell them
that on a good day I would expect to fly
there and back, but this left them totally
unimpressed.
By the time the trailer had arrived, the
glider been derigged and leave taken of
our hosts, it was after 2am. I had been
all for staying there the night, or at least
stopping at a motel on the way back, but
the crew were keen to drive on. I decided
we wOlf/d share out the driving; I drove
for the first two hours, then handed over
control, settled down in the back seat and
went to sleep.
I must have slept for an hour or so
before I was awakened by a sickening
swaying of the car. It was yawing violcntly from side to side. The driver was
trying desperately to correct but was
applying the wrong inputs and making

the situation worse. I realised instantly
what was about to happen. I had been in
a jack-knife before, only this time it was
my car and my trailer, and we were
travelling at speed in the middle lane of
the Ml.
All this happened within seconds.
Before I could do or even say anything
that might have helped, the inevitable
jack-knife occurred. There was a crash, a
screeching of tyres as the car was dragged round by the trailer, then a rending
noise as we slid backwards along the
central reservation crash barrier. We
came to a stop in the fast lane, facing the
wrong way, shaken but unhurt. Mercifully at 5am there was little other traffic
on the motorway. We scooped up pieces
of debris, then drove the car to the hard
shoulder, the A-frame and the front
bulkhead of the trailer still a ttached to it.
The trailer itself was nowhere to be
seen. As we were careering along backwards in the car, I had last glimpsed it
going past us, still in the centre lane,
heading towards London.
A motorway police patrol was soon at
the scene. By now the first thin grey light
of dawn was appearing, and in the drizzle that had now started to fall we set off
in search of the trailer. We soon found
it. It had veered off the motorway and
plunged down an embankment at the
bottom of which it was arrested by a
fence, that is excepting the fuselage
which, lacking its forward restraint which
had been torn away with the front bulkhead, had carried on.
Next came the motorway recovery
crew to winch the trailer back up the
embankment and remove it to the

recovery yard. Relations bctween us
quickly became strained and several
times I had to in tervene to preven t
further damage to the glider. They for
their part clearly resented any suggestion
that would involve them in any extra
time or effort in return for their £94
recovery fee. The presence of the police
patrol was especially WelC0l11e at this
stage.
The car proved drivable once the
bodywork panelling had been prised free
of the wheels. We drove sl'owly home,
stopping on the way to phone a wellknown glider repairer who we thought
would be a match for the recovery outfit.
For me the remaining few months of
the year were filled with the aggravation
of repairs to glider, trailer and car, and
the agony of knowing that if anyone
achieved a longer flight before the year's
end, all would have been for nothing,
and I would have no chance at a second
attempt. But the end of the year .came,
and despite the threat of wave flights
southwards from Aboyne, therc were no
other claims.
The Arctic Lite distance prize had
been conceived with the aim of
encouraging outstanding flights to promote both gliding and Arctic Lite lager.
Perhaps in retrospect there should have
been a minimum qualifying distance, but
as no such condition had been specified,
my flight of 395km was adjudged the
winner. There were no fanfares, no publicity. One day early in 1981 a cheque
arrived in the post, with a complimen'ts
slip attached in a plain brown envelope.
I banked it quickly. I needed Ihat money
to help pay for the repairs.
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ON PARACHUTES AND KISSES
Surgeon MICHAEL THICK, who had to bale out of his ASW·20L during the 1984 Open Class
Nationals, gives his account of the Incident which has been much discussed during the last year.
Everyone must have heard of the game
Chinese Whispers, where a simple
statement like Hsend reinforcements, we
are going to advance" becomes Hsend
fompence, we are going to a dance".
Having had my adventures related back
to me by several unsuspecting raconteurs, I now believe that gliding stories.
are a very close second to fishing stories.
I was even more alarmed to read about
it ill the Open Nationals report
('December issue, p271) where some of
the details were quite wrong.
The responsible reporter makes sure
of his facts rather than producing good
reading - a point well made by Dave
Watl in his recent letter (February issue,
p34). Ben Watson asked me to speak at
the BGA Conference at Cardiff, but
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unfortunately I could not attend. However, I promised a written account of the
events and my reflections, so here is a
heartfelt though inadequate celebration
of survival.
It is fashionable to admit to addictions, and I confess that mine is adrenalino For this I blame both John Jeffries
and my work (always blame the pusher,
never your own weakness). Both have
produced some very Hinteresting" flying
situations, and since both my fiscal and
corporeal survival depend (bad pun) on
adrenalin, I have no intention of seeking
a cure. Over the last year or so I have
been using a heart rate recorder to investigate stress both at work and in competition flying, and I will report this soon. I
wasn't recording heart rates at Lasham,

as was reported in S&G, but I think that it
did increase!
And so to the events of that day. The
visibility on that Friday was undoubtedly
appalling, but apparently VMC is not a
factor considered when launching a
competition grid. I do not believe that
conducting a straw poll of passing power
pilots is any way to establish conditions
before launching a held start, but I do
believe that accepting a launch or sticking with the conditions is entirely the
responsibility of the pilot. Despite the
heated discussions about this, I know of
only one pilot who had the courage to
admit that he did not wish to accept the
risks, and so stayed on the ground.
How often have you been asked
"what's it feel like to fly a glider'''? I
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usually answer Ihis badly, or else brusquely as one does inquiries about deeply
personal feelings. It is very difficult to
describe the freedom of three dimensions, the inexorable awareness of gravity and the excitement of predic,ting and
achieving a good thermal. After a while I
become' unaware of the physical coostraints of the machine and its manipulation, and flying becomes an exciting
interaction between what I see and wha't
I plan to do next. Imagine then the horror of being wrenched oUI of this higher
plane (dreadfully apposite pun) by the
most deafening crash and violent jollt. I
did not contemplate Irying to ,fly ,it,
which was just as well. Having been
taken aback and be'low, there was very
little flap left on one side. The flap is the
principle pitch control on an ASW-20 as
was- so elegant:l}' demonslrated by Peter
BouTl1e,and SOl I very rapidly became
upside down and travelling very fast.
Under these circumstan'ces lhe canopy
is extremely difficult to dislodge. No JW,
thee·orrect canopy procedure was used,
and checked several 'times. I pushed il
hard, and nothing happened. I hit it

extremely hard witll my fist, and broke
my finger and nothing else. The iee in
the veins began to melt a bit. Ah.
Nothing for it but feet, and yes it is possible - I have scars on my shins to prove
it. A blessed roar of fresh air; free fall
then a very reassuring jerk. And there,
in the sudden quiet, were the tree tops
4'OOft beneath my gently swaying feet,
and happily enough wi,ts left to keep the
kn.ees firmly logether when going
through them. After a short helicopter
ride 'back to lasham, an enormous kiss
from Daphne (my crew) convinced me
that I was very much alive.

Within an hour
there were five
offerttof glass ships
The next few days, and particularly
the next few hours, were very trying but
convinced me that one of the main
reasons I like gliding is the other people
who glide. Within an hour of being on
the ground five people had offered me
glass ships in which to fly the next day's
task. A whole host offered to help

retrieve the wre<:kage, and did so. This
task was made much less difficu!'t by the
efforts of IPhil Phillips at Lasham, and
Dall Air who tent us equipmenl and a
truck. Peter and Daphne, by their
enormous calm made clearing up after
near tragedy seem much less awful than
it might have been. I cannot thank
enough the many friends who lent a
hand.
Needless to say there was no shortage
of bar-side suggestions about what' I
should have done. The most ,interesting
of these was tha't I should have given up
with the canopy and just gone through it.
However, Perspex on .a warm day is
Quite strong, and it withstood a desperate fist. I am not at all S"ure that it would
have broken, but would be most
interested to hear 'of anyone else's
experience.
I gave my Caterpillar to my better
half, Louise, because it has big eyes like
she has. Also it pleases me to be able to
see her wear it, since the ratio of eligibility to ownership is about three to one,
and it reminds me that I should never
take the next day for granted.
Ir1

A NIGHTMARE RETRIEVE
AUDREY SANSOM describes her motorway accident with some thoughts of how it might
have been prevented In the hope it will help others this season
I had a road accident during a trailer
retrieve last year. Try to imagine your
trailer swaying uncontrollably until you
jack-knife on a busy motorway with
headlights bearing down on you at
70mph, then multiply your horror by ten
times and you might get some impression
of how awful it was! I have since discovered that a jack-knife is a very common
occurrence among gliding and boating
people and I hope that a description of
my accident and some thoughts on prevention will help some of you. It has
taken me several months to recover confidence on the roads and I don't look
forward to the next retrieve ...
I was returning from retrieving Dave
after his Silver distance from Lasham to
Long Marston, with two friends who
helped with the navigation, and was on
the eastbound carriageway of the M4 at
about 11.30pm when the trailer suddenly
started snaking very badly for no apparent reason - a horrible feeling. Despite
trying to lock my arms etc, I could not
stop the car from violently swinging until
I was pointing straight at the central crash
barrier. I braked and we swung the rest of
the way round until both car and trailer
w.ere poinling the wrong way in the fast
lane' parallel'to the central reservation.
When we came to a stop there seemed 'to
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be a wall of headlights coming towards
us.
My passengers ran to the nearest
phone box, while Dave.and I sayed with
the car flashing the headlights and hazard
lights to try and alert traffic. Many vehicles went past without stopping or even
slowing down, including a coach or two.
We decided that the fuel tank was intact
so tried to start the car, but before we
managed it, a Scirocco drove into the offside rear of the trailer which was just jutting into the middle lane, and then
bumped into the back of an Ambassador.
There was now a lot of debris on the
road - bits of car, trailer and glider, but
cars still drove past without stopping or
slowing down until a Golf suddenly
swerved (I am not sure why) and rolled
up the bank. I have to admit that I went
into a state of shock at ·this point, but
Dave managed to gel. everyone safely up
the bank out of the way. Luckily no one
was seriously hurt, but several were suffering shock.
When the police arrived they pointed
out that one of the trailer tyres had burst
- presumably the cause of the jackknife. The net result of the accident was
fOUf cars, a glider and trailer written off
and two v,ery minor injuries .. Afld all this
when I had been dr,jving under 50mph.

Subsequent discussions about similar
incidents have suggested several points to
watch if you wish to prevent this type of
accident.
a) Trailers are often left standing for
weeks so that the weight is all on one
small part of the tyre. This must increase
the risk of splits in the tyres. I suggest that
trailers should be moved every week or
so to distribute the load. There should
also be more emphasis placed on a regular check of tyres and suspensioA easier to do on a duff day than just before
a retrieve. Clubs should appoint someone
in charge of fettling the trailer.
b) Buy and fit a stabiliser - it might
have helped me to control the errant
trailer.
'
c) Make the trailer as visible as possible
- ours was an unpainted aluminium one
which must be fairly visible but the Sarocco driver obviously didn't think so.
Perhaps lights on the sides?
d) If you see an accident please make
sure that everyone is safely off the road,
especially if they are in a state of shock.
One policeman said that more people are
injured because they are too dazed to
notice traffic, than are injured in the
actual accident.
e) Try not to retrieve late on a Sunday
on the M4!
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Four Ways To Stay Up In Wales
IVOR SHATTOCK, the Welsh soaring wizard and author of 'c'Soaling at Usk",
has written this article based on the talk he gave at the BGA Conference.
_ _ _ _ West
North_
waves

.

•

Herefo'

•

Herelll'd

Ross

RossIll1Wye

•

The wave pal/ern in the Usk area.

When I was asked by John Milsom to
give a talk at Cardiff on "Soaring the
Welsh hills" it seemed a good idea.
After all the talk I'd given to the cubs
the previous week went down well free tea and biscuits too, so I agreed.
"Make it light and funny - plenty of
your funny (strange, peculiar) landing
stories," he said. Didn't he realise
everybody, but everybody, in the audience would be thoroughly versed in their
landing out funnies?
four ways to stay up I'd called it. Four
wind directions if you like, or four ways
of soaring. Four! Well let's say ridge,
thermal, wave and sea breeze front.
Then there's flying for height, speed (=
distance), duration and for the view. We
never got round to the glory, or the
brockenspectre but started on ridge soaring, never mind I will, I will one day.

In a northerly wind
the whole of the
Brecon range Is soarable
From your map you can see that with
the heights marked ami the closeness of
the contour lines, in a northerly wind the
whole of the Brecon range from Abergavenny via Brecon to Ammanford is
soarable. In fact, due to the shoulders,
gulleys, spurs and sheer faces in parts,
it's possible to use this entire range in
winds ranging from NW round to NE.
Naturally strength of wind and sunshine play important roles in keeping the
glider above the ridge as opposed to
alongside it. Usk, Ammanford, Brecon is
a 190km triangle whether you choose to
return via the Brecon Beacons again or
June/July 1985

The cross-country routes.

with the aid of any sea breeze front that
appears to the south.
What sort of heights are we operating
at? Well at the Blorenge (1900ft) we can
start as low as 1200ft (off tow) and the
maximum would be around 4000ft at
Pen y Fan (2906ft).
If your partner in the glider has a day
like that, when it's your turn you can bet
the wind has changed. Never mind we'll
do the easterly trip. Great fun this. Tow
to a point downwind of the site where
the hill looks roughly at right angles to
the wind and off we go south to
Cwmbran and beyond, then back up the
same track to Abergavenny. (Blorenge is
again working this time to the east!).
There is a jump here to the steep faces
leading to L1antony Abbey and Hatterell
hill where you'll probably fly through a
"cloud" of hang gliders. I thought it was
exaggeration too when I first heard it but
with twenty in the air, twenty on the
ground and a similar number rigging you
have to see it!
Should the wind be NE these faces
still work as you go north but one jumps
each finger after "stoking up" sufficiently. Hay Bluff is the end of the run,
100km in all back to Usk. You could of
course just race up and down the whole
length again "<1 la" mini Striedieck.at VNJ;
Very rough ride it is too - following the
last but one contour line! Should you not
fancy this stuff, we have the nursery
slopes to the SE of the site which go up
to 1000ft, have large landable fields all
along them and still make a 100km to
Ross and Caerleon.
The NW wind that makes these slopes
soarable usually produce thermals of
course and with a backing wind, wave.
Magic wave. With a westerly component

in the wind wave occurs regularly from
Newport (see the map) up to Hereford
and beyond and because of the converging nature of the hills each side of the
Usk valley, it is usual to find one of the
waves coinciding with the Wentwood
hill; 400ft up to 13 500ft over the same
spot has been recorded.

Our site position allows
us to remain
airborne quite safely
Whilst we are talking of wave I should
say that our site position, smack in the
centre of the main shadow area, allows
us to remain airborne quite safely when
all but a few slots have closed up. The
last one or two are usually just upwind
of the site, which at 82ft asl is always at
least 1500ft below cloud. Any lower
cloud than that and I'd call it fog.
For the northerly wave we often find
the Crickhowell valley works on the
south side allowing us to slide crosswind
over the Aberdare GC site down as far
as Swansea. Setting out over the sea is a
little unnerving but one just reminds
oneself of the altitude. More wave lying
over Caerphilly parallel to the coast provides a safe route to Usk where it sometimes" turns the corner".
At the moment the official club height
record is 20000ft (mine, all mine) but
32 500ft has been photographed. No
barograph you see!
All in all, we have soaring in the four
winds, in four forms of lift, and for four
goals - distance, height, time and looking at the sights. Join us sometime, but
not in a southerly!
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Diseased, Dilatory or Deb's Delights?
Charles Ellis, former chairman of the London Gliding Club and
former civil servant, and a pretty good swordsman with the pen,
calls the BGA Flying Committee, which amongst other things
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A good swordsman with the pen.
determines how Comps should be run, "Parkinsonian". I
haven't the faintest idea what he means, either because I'm too
dumb or too clever.
Does he mean it suffers from Parkinson's Disease and has the
uncontrollable shakes when it comes to taking any action? Or is
he referring to Parkinson's Law, which states that work expands
to fill the time available, especially amongst committees and
bureaucratic organisations? Or is he referring to Cecil Parkinson, former Tory Party chairman, whose adventures and misadventures make him the butt of cruel, and undoubtedly envious,
jokes about his fatal attraction for the ladies? Or all three? I
think Mr ElIis should watch out in case an injunction is slapped
on him to prevent the spread of foul rumours.

Support this Comp!
The readiness with which the BGA accepted the JJ Scheme for
pilot-declared closed circuits at Dunstable in July this year
reflects very well on them, however. No dithering there. I understand speed points will be about one third as important as dis-
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tance, which is terrific. Quite right too; after all distance is speed
(you can't go a long way unless you're quick) but pure speed isn't
necessarily distance.
I can't see the new scheme being adopted for Nationals,
though, evelil if all the pilots have a whale of a time at Dunstable (whenever did that count?) because it would be totally at
odds with the way the World Champs are run, and that depends
on another set of committees ...

More Committees, More Classes, but
maybe More Fun
Another committee recommendation which I favour is that of
CIVV to have an ISm Racing Class. Unfortunately that will
make four Classes and it will become even more difficult to say
who is the world's best pilot. That's the way all sports go, however, and it can't be helped. There's no world's best swimmer,
but scores of champions at swimming sideways, backwards,
upside down, etc, etc, etc.
Immediately my friends are saying that with the new Class of
course, you'd be able to buy an extra couple of metres or so to
stick on the tips, then you'd have a really great machine.
God, I feel a touch of Parkinson (Class I) coming on ...

Crystal Balls
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Muggers are the other deterrent.

With the new Class you'd be able to buy an extra couple of
metres and stick it on the tips.
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In New York the rainfall is vastly greater than in London; the
difference is that in London it descends in a fairly continuous
dribble whereas in the Big Apple the heavens open for a few
minutes and drench everyone foolish enough to be out on foot.
(Muggers being the other deterrent.) Driven to shelter in a
bookshop for half an hour, I felt morally obliged to buy a book.
The one I chose was called The Experts Speak* which is a compendium of crass pronouncements uttered by able, intelligent
and well-qualified authorities. The fact that some chap has a
lifetime of creative achievement behind him does not mean his
• Wrillen by Christopher cerf and Victor Navasky, Panlheon Books, New York.
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crystal ball is any less cloudy than the next man's. Here are a few
about aviation:
"As it is not at all likely that any means of suspending the effect
of air-resistance can ever be devised, a flying-machine must
always be slow and cumbersome. ... But as a means of
amusement, the idea of aerial travel has great promise.... We
shall fly for pleasure."
- T. Baron Russell, A Hundred Yean Hence, 1905.

more effective than any we can hope to make; therefore the
limit of the weight of a successful flying machine can not be
more than fifty pounds. 3. The weight of any machine constructed for flying, including fuel and engineer, can not be less
than three or four hundred poundS. Is it not demonstrated that

a true flying machine, self raising, self-sustaining, self
propelling, is physically impossible?"
- Joseph Le Conte, (Professor of Natural History at the University of
California), Popular Science Monthly, November 1888.

"Heavier-than-air flying machines are impossible."
- Lord Kelvin, (British mathematician. physicist, and President of
the British Royal Society). c. 1895.

"It is apparent to me that the possibilities of the aeroplane,
which two or three years ago was thought to hold the solution
to the flying machine problem, have been exhausted, and that
we must turn elsewhere."
- Thomas Alva Edison, (American scientist and inventor).
quoted in the New York World, November 17. 1895.

No hope of the aeroplane competing for racing speed with
trains or cars.
HA popular fallacy is to expect enormous speed to be obtained .
. . . There is no hope of the airplane's competing for racing
speed with either our locomotives or our automobiles."
- WiUiam Henry Pickering, (American astronomer at H81vard College
Observatory). Aeronautics, 1908.

"The aeroplane ... is not capable of unlimited magnification. It
is not likely that it will ever carry more than five or seven passengers. High-speed monoplanes will carry even less."
- Waldemar Kaempfert. (Managing Editor of Scientific American
and author of The New Art of Flying). "Aircraft and tbe Future," Outlook,
June 28, 1913.

"Gliders ... will be the freight trains of the air.... We can
visualise a locomotive plane leaving LaGuardia Field towing a
train of six gliders in the very near future.
"By having the load thus divided it would be practical to
unhitch the glider that must come down in Philadelphia as the
train flies over that place - similarly unhitching the loaded
gliders for Washington, for Richmond, for Charleston, for Jacksonville, as each city is passed."

Heavy flyIng machines are an impossibility.

Getting The Willies
In my car boot there is this large hypodermic syringe (minus the
needle) and assorted pieces of tubing in a plastic bag. I'm worried lest the police should stop me and suspect me of strange
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- Gl'Qver Loening, (Grumman Aircraft 1944 Corp.).
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"It has been demonstrated by the fruitlessness of a thousand
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altempts that it is not possible for a machine, moving under its
own power, to generate enough force to raise itself, or sustain
itself, in the air."
- M. de Marles, Les Cents MerveiUes des Sciences et des Arts, 1847.

"Put these three indisputable facts together:
"I. There is a low limit of weight, certainly not much
beyond fifty pounds, beyond which it is impossible for an animal to fly. Nature has reached this limit, and with her utmost
effort has failed to pass it. 2. The animal machine is far
June IJuly 1985
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They could suspect me of strange practices.
practices. Is it a drug-injecting or glue-sniffing outfit? A vet's
artificial insemination kit? No, it's a John Willy"suss-aut-yourvariometer-leaks" gizmo. Try explaining that to the fuzz,
though. I think I'd sooner say I was a AI vet except they might
ask me to prove it, which could be embarrassing or even downright dangerous.
By the way, John Willy's gliding game for SincIair Spectrum is
a great leap forward in the art, with very witty and colourful
graphics. Try it!

a
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SIMPLE VARIOMETER SYSTEMS - Part 2
JOHN WILLlAMSON continues the feature started in the last issue, p70.
You may remember I asked five questians to
test your understanding of the total energy
(TIE) system described in the last issue. Here
are the answers:
1. As your glider accelerates on tow, but
before it has risen at all, the vario would read
"up" - probably about 8kt. This proves that
you are gaining energy. The total energy is
increasing. (Thanks to the engine in the tug!)
2. Conversely as you slow to a stop after
landing, and some seconds after you have
stopped actually descending, the vario will
read "down!" Maybe even more "down" than
when you were approaching with the brakes
out. You are still losing energy. The total is
reducing and the vario records this.
3. If the probe gets iced up then no air can
flow in or ovt of the system. No flow of air =
no readlngon the vario. Zero!
4. If you disconnect the TIE line because
of the ice then air will rush into the system to
establish cockpit pressure throughout. The
mass or air filling the flask will be routed
through the vario, driving it off-scale "down"
for a tew seconds.
5. Reconnecting the suction will draw air
out 01 the flask, driving the needle fUlly "up"
fot a few seconds.

Total ener·gy dump valve
The last three questions have introduced
the possibility of some form of TIE dump
valve, tQ be used if ice, or rain drops, interfere with the. TIE suction. This is the biggest
drawback of probes with small holes. Quite
small water droplets creep back and cause
very odd effects. The vario needle might
develop a violent quiver; might record your
climl;) and sink in great gulps; might go
entirely on strike and record nothing at all.
Remedy: open the TIE line to static, or to
cockpit, until the crisis is over. A tee-piece into
the system, an open-ended tube with a pencil
stuck in it, will suffice. But most people prefer
some sort of valve mounted on the panel.

fine, if you can persuade someone to throw
one your way. They tend to be a bit cagey
about this because of certain modern social
problems. When connecting to the probe you
must allow access into one of the little holes
or slots. This is most easily done with a short
piece of locking wire bent over and laid so
that an air passage is maintained.
How to measure the suction applied? Use
your AS!! Disconnect the ASI static and connect it instead, via an extra bit of tubing and a
temporary tee-piece, to the TIE line. (Fig 1)

~
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An airmass reading variometer

Draw out the syringe until you reach, say,
50kt on the ASI. As you do this note that the
vario(s) read "up" as air is sucked from the
flask(s). This is the equivalent of accelerating
to take-off speed on aerotow, and much
cheaper! Having reached an arbitrary test
figure. watch both ASI and vario. If there are
no leaks the ASI will hold steady and the vario
will return slowly to zero. Note the significant
lag of mechanical varias in this respect, as the
close-filling vane is being drawn back to its
central position in the chamber by very fine
hair springs. Winter types take about 10 seconds; PZL rather longer. Electric varios, with

Right, let's assume we have cured all our
leaks. The vario system is as tight as a drum
and is giving truthful total energy indications
and means "up" when it says "up".
At this point I want to introduce a varia
which indicates airmass movement rather
than the result of our sink rate superimposed
on airmass. I'm not going to go into how airmass varios are used. Suffice to say that.the
method was devised by MacCready and
others over thirty years ago and was resurrected in Germany in the late sixties and
christened Netto by them. Nowadays virtually
anyone who has used it, certainly in the high

STATIC TEST RESULTS
Connect as per Fig 1
ASI

Static testing
I promised to tell you how to test your system on the ground. let's assume that you did
the airtest described 'last lime and got one of
the "Oh! dear!" symptoms. Now you must set
about tracing the leak. It could be very
expensive in lime and cash to airtest each
time you thought you might have fixed a
potential leak. What is needed is a simple
static test and a diagnostic logic chart. Here
goes!'
You will remember that leaks occur
because there is a pressure drop in the system. applied initially at the probe. So let's
start by causing a pressure drop. An ordinary
20ml hypodermic syringe applied to the TIE
probe and carefully withdrawn will easily
develop the equivalent of lO-SOkt-worth of
airspeed suction. The throwaway type of
syringe used by doctors and hospitals are

Bd

no moving parts in the sensing department,
should zero in 2-3 seconds.
,Rthe ASI reading drifts slowly back to zero
there is a slight Ileak somewhere. The coincidenl varia reading, 'up or down, gives the clue
as to which half of the system has the leak. If
no sensible ASI reading, was achieved in the
first place then there would have been a
massive I'eak somewhere. Again, the concldent vario readings provide the clue as to
where. It can get quite complicated when two
varios are fitted so I have tabulated the symptom~ and probable areas of leaks in the diagnoStic. logic chart below. The chart should be
read with reference to Fig 1.
Next comes the sometimes exasperafing
business of carefully eliminating, each possible leak source unt~ the system is tight.
Once it is, then leave well alone. You will, of
course, have to reconnect the ASI to statio
and there is a faint chance that you coold
re-introduce a leak as you restore the TIE
plumbing to normal, but this is a chance you
will have to take, I'm afraid.

Does not move
much

RESULT MEANS:
LEAK
LOCATION

VARIO A

VARIO B

Does not move much

Does not move much

Massive

Probe side of vsnos

Reads massively up
while test attempted

Does not move much

Massive

Flask side of var!o A

Does not move much

Reads massively up
while test attempted

Massive

Flask Bide of varlO

Reads up while
pressure reducing,
then returns slowly
to zero

Reads up while
pressure reducIng
then quickly to below
zero, then slowly to
zero

Slight

Flask side of varlG A

Reads up while
pressure reducing
then returns slowly to
zero

Slight

Flask side of vsno 18

Increases to test
figure, then
slowly returns to Reads up while
zero
pressure reducIng,
then quickly to below
zero, then slowly to
zero
Increases to test
figure. and holds

3 Observe

2 Reduce pressure at TIE probe

Reads up while pressure reducing, then
returns to and holds at zero

a

No leaksI Congratulatlonsl
Now leave It alonel
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performance spectrum of soaring, wouldn't
dream of being without 'it! So what is it? We
want the varo to shQw airmass movement,
which means that if we ·are gliding steadily
downhill n still air the vario shOuld read zero.
To read zero, no air may flow through the
instrument. But the Increasing ambient pressure as you go downhill wants to force air into
the flask. So, provide another way in! Add a
carefully calibrated leak through which just
the right amount of air will pass to keep the
flask pressure in balance with the ambient.
Air will flow in because of the pressure drop
w~hio the system which is, of course, still
connected to the probe. The leak is usually
provided through an extremely fine tube, called a capillary tUbe. It could perhaps' be a
piece of hypodermic needle.
Our example (Fig 2) shows 2kt sink at 60kt
airspeed, typical of a Std Cirrus. If the Cirrus
now flew through air sinking at, say, 3kt, then
the total rate of sink would be 5kt. The flask
now requires more air - 5kt-worth - to
maintairl pressure equilibrium. Two knotsworthis~ming through the capillary and the
ba'lance of three knots-worth will be drawn
through the instrument which will therefore
read 3kt down. The air mass, the vario tells
us, is sinking at 3kt. Eureka! Now fly through
air rising at 3kt. Actual rate of climb is 1kt,
isn't it? One knots-worth of air will now flow
out of the flask. It, and the two knots-worth
still coming through the capillary (we are still
flying at 6Okt, remember!) will be routed out
through the instrument, to produce 3kt up on
the dial. We have an airmass-reading variometer.

calibrated to a specific sailplane type and
weight.
"But," you remark, "I have gone to a lot of
trouble to organise total energy so that I can
change speed as I fly in lift and sink, without
upsetting my vario readings. What of your
netto system at, say, 90kt? Do I need another
capillary?" The answer is short - "No!" and the reasoning elegant in the extreme.
You see, the rate of sink represents our
energy loss. The energy loss is due to drag.
And the drag comes in two main forms. There
is the drag caused by the wing going about
its task of producing the lift to keep us up at
all. This is called induced drag and sufficient
to say that this element of drag gets greater
the slower we fly. The other form of drag is
caused by the very fact that we are sliding,
moving, through the air at all. It's the sort of
drag you feel if you put your hand out of the
window of a car. It is called parasite drag,
and gets greater the faster we fly.

"... if you are in the habit of
carrying lots of water you
would have to have
two capillaries . .. "
The two added together comprise the total
drag, and the total drag is at a minimum
when the two elements are equal. This
occurs at the minimum drag speed, often
referred to as the best glide speed. For our
Cirrus this is at about 55kt. Above the best glide
speed the increase in drag is due entirely to
the parasitic element, which increases in
proportion to the square of the speed. Don't
be put off by the maths. This is the only bit, I
promise! Square of the airspeed means that
you double the speed you would push up the
parasite drag (and the rate of sink) by two
squared (2 x 2) = four times. And so on. The
elegance of the solution is that pitot pressure,
and the T/E suction force, which together
determine the amount of air fed through the
capillary tube, each go up by the same factor - square 01 the airspeed. So that a capillary which allowed the correct amount of air
through to give true airmass readings at 60kt
does equally well at 80, 90 and 100kt. What a
single capillary can't do is compensate for a
glider at different weights. So if you are in the
habit of carrying lots of water you would have
to have two capillaries - one for when you
had dumped the water and were flying a substantially different glider.
Finally, it is useful to be able to change
back to normal vario mode when climbing in
thermals. What you need to know now is
whether you are climbing as effectively as
possible. With the vario reading airmass you
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Gider's path re'"'-Uve
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FIG 2

You will appreciate that correct calibration
of the capillary tube is vital. It becomes easier
we also apply pitot pressure to the open
end of the capillary. This doubles the pressure applied across the tube, means that the
capillary must be longer to start with and is
easier 10 adjust to exactly the right length.
Calibration Is a pernickity business and the
capillaries are normally purchased ready-
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wouldn't know whether a steeper or shallower
turn increased the rate of climb, and this you
need to know if you are to use your thermals
to best effect. So a cruise/climb valve is usually fitted.

Variometer recovery times
The final refinement to our simple variometer system is a little gimmick to help the
vario recover quickly from sudden changes in
altitude - for example, following a rapid
pUll-up when dolphin flying at speed. Imagine
that the vario is confronted by a sudden
change of altitude of 300ft. Naturally the
needle will go hard up as air flows rapidly out
of the flask. Now the pressure in the flask is
going to drop to that outside and in so doing
the air in the flask expands. Expanding air
cools at a precise rate Which, if it is nol
affected by any other factor, is just under
3°C/1000ft. Our sudden 300ft climb will have
caused a drop in temperature inside the flask
of nearly 1°C. But the flask walls, and the
plastic tubes, won't have changed temperature, so that gradually the air inside the flask
warms back up again - and as it does so it
expands a little more, and more air flows out
through the vario, delaying the return of the
needle to zero even though the upward jump
ended some time before. The recovery time,
unaided, is more than a minute, following any
sudden change in height. Any new inputs of
lift or sink are going to be distorted by the
lingering response to the original sharp
change. It is as though our "picture" of the
thermals is blurred. We need to sharpen up
the image.
What is needed is a means of stabilising
the temperature within the flask, at least in
the short term, and this is done by adding
"heat-sink" material to the inside of the flask.
In simple language two copper pan scrubbers
inserted into the flask will reduce the recovery
time following a sudden upward (or downward) displacement, from over one minute to
less than ten seconds. This has nothing
whatever to do with the basic response rate
of the vario. It applies to the fastest electric
marvel as well as to the most lethargic
mechanical type. Admittedly the improvement
is more obvious with the faster varios. You
must be sure to use copper pan scrubbers.
Plastic ones won't work and steel goes rusty!·
How you get them into your flask is your
problem!

a
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BE A BETTER BADGE HUNTER -

Part 2

In the second and final part of this article on the FA' gilding badges, GORDON CAMP discusses the requirements for barograph traces, photographic evidence and the various ways of tackling distance legs.
Barograph Traces. For every FAI badge
claim (except in the particular case of duration legs flown locally under genuinely continuous surveillance) a trace must be produced from a serviceable barograph to show
a continuous record of height and the duration of flight. The barograph must not be
accessible to the pilot in flight.
Before take-off, an official observer marks
the blank chart with his number and signed
initials, then seals the case, usually with a
complete wrap of gummed paper tape signed
across the join with his signature, 00 No.
and the date. A pressure base line does not
need to be applied at this stage and is usually
best lell to the moment of unsealing, which
might be a day or two later when the atmospheric pressure could be different. Aller landing an 00 (not necessarily the one who
sealed it) unseals the instrument and must
immediately ensure that the information listed
in Fig 1 is marked on the chart and that a
base line is inscribed over the full length of
the chart.

Date of flight
Pilot
Gilder type & No.
Barograph type & No.
00 signature & No.
00 name
Fig 1
The Oxford Gliding Club cleverly uses a
rubber stamp made in the above format;
when pressed onto the usual smoked chart
prior to sealing, a ,clear imprint is lell in the
soot film te which the details can be added in
manuscript with a tine ball-point pen.
Considering how vital the barograph trace
is to any badge claim, it is amazing how ollen
thal smoked traces are carelessly fixed;
smudging, crazing, creasing and even the
·complete eradication by the blast from an
aerosol halrspray are common disasters. Still
the best methocf is to slide the chart through
a tray of shellao ,or thinned clear dope, then
l1ang up to dr;. Whatever your method, take
care or a ,hard foughlflighl could be in vain!
,Flight Declarations. Any distance attempt
involving TPs must be pre-<jeclared in writing,
and i~ photographic evidence is ,used then the
declaration must be legibly photographed
'before take-<>ff. No declaration is needed, of
course, for duration or gain of height
attempts, nor for stra ight distance flights,
which are SliI a valid option for Silver, Gold
and £)iamond distance.
A suitable dec'laration format is at Fig 2.
The departure, turn and firlish points must be
defined as specific points of, say, no more
than 100m across.
Photographic Evidence. For photographic
evidence of reaching a TP, you can take pictures with any type of camera, colour or
monochrome; a cine camera is also quite
acceptable, and no doubt a video camera
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Date of flight
Pilot
Gilder type & No.
Departure point
TPs 1

2
3
Finish point
Pilot's signature
00 signature & No.
00 name
Date and time of declaration
Fig 2
could be used subject to satisfactory custody
of the tape aller flight. The essential require·
ment is to produce evidence in an unbroken
sequence eomprisingthe flight declaration,
the TPs in, order and a post landing picture.
To aid the interrogation 01 your film, do
choose clearly discernible TP.s. As a general
guide, if a feature is easily recognisable at
long range from the cockpit then it will make
a satisfactory JP. Because they not only aid
assessment but also make it easier for the
pilot to align himself in the lQne, intersecting
line features such as motorway junctions and
rail/river bridges are the best choice, whereas
pin-point leatures such as castles and
cathedrals seem to cause problems, even
thoogh the presence 01 tal~ structures helps
the assessor determine the 'axis along which
the glider was positbned.
Alter the flight hand the camera to an official observer to arrange developing, ensuring
that the negative remaills as an uncut length.
The 'BGA ,requires two observers to check
and certify the JP photos, and although the
developed negative will normally suffice, for
indistinct frames it is helpful to produce
enlarged prints.
Sliver Distance Options. The requirement
lor Silver distance remains, as it has always
been, a straight flight of at least 50km. However, using the permltted options of a remote
departure and/or a re,mote finish (which must
be pre-<jeclared) you can in practice fly an
O/R or triangular course., although essentially
the attempt relates to one leg, which must be
over 50km, and to this leg apply the usual
requirements of flight declaration, photographic evidence and the 1% "loss of height"
rule. Note that, in the case of a Silver
"triangle", the TP zones are aligned with the
qualifying leg in isolation and not based on
the bisector of the track angle as normally.
For the purpose of the 1% rule with a remote
departure, the release altitude is regarded as
the starting height irrespective of the height at
the remote departure point.
The usual way of employing the remote
departure/remote finish option is to declare a
remote finish over 50km away, and then it
doesn't matter if you land out on the way
back. However, when starting from a high
altitude site, it could be better to declare a
remote departure more than 50km away and

claim the return leg. For instance, a pilot
attempting Silver distance from the long
Mynd (150011 amsl) to a remote finish at Worcester, say 50ft amsl, would be limited by the
1% rule to a 400ft launch (or take a blXlQY
launch!); but by declaring a remote departure
point at Worcester to claim the return leg he
could take an aerotow to 1870ft above the
Mynd. Alternatively a cunning pilot exploiting
the rules to the full could declare instead the
top of Malvern Beacon as his remote firllsh
(139411 amsl), in which case he could still be
launched to about 1800lt above the l.ong
Mynd. The permutations are numerous, aoo a
summary of the main options for achieving
Silver distance is illustrated in Fig 3.

SILVER DISTANCE OPTIONS
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Gold and Diamond Distance Options.
Under the new rules of the Sporting Code
you can fly the reqUisite 300 or 500km
around up to three previously declared TPs in
any sequence, but not the same one twice.
There is also the option of a remote departure point, but this would count as one of the
three TPs and would not therefore carry any
additional advantage. More significantly,
however, not only can you round the TPs in
any order decided in flight, but there is no
obligation to go round all or any of them at all.
With suitable choice of TPs this means you
can fly your task as an O/R with two alternative TPs, or a triangle with an alternative TP,
or effectively fly a double short O/R or 1'1t
times round a flat triangle. Typical options are
shown in Fig 4. Incidentally the former rule
requiring you to land within 10km 01 the lasl
leg of an uncompleted triangle has been
deleted.
Remember that the distance penalty rule
applies if you land out at a place over l000m
below your release altitude. Also, when you
take advantage of the flexibility or in-flight
choice of the nexl TP, the photographic
zones applicable will relate to the track you
eventually claim - so if you might change
your mind on which TP to round nexl, ensure
you take sufficient photographs at each turn
to cover the zones which will subsequently
apply to the flight claimed.
Diamond Goal. Notwithstanding the f!elCibility
now offered for Gold and Diamond distance,
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GOLD AND DIAMOND DISTANCE
- Some typical opUons
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DAWN BRADLEY slipped out of school on a S;Iver C distance day
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the requirement for Diamond goal is still the
completion of a pre-declared 300km O/R, or

a triangle

in the designated sequence. However, when terrain or airspace restrictions dictate, you can declare a remote departurecum-finish point, and as a variation of the
same theme you can treat the base airfield as
8 remote departure and finish and fly round
three separate TPs. In both cases the official
distance is the sum of the three straight legs
forming the triangle. Fig 5 illustrates these

options.

750km and 1000km Awards. The requirements for the FAI1 000 kilometre Badge and the

DIAMOND GOAL OPTIONS
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encouragement to enjoy some purposeful flying with less risk of inconvenient oullandings
miles from base. However, more flexibility
does Illean more com.plexity in ,the control
and validation of badge flights, and I hope
this article will help pilots and observers to follow the 'r'ules and avoid the disappo'intment of
having a creditable flight rejected on a technicality.
i:I

"TRUANT"

~o:: ~
~
~~

C)Mo

BGA's UK 750km Diploma are also amended in
line with the new provisions for Gold and
Diamond Distance.
Conclusion. This discussion does ,not seek
to justify or challellge the greater flexibility
introduced by the CIW of FAI. :Doubtless
many traditioMlists would prefer to keep the
elegant simplicity of the old rules; on the
other hand the new rules give pilots the

CD®0
TPs rounded in
deciared sequence

Qualifying leg
(Silver)

oplionil-Iig' ~
(Silver)

®®®

Pre-<leclared TPs

Dawn, who flies an Astir, went s% on her 16th
birthday in July 1983 and completed her Silver C
last August. Her father. John, is 8 full Cat instructor
at their club, Wyvem. Dawn;s ere wing for her uncle,
Oick Bradley the current Standard Class Champion
of South Afrk;a. at the World Champs. After taking A
levels. this June she Is having 8 year off before uni·
versity to sample South African gliding.

In response to the humorous account of Mary
Meagher's Silver distance in the February
issue, P16, I should like to recount, being at
the opposite end of the age scale, my little
venture to Lasham last year which started on
a 1210hrs from Marlborough.
"It's good:' I said, gazing up at the late May
morning sky. And, so the cumulus lured me
away f~om the sixth form common room. One
lower-sixth stvdent illegally 'sneaked out durIng the lunch hour, trying to avoid harsh
glances and frowns from the staft room, not
to return again that day. I was on to the bus
and back to Pewsey by 1230hrs, hitched a lift
home to change and to grab my soaring 'hat
and st!Jnglasses. lhen ~ was out with the old
bicycle - where's the pump? - and by
1300hrs a Bronze C pilot was seen to be
pedalling madly nine miles ,tQ RAF Upavon in
the heal of the Wednesday afternoon. On
arriVing at the camp the only people to be
seen were Pete Cook and son. By this time
the bell for afternoon lessons would have
gone.
I really thought Pete was joking when he
suggested a 50km attempt, but when the CFI
gave his approval (he'd just tumed up with
his Army pilots) I knew they were serious,
and I was game! I'd only come to get perhaps
an hour's soaring.
The K-8 was dragged from its hangar
gleaming with barograph signed and ready.
The clouds were developing nicely, but I still
didn't believe what was happening - I was
supposed to be studying history back at
school but my eagerness to get airborne
overcame any feelings of guilt.
Was it to be Lasham or Yeovil? The former
was agreed upon, and so one little truant and

her K-8 were, launched into the zen~h, far
IrOIll the claustrophobia of a stuffy summer
classroom in which my earthbound friends
would be suffering.
I hit 2kt up, struggled in 1kt down and managed to get myself down to a shaky 700ft!
Suddenly the lift was strol"lg and constant, as
was some sink at 6/7 down. However, at
3500fl I was off on trac'k for Andover, coping
with a slight crosswind,. Back where I should
have been they'd be studying the Crimean
war and the Treaty of Paris, but I was enJoying myself too much to bother.
"This is the life!" I thought as I saw the
altimeter winding up then just before
Andover a huge blue patch loomed before
me - 6 down - horrors - I'd have to deviate around the edge to keep near cloud. But
with quite a lot of height I made the decision
to dash straight across the middle. It
seemed endless as the needles wound down
and the radio moaned sadly at me":"'" down to
20ooft, start thinking about field landings curses - but again a wopper thermal pushed
us back up a few thousand feet - in fact a
good 50201t to be precise, because I clinched
my Silver height!

waving at the odd Nimbus that
raced past."
H •••

The K-8 passed over Andover, and we took
the railway line that would lead to Basingstoke. By this time I was at 4500ft for most of
the way, waving at the odd Nimbus that raced
past. And so Basingstoke came into view, the
cloud by now was quite dense above and visibility reducing.
It couldn't be over so soon? It had seemed
no time or distance once I saw my destination
- there to the right was Lasham. Down with
the nose, up with the speed and a K-8 final
glide to the airfield, aiming at 4700ft, then hitting fairly atrqcious sink, So what! I'd dOne it,
after 13/4hrs flying. (I was later to lea m that
Pete Cook had beatenl me there in his NimDUs, via Hunger,ford of course, he daillled,)
And So I landed just before 1600hrs at the
famous Lasham which I'd only seen before
on teleVision. By this 'tillle also my absence
would have been noted from the classroom,
my academic career possibly in jeopardy!
I was helped by Dere\( Piggoll ,to park the
K~8. He kindly suggested that I should drive
to the office to get a claim form, to- which I
replied: "I can't drive, I'm only sixteen,I"
After three hours of waiting, hot chips and
coffee, my crew arrived, one of which was a
rather amazed father curious to know why I
was at Lasham and had not been at Marlborough!

a
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SURVIVAL
"What can gliding do to secure Its survival?" asked FRED WEINHOLTZ,
president of the Oerllnghausen Gliding School, West Germany, when he
spoke at the BGA Conference. The following are extracts from his paper.
There are a growing number of people often w~h a lot of influence - who try to deny
gliding the status of a sport, or at least to
restrict it.
The airspace authorities see glider pilots
solely as traffic and when gliders don't
entirely fit into their complicated airspace
structures they must go. There are the fanatic
advocates of pure physical training who don't
regard gliding as a sport but as an
engineering-like technical activity and an
intensified continuation of everyday stress.
The environmentalists turn against us, claiming our sites destroy the environment, our
launches pollute the air and our gliders disturb the balance of the bird world. And there
are certain politicians who want to use gliding, as well as other sports, as a political
weapon - for example South Africa.
We can face these dangers if we stick
together and succeed in activating the giant
army of our "silent friends" who look at our
sport with interest and goodwill. If we really
want them to speak for us one day, then we
must present them with an advantageous picture of gliding and avoid making mistakes.
Gliding must remain to them the beautiful,
fascinating sport it really is and ~ must
improve its reputation.
We must do our utmost to prevent my following look into the future - intentionally
painted in provocative black and white from coming true.
Let us visualise the year 1995 - only
ten years from now. The gliding angles will
increase to about 40:1 for two-seaters and a
bit more than 60:1 for the high performance
Open Class gliders. And please don't laugh
when I predict the selling prices, because I
have merely extended the curve on the graph
of price increases from 1955. Ex works the
new gliders will cost between £20 000 and
£70000.
Gliding too will be more expensive. It is a
rule of thumb that a glider in normal use costs
its owner approximately 20%fyear of its
value. Everything is included in this 20% from
hull insurance to launching charges. If you
don't believe me then ask your club treasurer
to divide the annual club expenses by the
number of your gliders and you will be
astonished at the resu~. And if you divide the
yearly costs of the gliders by the number of
hours flown you will arrive at approximately
£25, the cost of one gliding hour desp~e all
the honorary work done in the clubs. If this
trend continues, in ten years' time it will be

£40.
By 1995 the high costs will mean a heavy
decrease in the number of active glider pilots.
We all know enthusiastic pilots give up
because of the expense but other figures too
should provide cause for reflection. If we follow statistical calculations in the next decade
we must expect a decrease of nearly 20% in
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the number Of pilots up to 16 years-<lld while
pensioners Will inCrease by about 1S%.
The average age of members is1r,ising in all
the glidil'lgi associations in tne western world.
This is without doubt also a consequence of
what' call the "Churchill Syndrome." In his
old age your great statesman waS asked by a
reporter the reasoo for his femarkable physical and mental state of health. He answered
briefly: "No sport!" Obviously my ~neration
- and I'm at the end of my 50s - is exceptionally sports minded but our fathers were
different and even Qur teenagers participate
less lin leisure and sporting activ~ies.

" ... outdated pilots - whisky
glasses In their hands - sit In the
clubhouse, dreaming and talking
of the past . .. "
When I imagine a gliding site in 1995 under
these conditions I must paint a horror picture.
The precious gliders are seldom in the air.
Only a few incredibly rich youngsters wait for
thermals. A group of outdated pilots whisky glasses in their hands - s~ in the
clubhouse, dreaming and talking of the past,
of better times.
Let us hope this will never come true. But
as crazy and exaggerated as all this may
sound, gliding is in danger of becoming a
leisure activity for the privileged few and in so
doing losing its present high reputation as a
sport. We must try to find answers to my original question about survival.
We must first establish a model which must
be fixed and clear but at the same time flexible, because the unpredictable influence of
the future will certainly compel us to react
and adapt to the situation. I visualise sound
gliding in the year 2000 as follows:
1. The man in the street must be able to
afford gliding. One flying hour must not cost a
club member more than his net income for
two working hours - all extras included.
2. We must see that the number of glider
pilots compared with today does not
decrease but possibly increase.
3. Gliding must arouse public attention and
be regarded as the great sport it doubtless is.
I have deliberately left out the important
question of airspace because it has separate
problems and difficulties. But I am sure that if
we succeed in keeping gliding strong and full
of life we will also be able to solve the airspace problem.

(Fred, who started gliding when 14
years-<lld and in 1951, two weeks after the
raising of the gUding ban by the allied governments, helped to start a gliding club,
went on to put forward proposals and suggestions which have already been proved

successful. The following is vety much a
precis.)
Costs must be decreased or at least preserved for a long time. To achieve this, our
gliders must spend more time in the air. The
average annual flying time in your civilian
clubs is rather low at 63hrs/glider, although
you had good conditions last season.
The first principle must be more flying with
well organised and regular flying operations.
even when the weather isn't very promising in
the morning. Gliding must be great fun with
rules to promote rather than hinder. compact
two week instruction courses must be offered
as well as gliding holidays to allow the challenge of flying over an unfamiliar area with
members encouraged to fly abroad. In winter
there should be a booking list for members
who want to hire club gliders for personal gliding holidays. Flying charges must be reasonable. No charges after the third or fourth hour
of a flight is a tried and tested rule which
encourages cross-countries. The annual subscription should be IO'N enough not to deter
anybody but high enough to keep flying
charges modest.
An average of 200 flying hours/year ancll
glider can easily be achieved if intelligent
rules are followed. A lot of money can be
saved by clubs that pursue clever equipment
policies. I think it is absolutely wrong if a club
provides training gliders only and leaves
members to join a syndicate once they have
their Bronze C.
It is important for the club to choose the
right glider for them. Many think that only the
glider type that won the World Championships
is right for them, which is nonsense. Buying a
good second hand glider of the preceding
generation will save about £5000 with
another £500 or more a year saved on comprehensive insurance.
A good club should have a workshop. I
don'l under any circumstances oppose commer-cial repair shops. They do an excellent
jOb, but would it not be foolish to pay say
£100 for ten hours' labour if club members
could produce the same effect in maybe
20hrs of unpaid labour?
More and more clubs are switching to
winch launching. Aerotows are simply too
expensive. And winches need not be bought,
many of those in Germany are made by the
clubs.
Speaking about the desirability 01 attracting
sponsors, Fred described how last year his
club printed "Supporter of gliding" stickers
and admission cards that entitled sponsors to
one free flight and allowed them to take part
in all club activities at members' rates. The
card, costing about £25, was valid for a year.
It raised more than £2000 and only 20 of the
sponsors made use of their free flight.
Emphasising the need for contentmen~
Fred went on to give advice on taking good
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care ot club members with regard to tlying.
I regard the British minimum solo flying age
of 16 as a handicap (it is 14 in Germany).
More than 30% of German club members are
younger than 25 and nearly 20% are below
18. Naturally a considerable number who
spend a few years gliding leave for various
reasons, though some will return later. Others
may hold responsible positions in society and
~ they look back on their gliding time with
pleasure they will be only too willing to help
us it they get an opportunity.
Ab-initio- instruction must be of prime quality and lel young people experience the fascination of the sport and become a little

addicted before being given burdens as club
members. Don't leave your junior pilots to
themselves too early. They need your guidance and the Bronze C cannot be more than
a first step. Help them convert to different
gliders and prevent them from bungling their
first cross-eountry attempts - two-seater or
escorted distance flights are an obvious solution. Also encourage the young, whether they
want to do cross-countries or prefer to stay in
the vicinity of the airfield.
Talking about public relations, Fred said
that accident prevention and air safety are
effective means of good PR work, substantially influencing our public reputation. But

when there is an accident, reporters must be
given clear and correct information and let
them know the hidden dangers in gliding if
carelessness, lack of discipline and even
unfairness occurs. Honesty always pays.
He advocated mixing more with the community to make contacts and build relationships, welcoming visitors to the airfield and
finally gave some general tips on dealing with
the press.
Obviously we haven't the space to print Fred's
paper in full and this is just a brief precis, but
copies of the full text are available from the BGA
office if you enclose a sae.
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Recruiting off the streets -literally
DERRICK RODDIE of the Wolds GC tells how he has made a personal effort to attract new
members and keep their interest.
It isn't my intention to lecture you on how to
look after your new members, but perhaps I
may be able to open up a new field of thought
within your club. HopefUlly it may even
enthuse one of your members to be a champion oflhe cause.
Last spring we launched a very successful
local publicity drive resulling in an influx of
visitors. However I noticed that beside these,
more ,than the usual number of cars were
stopping just to watch. It seemed a shame
that people should think themselves worthy to
only watch our fantastic sport, so I started my
OWfl personal recruiting campaign.

They obviously thought they were
dOing something wrong
The natural thing was to walk over and ask
if they lancied having a go at gliding. But
seven times out of ten I never got to the cars.
As soon as I started out towards them there
was a squeal of tyres and they disappeared
in a cloud of rubbery smoke, obviously thinking they were doing something wrong.
So I waited until three or four cars had
parked and then made a detour round the
back of the clubhouse, appearing on the road
so they wouldn't know I was from the gliding
club. With this element of surprise in my
favour, I could easily creep up behind the
cars and zap the occupants.
Numerous people I have trapped in this
way have hadl an experience flight. Those
who didn't fly, were still interested in what we
were doing and pleased to find someone to
answer their questions. I must hold the record
for answering the classic "What happens
when the wind stops?"
The result of this ploy is that a few more
people have a better Idea about gliding and
will be able to tell their friends it isn't just a
rich man's sport. And the membership
increased twm 140 in 1983 to 180 in 1984.
The next problem I tackled was the usual
one of new members coming out for two or
ltYee weeks 'and then never being seen
again. I don't think this was the fault of the
club as we pride ourselves on our warm, famiyatmosphere. Some further measures were
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needed to draw them into the club before
they were allowed to escape.
I thought back to my early gliding days and
remembered spending full days on a cold
windswept airfield in the hope of getting three
five· minute flights, aiming .to work my way
towards going, solo. Beyond that I had no real
idea of what gliding was about. Sure enougl1l
had heard the pandits talking in the bar but
terms like cross-eountry, waye expedition and
task weeks were lost on me. 11 aclually
thought a task week would be spent sweeping' the runways or performing other menial
tasks.
The next plan of action was to show new
members that going solo was only the first
step and that great personal satisfaction
could be attained through their own goals, or
at the other end of the spectrum, flying in
competitions,
So we invited new members, and others
who were interested, to a reception at the
clubhouse. The idea was that they would be
able to relax with a few drinks and listen to a
light talk about gliding in general and our club
in particular.

Now even attracting members'
non-gliding friends
The first evening was a terrific success. I
even managed to con one of the newcomers
into crewing for me at our task week. Now we
are getting members' non-gliding friends to
the receptions to see what it is all about.
If readers like the sound of this campaign,
then here are a few pointers to get you
started:
1. Phone all the new members and invite
them personally. This gets a better
response than writing or catching them at
the club because it shows you are going
out of your way to get in touch with them.
2. Keep the talk light and instil the audience
with your enthusiasm.
3. Remember that all new members want to
be part of the club. Make them feel they
are needed and you have won half the
battle.
I can't claim that we retain 100% of our

ab-initios but we have a lot of fun trying and if
we only prevent one or two from leaving at
this early stage, then it has been well worthwhile.
I have never been involved with any project
remotely like this before and have a lot to
learn. However, I hope that by publicising my
efforts al this early stage some of you Iliay
get in touch with me to either glean ideas. or
to let me know of any similar operations in
your club, Either telephone me at home 0157 70736 - or at the gliding club - 07592
3579, or write to the Wolds Gliding Club, The
Airfield, Pocklington. East Yorkshire.
Good hunting.
rJ

BOOK REVIEWS
Jane's All The Wor1d's Aircraft 1984-5
edited by John W. R. Taylor. Published by
Jane's Publishing Co Lld at £60.
This edition is as comprehensive, detailed and
as beautifUlly produced as ever with some fine
photographs and three view drawings. The
price has again risen £5 and the saHplane section is slightly reduced, but it still remains
incredible value in terms of sheer content and
deserves its reputation as the ultimate in aviation literature.
G.B-S

EVER FANCIED A NIMBUS 3
IN TEXAS??
With the new JSW SOARING Game, specially wrinen
for the 48K Spectrum, you can choose from eleven gliders;
lIy triangles or just the final glide;
take your chance with the English weather;
or demand a Texan record breaker!
Clouds build and decay: days 'clamp' and clear: Real
'here/there' decisions to be made: trees and cows 10
avoid (just for fun) if you don't get home! It's a raal
training programme, wri«en by a soaring pilot. for soaring pilots.
As seen a\ the Cardiff Conference
£8.00
ALSO ... Calculators .. . . , ..... '. £5.50 and £9.00
Dolphin Vario Convarsions £30 and £48
PLUS ... tubing. connectors etc etc for the
Fastidious Fen'e!. SAE for details.

JSW SOARING, 1 The Jollies, Crondall
FARNHAM, Surrey GU10 5QJ
(0252) 850299
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My 765km triangle on Saturday,
November 17 was one flight I won't
forget in a hurry - any more than my
first solo when I remembered thinking
"well now I'm up here, but I still have to
get back down ..."
When I went out to Waikerie I had great
ambitions and wasted no time in setting
about achieving them - no problem
there as Waikerie is used to hosting
overseas visitors and is superbly organised in this respect.
My check flight with the eFl, Maurie
Bradney, on the Monday, November 5,
consisted of a 135km triangle in a Twin
Astir in difficult, windy conditions with
blue thermals to 4500ft. The flat country
and enormous fields of the task area
make for safe flying and I found navigation straightforward, thanks to good visibility and some distinctive roads and
railways, towns with prominent silos and
the Murray river with its larger towns
and irrigation areas which make a vivid
green splash amongst the parched brown
farmland.

Flew the ASW·17 on a 615km
triangle with 7kt thermals and
8000ft cloudbase
On the second day I had a familiarisation flight in the ASW-17, and on the
third day flew it on a 615km triangle
with 7kt thermals to a 7000ft, and later
8000ft, c10udbase in an impressive
cumulus sky.
The following week I was on a crosscountry course and had two more dual
flights, one with Maurie, who is a top
Australian pilot and flies in international
competitions, and one with another
highly experienced pilot, Malcolm links,
who has flown two 1000kms from
Waikerie. Our tasks were not long as the
weather was back to being blue with
4-5000ft thermals.
I spent some time devising a 750km
triangle round three TPs, not using the
airfield as the apex of the triangle. With
Maurie's help the latitudes and longitudes of the TPs were established from
survey maps and great circle distances
calculated. We had to make sure that the
triangle complied with the 25%/45%
rule - the longest leg was very close.
This type of task is accepted for speed
records so when planning long tasks,
especially in a small country like England, it can give you a lot more scope in
task setting.
On the Friday evening the weather
prospects were promising and on the
Saturday morning I listened to the 6am
radio weather forecast - we could expect
38°C. The tug took off on its daily Met
flight at 8am to plot the environmental
lapse rate and Maurie phoned the Met
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PAM'S WORLD RECORD
PAM HAWKINS, a veterinary surgeon who flies a Mini Nimbus at Boaker,
the 750km triangle world and BrlUsh NaUonal feminine records preY'
account of her flight from Walkerle.

office in Adelaide who prepare a forecast to a standard format worked out
with the club. This sytem provides r,eliable Met information and a daily lOam
weather and tas'k briefing is a feature of
Waikerie.
Meanwhile I washed and ballasted the
ASW-17. This "beaut" glider, w'hich is
at the top of Waikerie's fleet, is a 19m
version specially made for the great
Hans- Werner Grosse who used it for
many of his early long distance and
record flights including his first 1000km
triangle. As well as a Winter barograph,
I carried an Aerograf from which I
could make a detailed post-flight
analysis.
I launched at 1130hrs when we knew
we had the trigger temperature indicated
by the forecast. Nevertheless the air felt
ominously smooth until the last few
hundred feet. I released at 3200ft, crossed the startline at 3000ft and immediately took a weak thermal, climbing to
4000ft before pressing on with a feeling
of impatience to get going mixed with
the fear of gliding straight into a field!
At 2800ft I connected cleanly with a
powerful core giving 5kt to 9000ft and
my fears turned to elation with the
knowledge that I was on my way. It was
a blue day with some cirrus visible to the
south.
I motored along fat 138km, not stopping to circle very often, to round the
first TP, Austin Plain, at 4900ft;
115km/h for the first leg.
I was now under the thin cirrus I had
seen earlier and this reduced the lift sufficiently to make the second leg the
slowest part of the Right. It is a peculiarity of nature that the higher the Ihermals
go the further apart they are, and I
found I was gO,ulg from 9000ft 10 30000
without finding anything worth pulling
up in. When I did stop to circle I was
having to work hard to achieve 4 to 5kt
averages, so during one particularly frustrating climb I dumped half my water,
only to spot a field fire starting up ahead
- this gave me a genuine lOkt climb
from 3900 10 9500ft, the highest I saw
all day. I could speed up again now and
after two more 5 to 6kl climbs, followed
by a good one of 6 to 7kt, I rounded
Anuello silo at nOOft, having made
104km/h for 219km on this leg. It was
now 1500hrs with 400km to go.

Pam photographed in Australia on another good day.

From the radio I had learnt that one
of Waikerie's top pilots, David lanes,
had set off behind me in his ASW-20
and this spurred me on. He was about
30km behiAd and we bolh made differeAt decisions about the route to take to
avoid some bad lerrain to the north-west
of the second TP. David went north first,
crossing the Murray river, and told me
later that he flew from 9000ft down to
2000ft without passing through any
usable lift. He re-crossed the Murray
near Mildura.
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to Australia this winter and collected
hell by Karla Karel. This Is Pam's

I went west from Anuello and had a
climbing run in a line of lift along a
"scrub line" (ie the boundary between
tarmed wuntry and an area of dense
malee scrub), then flew north across
some gypsum flats and was soon over
good cullivated land again.
We had left the cirrus behind. Thermats were stronger, and another fire
lured me on - this gave an 8kt climb to
9500ft and two more excellent climbs at
lakes Cullulleraine and Walla Walla
made Ihis a very fast run. Then a long
glide took me across the border from
Victoria to South Australia (the border
is clearly marked by a scrub line; being
all farmed on the South Australian side),
and I nossed the Murray to the
Renmark irrigation area, which wasn't
producing good thermals.
I lost about 20 minutes here, not making much progress, whilst some highbased cu to tbe north mocked me. These
cu were al a base of 12 OOOft, so I'm
told, and were slreeting with a NNWSSE orientation, petering out just north
of my track $0 I couldn't get to them. I
dumped t'he remainder of my water as I
was down 10 3000ft and encountering
weak and broken lift, before getting a
climb to 7000ft; then I went under the
cumulus but I was crossing the streets at
90° and still having difficulty getting
good climbs, so couldn't go very fast.
There were some cirrus patches ahead
and on the {,inal leg.
I T0unded "The Gums" homestead at

Walkerle town. on the Murray riVer. surrounded by Irrigated citrus orchards and vineyards. Pam also caught a
Twin Astir and ASW-17 In the photograph.

9000ft - 3rd k,g in exactly 3hrs - a.nd
was tempted 10 go home at best. glide,
just to be sure of completing the task. I
carried on flying with the appropriate
MacCready setting, laking one more
climb, and finished, ,elated, af,ter '6hrs 50
minutes. David finished as we were towing the ASW-17 to the hangar.
Greg Kennedy, a club member, flew
his first 300km that day in less than 4hrs,

The Wren Story

Bill Manuel, who has seen Ihe evolution
of the gliding movement during his 82
years, is again building a Cr,ested Wren,
the glider he designed and built ,in J 930.
John Lee, who is writing a book as a
stage by stage guide in designing, building
and flying ultralight wooden gliders,
reminds us of Bill's background.
While working for Vickers al Weybridge in 1917 on the SE5 and Vi my, Bill
met a Swiss immigrant worker who told
June/July 1985

stayed up to achieve his 5hrs and went
northwards., getting to c10udbase for his
Gold height ..
My speed was 110.53km/h, giving a
respectable margin over the previous
record set at 95.42km/h. I checked it
right away against the British record list
but ;1 was nol until two hours later in the
bar that I realised it was also a world
record.

him of gliding experiments in the Alps.
This gave him an ambition to design and
build a machine that would soar for an
hour,
The fuselage he built in 1920 became
his mother's chicken run, he joined ,the
RAf a year later and in 1928 stood On a
J 5ft hill hopelessly trying to balance a
Chanu te-type hang glider in gusty conditions.
(Colltituwl

011

pll7.)
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ARE YOU SITTING COMFORTABLY?
Then I'll begin, writes PETER DISDALE. As a follow- up to Tony Segal's Informative article in the February
issue, p12, I thought It might be useful to let you know how Lasham Is tackling the problem of spinal
survivabillty with Its K·13s.

DLR 90 or 076

Section through
K13 seat

Fig 1
I write not as a medical man, but as an
instructor who has sat through more "firm
landings" and spinal jolts than I care to
remember. And while it is important to make
our cockpits as crash-proof as possible, the
fact that back and spinal injury is cumulative
means that it is equally important to consider
proper seating support for everyday flying. If
you do a lot of landings or operate from a
rough, hard surlace (me on both counts!) you
could be doing just as much damage to your
back as during a real bone-cruncher of a
landing/crash.
The Seat Back. The seat shape of the
K·13 is, unless you happen to wear the correct German static-line parachute, a disaster.
The lump at the base of the seatback is in
just the wrong place (K-617/Bs are just the
same) unless the upper part of the spine is
properly supported. Whilst the ideal solution
would be to re-mould the seat (not practical
anyway for the rear seat), we have effectively
removed the. lump by making plywood seat
backs ,(Fig 1) which sit snUgly into the recess, and! can be removed easily if a parachute is being worn. These "plywood parachutes" as they have become known are
easy to construct and the idea ;is readily
adaptable to most gliders with similar seating
problems. Ours are painted bright red for
conspicuity and varnished for weatherproofing.
The next task is to convert the flat back into
one that will shape the spi1e correctly. This
we have done by means of a back c·ushion of
hard chip loam (Dunlopillo 076), behind
which a lumbar support st,rip of OLR: 100 has
been glued (Fig 2). This is actually very
comfortable! Shorter pilots (who need more
padding) can be accommodated by using flat,
chipfoam cushions between ·this lumbar cushiol'il and the seat back.
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Seating and lumbar support
cushions

Fig 2
Assuming that your spine is now correctly
shaped and supported, all those landing
loads in your body should get transferred
properly to the ...
Seat Cushion. The watchword here is firm.
The soft foam cushions that we have all used
for years are worse than no cushion at all. As
the foam compresses during a heavy landing,
your body is still going down as the glider has
rebounded and going up, thereby virtually
doubling the impact when both parties meet.
The correct cushion should collapse progressively, and if it recovers its original shape,
should do so very slowly. Such a foam is
DLR 100, its other main application being in
ejector seat cushioning. A 1in thick cushion of
this is ideal.
As mentioned in Tony's previous article, a
cushion full of expanded polystyrene beads
could be used with equal effectiveness but the
beads would need replacing frequently and
after every firm landing, so we decided this was
not a practical proposition for intensive club
use. Howell,er, the cushion must be
properly secured to the seat - such a firm
material could cause a control jam if it slid out
towards the stick. Press studs sewn onto the
cushion cover, and araldited onto the seat
base (at the edges!) seem a good solution.
Parachutes. So far so good, but what when
you wear a parachute? The seat cushion solution is still valid, but if your parachute pack
is riot fitted with a lumbaf support built In
(Lasham's are rIOt) it is a good idea to make
and wear one. Again 'referring to the previous
article, Or Stedtfeld's solution of a 3mm
moulded polypropylene sheel inserted between yourself and the parachute is probably
the 'best solution, but such a support should
ideally be moulded fOf' eacl:l individual pilot
and as such lis rather ,impracticable. A lumbar
support cushion appears to be a simpler

Lumbar support cushion
when using parachute

Fig 3
Immediate solution (Fig 3) made from
DLR 90 or chipfoam, the actual Choice of
size and thickness to suit the pilol's comfort.
However, bearing in mind that these small
lumps would either not be used or get lost if
they were loose, it might make more sense to
attach them to the parachute pack with vel·
cro, or even have them sewn on.
Effect on the Pilot. I have lbeen quite
astonished by students' reactions 10 using
these cushions. Because they are firm, pilots
have said how they feel much more part ,of
the glider, probably because the harness
once tightened stays tight. One ,pilot who
used to be prone to airsickness can now
cope in rough air with no adverse reaction!
One other difference as far as the student
is concerned is the apparent attitude of the
glider - because one is sitting straighter and
higher the relative position, 01 the glider's
nose and horizon is different, but quickly
assimilated. Shorter pYots too will find it much
easier to reach and use the pedals, though
there is one problem with tall pilots. Because
their bac'ks are now straighter, their heads
may touch ~he canopy, making it unfortunately necessary to remove the seat cushion.
They will however benefit from the proper
lumbar support.
Solo gliders. Here we are on untredden
ground - no trials have yet been carried out
on modern 9'lass gliders with a very reclined
pilot position. The problem is further compounded by the fact that quite often in these
aircraft there is precious little headroom anyway and any sort of cushions might be out of
the question. I can only repeat what Tony has
told me, summarised in the three points
below:
- use a lumbar support pad if your para·
chute does not have one fitted as standard.
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- if you have room for a cushion, make it
entirely of OLR 90.
- most importantly, if you have trouble reaching the controls or instruments do not use
soft foam cushions for padding - support
your entire back.
Making the Cushions. All you really need
is an electric carving knife (unused wedding
present?) adhesive (Thixofix) and some

covering material, too, if you want the cushions to look pretty and wear well.
As regards acquiring the foam, Oonlopillo
have contacted us and would prefer to supply
in quantity to Lasham rather than in small
orders to individuals. By the time you read
this we should have a reasonable supply line
going!
For your information, Ounlopillo supply the

foams in the following sizes:
DLR 100, 24in x 24in x 1in. OLR 90, 24in x
24in x lin. 076 (chip foam, hard), 79in x 56in
x various thickness.

*

*

*

Also if anyone wants templates for "plywood
parachutes" for a K-13 send a large sae to
I..asham.

a

ALPINE INTERLUDE
NICK HACKfTT recalls the 1984 Allgau Mountain Competition and In a few days' time is making a return visit

After the 1983 soaring feast at FOssen, (see

tile April 1984 issue, p(4) I was eager to ,take
part again In the Alpine Competition, this lime
l'eld at the a~ernative site at .Kempten. This
stunningly beautiful field is 10-15 mies north
cA the alpine foothills, sometimes making the
first transition from the stSl1 difficu~, and
indeed on the, second day I had to make an
ignominious straight-in belly landing into a
paddock two miles from 'the airfield, when a
marginal attempt to return lor a relight was
foiled by a solidly built farmhouse in the only
gap in the final ridge.
Nevertheless the rest 01 my stay provided
the usual exhilarating soaring, including some
enjoyable flying during the week before the
contest. One flight was memorable - no set
task - just a stroll - ein Spaziergang through the mourntains. Havil'lg flown down to
Innsbruck and along to the south end of the
Achensee, I returned along, the north side
of the Inn valley, via the, 'Usual mind-bending
thermal at the west end of the Tschirgant, to
Landeck. To the south the Engadine looked
appetising, so I flew down its western flank,
the base~ as usual in this area rising dramatically, and I climbed to 14 000ft without enteri'lg cloud, with half of SWitzerland visible to
the west Over to the· east beyond the Glockturm the Ibrilliant white expanse of the Lago
Sianco and the eternal snows of the
Gepatschferner beckoned. I flew over to it,
sinking, down towards the surface until the
entire horizon was br,illiant smooth rolling
snowfield$ below the clear blue firmament
above.
Turning along the glacief I gently skied in a
lazy aerial sla'lolll down the incline, curling
effortlessly up the moraines, and jumping
lightly dOwl"l into the hollows beyond! At the
bottom of the glacier I pointed my skis sorry, nose - along the western edge of the
Kaunser Grat back to the Engadine, and
returning .(0 reality, turned back north to the
Venatberg, over the top of the Lechtaler
Alpen, and back to Kempten. 470km or
!herelibouls in five hoUrs. An interesting fack)( n high altitude alpine flying is the loss of
body fluid. Despite always taking a bottle of
MineraJwasser with me, my average weight
lOss during flying was a pound per hour never entirely made up in the bar in the evenIngs.
My dress for alpine flying is usually on the
same lines - sun hat, wetted before and
repeatedly during flight, reactolite sunglasses, barrier cream, long-sleeved Iight-
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weight shirt, warmish lrousers and wool
SQCKS. The insolation in, this environment has
to be experienced to 100 believed, but anyIhing In shadow remains very cold, hence the
marked difference between upper and lower
bodywear. In case of emergency I' also carry
in the back fur-lined snow boots, insulated ski
dungarees, spare jersey and anorak, all
brightly coloured, and a stock of dried fruit,
nuts and chocolate. Since a white glider in
snow is worse than invisible, a coloured
parachute canopy is both an excellent marker
and first class protection against the elements should the need arise.
The competition period was marked by a
new meteorological twist that I had not
experienced the previous year - a northerly
drift to the wind that reqUired a totally different assessment of thermal search and use of
topography, and the old adage of picking
your thermals off the south-facing slopes
proved in more cases than not to be an
empty chalice. In these conditions the thermals could be found rising from the bases of
south-facing slopes, sometimes even from
the centres of the valleys, but increasingly
predictably from the often shadow-covered
slopes on the south sides of the valleys.

The secret of flying fast is to do
so as close into the crack
between each rising ridge and
the cloud above as one can
These conditions were particularly evident on
the two long days both to TPs towards the
east of AtJstriadown the Salzacher vall!'lY
past Zell am See. Instead of the usual SOkm
standing cloud street above the north slopes,
huge cloud banks hung along the
"Alpenhauptkamm" to the south. This spine,
running east-west, has a number of sharp
ridges pointing north and at right angles to
one's track into the Salzacher valley, and the
secret of flying fast is to do so as close into
the crack between each rising ridge and the
cloud above, obviously getting as near to the
strongest lift as one can.
As everyone else is doing the same thing
in both directions there tends to be a sort of
venturl effect as gliders accelerate rapidly in
the rising air above each spine in order not to
be sucked into cloud: not the time for mapreading. On one occasion however I did stop
to join five eagles in a thermal. Despite the
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occasional diversion for a bit of mirror-flying
(touching claws momentarily) they outsoared
me slowly and as they approached cloud base
I pondered their next move. The answer was
as dramatic as It was flamboyant. - close
wings, drop 2-300ft honeypot fashion, and
then pull out into a fast glide to the next thermal. Their aspect ratio didn't look designed
for the manoeuvre, and their UO at that
speed must have been parlous. Nevertheless
it was pleasing to see that even these regal
aviators had time for the occasional frivolity
between snatch-launching marmots off the
rocks below. One thing you notice when circling in close company with them is the little
feathers rising in the break-away just above
their leading edges, so unless they know
something we don't there's still another million years or so development needed on their
profiles.
To return to the tasks, these tend to be
somewhat predictable In the mountains
because of the topography - a) because the
run of the alpine ranges in this region is predominantly east-west, thus dictating the best
soaring/racing routes, and b) because if you
have to land out, these routes give more
opportunity to do so, and the road retrieves,
while exhausting, are Infinitely preferable to
the alternative of, say, failing to return from a
TP beyond the main spine to the south, and
having to fly right down into Italy to find a
landing spot - if you are lucky. You then
start talking about a two-<!ay retrieve, which
can be as exhausting to one's car and wallet
as it is to pilot and crew.
Thus, from a soaring point of view, the Arlberg Pass at ZOrs forms a natural barrier to
the west; to the south-west, topographically,
the Bemina massif, with the airfield at Samedan below, forms another, while to the east
there is nothing to stop you this side of the
Hungarian border. In this direction you either
take the Inn valley northerly towards Salzburg, or take the southern, classic raceway
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RD Aviation Ltd
Choice
All prices shown In this advertisement Include VAT. Delivery costs not Included

INSTRUMENTS, VARIOMETERS, DRAG MONITORS, RADIOS, PARACHUTES, WING COVERS,
BATTERIES, CHARGERS, PLUGS AND SOCKETS, WIRING, FILMS, TAPE, T PIECES,
TUBING, TOTAL ENERGY TUBES - and more
PARACHUTES -

by GO Defence
one of the largest manufacturers of parachutes and aircraft emergency
equipment

'350' Safety Chute

'850' Safety Chute

£661.25

£684.25
Both featuring:
Light weight
Compact design
Supreme comfort

**
*
HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS

£454.25

TR720

TR720's
for rent -

INSTALLED AVIONICS

* 720 channels

** Quick
3 ch memory
change battery
* Charger included
* Many accessories available
* ground-air
Well-proven in both glider and
use
£28.75 per week

dl

~1c~llt..1ill

range in stock - prices from £644.00
(Most other makes available on request - Av Comm, Becker, Narco, etc)

GROUND STATIONS
GS 1 - 720 channel heavy duty high Tx output - ideal for club or retrieve use
PYE PILOT - refurbished
£132.25
Magnetic Base high gain antenna
PYE WESTMINSTER - refurbished
£169.85
Other antenna on request

FILMS

-Instamatic 126

12 exp

COCKPIT LABELS

£1.20

from £891.25
£26.45

(postage 30p for up to 2)

Self-adhesive - Permanent
Smarten up your cockpit
£2.60 each

ELECTRICAL
Gell Cell12V 6Ah
(150 mm x 66 mm x 98 mm)
Fully Automatic Charger

NEWI

£16.98
£25.30

£36.80

Gell Cell 12V 15Ah
(181 mm x 76 mm x 167 mm)
Fully Automatic Charger - dual outlet

£32.20

Electrical data sheet including recommended wiring system for gliders
This Is a selection from our range. VAT at 15% Is Included In all prices shown but exports are normally VAT free.
Delivery costs and terms of trade are as per our published conditIons.

Free brochures, advice and price lists from: John Delafield and Dickie Feakes
RD Aviation Limited
Cotswold House. Mill Street
ISLlP, Oxon OX5 2SY
Tel: Kidlington (08675) 2357
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along the Salzacher valley to Zell am See, or
further 10 Radstadt, Liezen, Leoben, or ultimately Vienna. The beauty of any task that
has TPs in the :Engadine, and somewhere
beyond Zen am See to the east is nol only
the superb soaring along the valley routes,
but also the tJltimate experience if weather
conditions permit of soaring the Hauplkamm,
which from R~sia ~n Ihe west commences
with the Palla Blanca, along the Weisskamm
to the WUdspitze, over the Brenner Pass and
alQng the Austro-Italian border to the Gran
Pilastr(), and then along the Grossvenediger
range to the GrossglOCkner - all peaks and
ranges in Ihe 12 ooott range, culminating in
the latter at 12 457ft. Depending on snow
conditions, this route is nol really advisable
unU late June, but cloudbases up to 16 OOOlt
are not unknown. From a pure racing point of
view this route is a non-starter because of the
poor therma's off the upper snow fields, but
as an experience h is in a class of its own.
From tlje GrossglOCkner it is less than lOOkm
to the ~ugoslavian border, and the Adriatic is
only 170km or so to the south, so if you fail to
get back over the top and can't find Cortina,
you could always make the grand gesture
and glide out 10 Venice.
The Competition itself followed the general
precepts outlined above, culminating in three
consecutive tasks of 440km, 617km and
496km. The first - Zell am See - St Anton
am Atlberg - was memorable for a timed
12kt thermal off the Tschirgant (again), and
an interesting final glide over the ski circuses
of Zurs ,and Lech, thence a close scrape over
the very menacing east ridge of the
Miidelegabel inlo the Kleinwalsertal for the
run home, and the view of the Lake of Constance shimmering golden in the late afternoon sun to the west.

"With some canny task setting
and an earlier start the 1000km
begins to seem a feasible
dream."
The big one next day -

Radstadt, on the
Zemez in Switzerland, and back: as flown 700km, 7hrs
duration, 71bs loss of body weight; Max height
13 OOOft, lowest scrape almost on the deck of
the Olperer Glacier after an ill-considered
glide from Gerlos to a supposedly marked
thermal that had gone by the time I got there.
Landing at 6pm the last gliders to finish the
task were still returning two hours later. The
conditions had been good, but not optimum. I
pondered what .might have been: 900km
would have been no problem. With some
canny task setting and an earlier start the
l000km suddenly begins to seem a feasible
dream, And or,lly two days' drive from
England. Do people really know what they
are missing?
The last day's task: Lago di RMiCl in Italy
- Rauris, hidden in a valley beyond Zell am
See; set this way round to miss a possible
stonn fronl approaching 'rom the wesllater in,
the day,; 13 00011 bases in the Engadine,
which I cling to religiously. there is nowhere,
but OONhere, to land in the E:ngadine between Samedan and the Inn valley'to the east
of Landeck - something over l00km. The

edge cl Styria to the east -
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A strong thermal coming off the Kel/erjoch ridge, The Achensee Is beyond the gap In the mountains on the
right. Photo: Nick.

ground is of course a lot closer than the
altitude suggests. The second leg to Rauris
was a straight race - not a turn for the last
120km, classic Hammerwetter and at this
speed the Hungarian border less than two
hours away. Imagine then my surprise on
turning Rauris to be faced with a dying sky
and an ominous gloom cutting off the return.
Passing Zell am See with difficulty, I took a
final agonising climb under the last thermal at
the Thurn Pass, to the south of KitzbOhel,
with Gerlos cut off in front. I decided I might
just get across to the Inn valley by cutting
straight across the mountains south of Westendor! in a line for the bottom end of the
Achensee. Gliding slowly and with no little
trepidation, I was given succour by the sudden and almost biblical appearance of a shaft
of sunlight, laser fine, beaming onto a mountain 10km in front. As though it were a magnifying glass, by the time I reached it a wisp
had appeared above it, and miraculous, if
gentle, lift took me up again. I could now see
the Nordkette above Innsbruck, and headed
gingerly over the valley floor with 4000ft in
hand.
At Innsbruck airport I could see, and hear,
the other Competitors landing; the Tower was
warning of severe thunderstorms in the Fernpass. The way back was closed. With the
genUe warmth rising up the incredible rock
wall of the Nordkette from the valley below, I
had however increased my height to 5000II
as I flew along it, so I decided to continue as
far as I could towards the mUrk, photograph
an identifiable point (allowable in the Compelition), and return to land at the airport. Twelve
kilometres further, on the high plateau of
Seefeld at the entrance to the pass, I took my
photo and with the first raindrops smacking
on the canopy turned out over the Inn valley
for a gentle float back.
Without warning the glider dropped from
the sky, the vario clicking loudly agailst the
dOlNn-stop. Despite the Irate of descent - the
altimeter was going round ike a bicycle
wheel - the wings were obviously in pl'ace
and I still had 400011 ag! to cover 1'0km ot so,
so I was more startled than disturbed, particulady as the dusl bloWing in Ihefields below
indicated that I had a strong tailwind. I
radioed the Tower 10 report my Imminent arrival. Nevertheless my rate at descent down

the mountain side if anything increased, and I
realised my predicament. The thunderstorm
downdraught which had been hurtling along
the Fernpass, and momentarily horizontally
across the Seefeld plateau, was curling over
the lip and dOlNn the 3000II into the main val·
ley below. By turning out towards the latter, I
had unwittingly tumed ilto its path of descent.
Three kilometres short of the airport, with a
high rate of knots, no sink, but only 100ft of
height, I did not need the river, wood and
power lines ahead to prove that I was not
going to get in. The high incidence of the latter makes a copybook circuit in the Inn valley
impractical, so with a definitely non-standard
but exciting turn up over and through the
wires and back into wind I landed safely in a
field of carrots at the side of the autobahn.
There are two corollaries to this experience. First, 4000II height loss at Max rough
air speed in less than 7km (including maybe
2km of f1are-out along the valley bottom),
amounts to a relative rate of descent of 1 in
4, about that of a well-fettled piano in still air,
and gives an indication of the forces in
motion in the vicinity of mountain storms. The
second consideration, which you either
understand or you don't, was that the extra
12km flown made up three places in the final
listings. Of such decisions are competitions
made.

a

IBOOK REVIEW
The Book of Flight Tests by Alan Bramson,
Published by Martin Dunitz at £12,95,
I always tead avidly the flight test reports that
appear in Pilot even though there is little chance
of ever getting tRe opportunity to fly in some of the
aircraft described, Now Alan Bramson has collected' together forty of them for this book,
it is well presented with a handy glossary of the
more lamiliar terms and bits of equipment and
more than 100 super photographs showing the
planes on the ground and in flight.
The nearest aircraft to a glider featured is the
Grab G109, and this reoeivesgreat acclaim, but
the whore book is well worth reading, especially
if you are considering buying any of the aircraft
included,

B,H. SRYCE-SMITH
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ACCIDENTS THAT SHOULDN'T HAPPEN!
Two mid-air collisions and two take,-oIfs with
elevaiors 'dfsconnected - none with serious
consequences. lor pilots - represent a bad
start to the season.
T1he elevator-disconnected cases were
both ASW-19s; one on a winch launch and
the other an aerotow. The winch launch was
to a sufficient height for the pilot to bale out.
The aerotow was potentially more serious.
After a longer than usual ground run (7th
flight on type) the glider lifted off and sank
back a couple of times. The next time it
climbed steeply and put the tug onto the
ground in a nose-down attitude. The tug
bounced and the rope broke. The glider pilot
experienced a series of stalls before his arrival in a field some distance from the site (only
possible due to the lie of the land). The consequences for the tug pilot could easily have
been serious. Both cases emphasise the
need for a 01 after rigging which should
include the stick being moved while the control surfaces are held to ensure connection.
The margin that separates a serious collision from a relatively minor one is probably
small and down to an element of luck rather
than having much to do with the skill of the
pilots involved. The first one was between a
Pirat and a Libelle: Apparently the conflict
arose because the Pirat had turned towards
the ridge. Although the Libelle pilot took
avoiding action there was contact between
wings with the Pirat losing a wingtip. Both
were able to land safely.
The other collision was in the final phase of
approach at round-out height. A K-13, landing
in the more usual direction, had its tail hit by
an Astir which was landing towards the trailer
park. The difference of heading was 60° or so
and the message from this accident is loud
and clear. Landings in different directions
incur a high risk due to conflict of circuit patterns and approaches. In such circumstances
much more care is required and CFls might
like to consider whether different landing
directions are acceptable at all (except in
emergencies of course).
W. G. Scull, BGA director of operations
UK TEAM FOR EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS
The agreed method of evolving the UK team
for the European Championships is that the
pilots wishing to be considered for the team
need to apply to the BGA by the end of
OCtober of the pre Championship year. The
places will be allocated using priority lists
established from that year's Nationals.
The details are as follows:
• There will be three self-standing priority
lists for each of the Classes.
• The priority list for each Class shall be the
same as the previous year's Nationals
results for that Class.
• There will be no crossover of pilots from
one Class to another: to qualify for the
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FROM THE

SECRETARY's

DESK
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator

Can I start by asking you to give some
thought to the future of the BGA annual Conference - do you want one or not? If you
haven't attended one before what can we do
about the venue, the accommodation or the
programme to persuade you to give it a try?
An ex-chairman of the BGA once told me that
there are people who glide and there are
people who talk about gliding, and the implication was that the majority of members are
not interested in taking a day or two to talk
and listen to other glider pilots. I'm sure that if
we can get the right balance for an annual
get together then we should be able to attract
more than a couple of hundred people. The
Executive Committee want to hear from you
before we decide on a programme for 1986
and we ar,!3 sending questionnaires to a
random sample of subscribers, but if you have
not received a copy you can still let me have
your views by writing to Kimberley House.
1 am delighted to report that Tom Zealley
and Jack Minshall have been honoured by
the Royal Aero Club and received awards
from Her Majesty The Queen at a presentation ceremony in London on May 1. Tom
received a Silver Medal in recognition of his
outstanding contribution to the work of this
Association and Jack received a Bronze

Medal for his devoted service to the Midland
Club at Long Mynd. We are also to be honoured with the presence of HRH The Duke 01
Edinburgh, our Patron, at Lasham this year
when he will be presenting the prizes to the
winners at the conclusion of the Open Class
Nationals.
At the AGM earlier this year it was decided
to make second-seat insurance cover mandatory for all two-seater gliders operating
from BGA clubs and sites. The Executive
have now decided that the minimum amount
of cover required shall be £250 000 and that
this operational regulation will have effect
from the first insurance renewal due for a
glider after June 30, 1985. Many clubs and
private owners already hold cover for larger
amounts, and this may well be prudent, but
we are setting a minimum requirement which
for the time being is at the same level as the
mandatory third party cover - both amounts
will probably be reviewed on a regular basis
in future. If in doubt, consult with your insurance broker.
Finally congratulations are due to Pam
Hawkins for breaking the world and British
national feminine records for speed round a
750km triangle at 110.53km/h in Australia
recently. (See Pam's account in this issue.)

European Championships in a given Class
it is necessary to fly a UK Nationals in that
Class.
• There will be no cut-off point in any given
Class, ie if the top ten in a given Class are
unable to attend the No. 11 is offered a
place even though, for example, No. 3 in
another Class is not offered a place because
the top two are able to take part.
Our team for the European Championships
may qualify for a Sports Council grant covering up to 75% of travelling costs, leaving the
pilot, or sponsor (if any) to pay the remainder.
The next European Championships will be
held in 1986 in West Germany. More information in the next issue.
Ted Lysakowskl,
chairman, BGA Competitions Committee

and 21 years-old on May 31, 1986, for the Air
League Educational Trust Flying Scholarships sponsored by Esso Petroleum Co Ltd,
Flight International, Flight Refuelling Ltd,
Marshall of Cambridge (Engineering) Ltd,
Martin-Baker Aircraft Co Lld and the Air
League Educational Trust.
Scholarship winners, who will be entitled to
15 hours flying instruction, will be selected on
the basis of interviews, aptitude and medical
tests.
Write to the Secretary, The Air League
Educational Trust, 4 Hamilton Place, London
WiV OBQ for application forms which must be
returned to him by September 23.

FLVING SCHOLARSHIPS
Applications are invited from men and women
who are UK citizens and will be between 17

DOC SLATER RETIRES
Doc Slater, who is now 90 years-old, has
reluctantly decided to give up as Overseas
Editor through ill health, although we hope he
will still be able to write for us from time to
time. We know all his many friends will join us
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in sending our best wishes and hopes for a
speedy recovery.
We would be grateful if overseas news and
exchange copies of journals are sent to the
Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge
CB14NH.
THE BOA CONFERENCE
The BGA Conference was held in the centre
of Cardiff at the Crest Hotel from March 2-3
and organiseCl admirably by the South Wales
GC, led by John MiI$On.
The programme of lectures, chaired by
Michael Bird, was suitably diverse and has
inspired three articles ill ,this 'issue - John
Williamson's "Simple variometer systems"
(see also the April issue, 1'70), a ;prl!cis of the
paper "What can gliding do to secure its survival" given by FH~d Weinholtz, presideRl Of
the Oerlinghausen Gliding School, West
Germany land "Fou,r ways 10 stay up, in
Wales" by Ivor Stjaltock, the ,pioneer of soaring the Brecon Beacons and Black Mountains.
Charles Shea-Simonds, vice-president of
the British Parachute Association and survivor of 1800 parachute jumps, gave a useful
talk in which he went over the correct procedure iI you do have to bale out, stressing that

in hiS opinion it is wise to deploy the para-

THE NEW BGA CHAIRMAN

Tom Zeal/ey, the retiring BGA chairman, on the left with Ben. Photo: B. H. Bryce-Smith.

Ber:l Watson, started gliding in 1952 wittl the
chute as soon as possible instead: 0f waiting
Cambridge UniverslyGC, then moved to the
until clear of' the, glider.
London GC and since 1959 has been 8
Roger Green, ,an aviation psychologist,
member of Lasham. He has All Three
was entertaWling and Bill Scull frightening
Diamonds, Ilying his 500km at Narromine the
with his slick "It can't happen to me" presensame day as Trish,his wife, both in LS-4s.
tation emphasising that 1984 was the worst
Irish gave up' horses tor gliding when she
year fOr fatal accidents in, British gliding.
married ~and they share an enthusiasm for
Frederico Blalter, a member of the Swiss
Comps. Ben first competed ,at Oerby & lanes
National team, came at shon notice to talk
in a Sky In 11961, crewed' by Ann Welch. Since
about "Soaring the Alps" arid included some
then he has entered at least one Camp a year
beautiful slides in his instructive lecture.
including Enterprise but insists his only 'SucAt the AGM, Tom Zeal1ey handed over as
cesses are winning the odd days, although he
charman to Ben Watsor:l and was formally
Ihas won Mynd and Aboyne task weeks.
thanked tor his splendidl five years by Alan
He has a Nimbus 26 alld a ,third share i'l a
Vates and Basil Meads, BGA Ipresident, welStd Cirrus in New Zealand, though has also
oomed Ben.
flown in Australia and on the Continent. The
Chris Nicholas is the ,new viCe-chairman
couple have a son and daughter who have
wittl Max Bishop, Bill Dean and Don Spoltisflown and crewed but Ben says they ate too
wood joining the executive.
bUSy with their social lives to take it l:IP at prey
BGA diplomas were presented to Bill May
,sent.
and Alan Vates. Bilfs award was for long serBen, a retired businessman and chartered
vice over 25 years to the Coventry GC as an "L
!Lasham in a. K-6cA on August 11; Furlong
instructor, tug pilot and club manager whose
troph,y (for largest triangle) and theRex
enthusiasm has been such an example to
Pllcher trophy (earHest pre-declared 500km
other members bOth on the flying and social
of the year:by a pilot completing this task' for
side. Alan's diploma was for his long service
, whh many gliding clubs, in particular (he !Lon- , the first time): Paul Steiner (RAFGSA. for a
517km triangle, Talgarth, Baslngstoke, Ashdon GC, for chairJng the BGA Technical
bourn Airfield in a Janus C on April 1,2; Volk
Committee from 1981-1984 and for representing the gliding movement Internationally
cup (longest OIR): Mike Jefferyes (Essex) for
a 507km O/R, North Weald to east 01 Leeds,
on the board of OSTIV for ten years.
When you cross the border to Wales you
in a DG-202 on May 12; De HavUland cup
(maximum gain 01 !height): Adrian Hatton
expecl some culture and music and the lively
(Yorkshire) for 27600ft at SlJtton Bank on
entertainment by a quartet from the Welsll
August 311; ManlQ cup (fastest 300km w~h
National Opera Grou,p after the dinner and
before the dancing was an' inspired touch.
one or two' TPs) and the Firth Vtekers trophy
(second on the National Open Ladder), Robin
The trophies were awarded on handicap as
May, (London), the 300km being flown from
follows: seager cup (longest distance in a
two-seater): shared by Mike Throssell and
Dunslable to Stratford and Belvoir Castle in
ATC Cadet Peter Powell and Robin Miller
ao ASW-20 at 1Oc2.2km/h on August. 1;
and' ATe Cadet Andrew Oultramfor 405km
IEnlgma trophy (winner of the National Open
Ladder): Tim Macfadyen (Cotswold); Ii.. C!lu
triangles, Lasham, Bradford-.on-AvOI1, leicester, in a Janus C on August 11: California In
Garde Peach trQphy (winner of the National
England (longest distance by a lemale):
CIt.lb' ladder): Chris Starkey (Surrey & Hants)
Geralyn Macfadyen (Cotswold) lor a 314km
arid the SlIngsby \rophy (second on the
National Club Ladder):· Steve Longland
triangle, Aston Down, M1/M45 junction,
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accountant, was managing director of Courage Breweries until their merger with the
Imperial Group when he became Imps'
development director, leaving in 1977 with a
golden bowler. He then did five years as
secretary-general of the British Ski Federation, leaving in 1982 to devote more time to
gliding and travel.
Asked for his main aims during his time as
chairman, Ben said "to fight controls and
bureaucracy so that pilots have freedom to fly
as they wish. The BGA is the servant of its
members and should react to their needs.
"The BGA should be as efficient and effective as we can make it and that means all the
voluntary workers on committees as well as
the permanent staff. I favour the five-year rule
whereby committee members retire at least
for a year in order to let others have a go".
"Basically," Ben stressed, "our job is to try
to create the environment under Which gliding
can flourish from its own grass roots."
---''-----''---''C.'---''---

--'

(Cambridge University).
To sum up, a successful conference in a
good setting with a worthwhile exhibition
which spilled over Into the car park when
John Ellis of DG Powered Sailplanes rigged a
OG-400. The only disappointment is that the
weekend still only attracts a handful of the
under 25 year-aids, however star-studded the
programme.
G. B-S.
HELP DERBY & LANCS CELEBRATE
The Derbyshire & Lancashire GC are celebrating their Golden Jubilee this year with an
open weekend on July 13-14 to which members past and present, old friends and anyone who has enjoyed flying at the club during
the last 50 years are invited. They will also be
welcoming members from the Troyes GC in
France and the Darmstadt GC in Germany
with whom they are twinned.
As well as flying there will be a celebration
dinner at the club on the Saturday evening
(but book early) and a buffet lunch on Sun-
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WHEN ONLY

THE BEST
WILL DO

PESCHGES -

THE BEST
ELECTRICAL
VARIOMETER
AND
NAV COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
The most
advanced
technology
offers YOU

- Unsurpassable accuracy
- Unequalled T,E. compensation
- Extremely last. but smooth indication
- All weather reUabllity, world-wide
- Maximum durability
- Easy installation, only pitot and stalic
needed - no flasks or tubes

SAGE-

THE BEST
MECHANICAL
VARIOMETER

HOFFMANN
Propeller Service
United Kingdom·

THE BEST
ROTARY
VENTILATOR
Prevent dampness,
humidity, and heal
bUild-up in your
trailer.

THE BEST
FIBREGLASS
POLISH FOR
GLIDERS

LESSONAL -

LASSO-

THE BEST
GLIDER SEALING
TAPE
Now in summer
and winter
versions

Also -

Specialist service for new
propellers and reception
centre for factory overhauls
and repairs.

"

t the front
Right a

HOFFMANN
HARTZELL
McCAULEY
SENSENICH
WOODWARD

Contact:

BOB SZULC
110 KENDAL DRIVE
SLOUGH
BERKS SL2 5JA

Tel: (027735) 2418

Tel: (0753) 31796
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If you have to answer with
"Yes", you are ready for
Australia where you will find
just the opposite!

-

Come to the SPORTAVIA
SOARING CENTRE,
Tocumwal, the Australian
diamond factory.

-

First Class gliders from
Standard Class Discus to
Open Class Nimbus 2. Well
reputed excellent
organisation with
accommodation, including
swimming pool on site.
Tocumwal has seen many
national and world records
as well as 1000 km flights.

-

Best season from November
to March.

-

Write or phone today for
complete information to

All propeller types and
governors for General Aviation:

THE BEST

54 TOR BRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN

-

6 FRENCH'S AD CAMBRIDGE
CB4 3lA Ta: (0223) 315273

High quality silicon tubing
Locking ties for silicon tubing
Electric and pneumatic switches

TED LYS

Are you a keen glider pilot
who hates airspace
restrictions, weak, low
thermals, waiting for good
weather etc?

SKVCRAFT
Services

We have just been
appointed agents
for these superlative hand-made
variometers.

FLETTNER -

-

HOFFMANN
PROPELLER
POSTFACH 265 KUPFERLINGSTRASSE 9

0-8200 ROSENHBv1 2 WEST GERMANY

SSC
P.O. Box 78
Tocumwal, N.S.W. 2714
Australia
Tel. 0581742 063
Telex SPAVIA 55477
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day. Accommodation is already taken but
there will be space for tents and caravans,
there are good ablution facilities together with
a cl uli>room, mess room and bar and meals
wll be available.
Their president, Basil Meads, his wife
aueenie, and Dorothy Kaye are believed to
be the only founder members though there
are some near misses like Laurence Robertson and Bernard Thomas who are only one
year shon and still active members.
For further details telephone their resident
stewards, Ray or Ann Hamshaw, on 0298
871 270 or write to the club, Camphill, Gt
Hucklow, Derbyshire, marking your envelope
"Golden Jubilee".

INTER·UNIVERSITY TASK WEEK
This year Edinburgh are the hosts at Portmoak from July 7 when it is hoped to give a
taste of ridge and wave flying. The competition is open to those at UK universities, colleges and polytechnics. For further details,
contact Greville Earle, 41 A Broughton St,
Edinburgh, te! 031 5566689.
A NEW FLYING ASSOCIATION
The newly formed Lawyers' Flying Association has 67 members, 43 are PPL holders, 12
student pilots, there are a few glider pilots
and one microlight owner.
The objectives are, first, to encourage all
types of light aviation all over Britain among
those working professionally in law, and secondly, to provide consultation and advice to
the light aviation community which is not at
present available from existing organisations.
The annual subscription is £25, reduced to
£15 for articled clerks, bar pupils and student
pilots. Law pilots and enthusiasts from every
branch of sporting flying are welcome.
Inquiries to Tim Scorer, 1 Finsbury Avenue,
London EC2M 2PJ, tel 01-377 9191.

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY
Ael.
No.

Glider
Type

BGA

No.

1i.

.~

_

Compiled by KEITH MITCHELL,

Chairman, BGA Safety Panel

Pilot/Crew

Dale
Time

Place
Injury

PtlHrs

154

Siebert 3

2730

W/O

26.8.84
17.45

Little Tew

26

M

143

Pilot on final glide in competition. finding he
had insuJficient height 10 reach' airfield.
selecled cut crop field lor landing. Realised
While on downwind leg lflat proposed ~anding
run would in tact be downwind and 8l1empte<:;!
360~ !Urn 10 land in field over which he was ,llying, As lurn was 'com,pleted starboard winglip
touched lhe ground and aircraft cartwheeled,
smashing cockp~ ana damaging both wings.

155

Pirat

1485

S

30.8.84
12.45

Bridge Farm,
Forncelt
St Peler

22

M

44

Pilol on first cross-counlry selecled a fie'ld Wilh
lnlo wind approach over grid p'ower cable$. A
steep approach w~s made with lull aitbrake
anc excess speed. To avoid running inlO.
downwind oot..mdary a grour':ld loop was a.Uemp"
ted. Port wing struck Iree 'in hedge and swung
glider over di.lch onl0 minot road beyond.

156

Piral

1735

S

23.6.84
15.30

AiOgmer

52

N

23.49

Pilot underestimated wind gradient on
approach over trees. Insufficient speed
resulted in lack of round out and very he.:lV¥
landing bf.ealkir!g the fuselage behind lhe wing
trailing edge.

'57

OG·4OO

M

5.8.64
'5.45

Ringmer

54

N

306

Pilol decided to land acroSS ~he field in an area
not normally IUsed because lhe wind direcllon
had changed. On ground run starboard w"l1g
went into ,long grass causing g~der to ground
loop.

0

W/O 1.9.8412.:J( Charing

Age

1314

40

F

135

OG·202

2869

M

16.7.84

Dunstable

37

N

1765

Competition pilolafler l'lnsl glide crossed f1nrsh
line wilt:l insufficient speed ~o complete pull-up
and a flexible circuit. A turn w~s iniliated 'biJI
abandoned for lack of height and an allemplla
land ahead resulled in a bounce from which the
glider was flown over the boundary hedge and
into standing crop.

160

Torva Sprile
Series 2

1701

S

19.6.84
15.08

RAF WaUisham

26

N

809

As glider entered a strong thennal in a climbing
turn the airbrakes flew open and could not be
cJosed. Aileron conlrol was found 10 be jammed
solid. An approach was made inlo a !illle used
corner of the airfield. wilh use of rudder as ailerons and airbrakes remained jammed. During
ground run a concealed depression caused
undercarriage collapse. Examination showed
Ihat airbrake torque tube had travel~ pasl the
closed and locked position.

161

Keslrel20

M

12.8.84
13.00

lasham

50

N

625

Starboard aijeron drive failed due 10 lack of
maintenance (no other inform'ation on incident
report).

N

14.6.84
'6.00

SW Down
Ampney

28

N

400

54
18

N
N

1509

52

M

14

Pilot saw power wires al his height on
approach for field landing. Managed 10 dive
between wires and hedge. Landed safely.
The g~der was rigged by two very experienced
pilots and was laken to Ihe launch POin!. During
lhe ground run on lhe first fright 01 lhe day lhe
glider bounced some 2ft Into the air, hit the
grourd and bounced 10 aboul 20ft. Pilot
relessed from tow but found he could nat round
out Glider slruck the ground in a nose down
aUitude. Subsequent examination showed
elevator had not been connected. A formal 01
had not been carried out.
Approach was made n gusty conditions with a
high airspeed and airbrakes closed Pilot
experienced diffk:ulty due la guslS and an oscil·
lation in pilch developed resulting in a heavy
impacl on lhe nose, damaging the nose and
breaking the skid.

41
21

N

430

M

-

162 Vanlus

163

Capslan
T-49A

1009

M

20.8.64
18_30

Husbands
8osworth

184

Swallow

1339

M

31.6.84
11.00

Middleton

165

K-2B

2662

W/O

9.9.84
14.42

AAF
Upwood

PI
P2

-

GLIDING CERTIFICATES

DIAMONO HEIGHT
Name

Club

1984

31693

J.

Bristol & Glos

13.10

1984

Palchetl

GOLD C COMPLETE
No.

Name

Club

1067
1068

J.

Bristol & Glos
Clevelands

Patchett
S. M. Brownlow

13.10
2.2.85

PI
P2

,66

PIK 200

2416

M?

3o.s.84
14.50

Hempnall,
Norlolk

-is

N

765

167

K-8

2563

M

27.6.84

Canton Bank

28

N

V,

GOLD C HEIGHT
Name

Club

D. G. King
K. C. Hendersqn
S.J. Welsh
R. Kalin
P. W. Greenway
J. Palchetl

Four Counties
Baoker
Wyvern
Hambletons
Herefordshire
Brislol & Glos
Booker
Baoker
Clevelands

R. E. Ne'"
J. Walren
S. M. Brownlow

1984
25.11
22.10
27.10
23.2.85
2.2.85
13.10
23.10
27.10
2.2.85

SilVER

BAPGE

No.

Name

61l1ltl
I8!lI

A. T. Melior

Four Counties

28.4.85

A. P. Meredith

Ouse

18.3.85

Club

June/July 1985

During winch launch paNer dropped when
glider was at 10·15ft and cable back released.
Pupil partly lowered nose but speed decayed
and belare inSlructor could take over the glider
IAII in a semi~slalled condition from about 20ft.
During field landing inla cut cornfield a normal
approach and 10uchdO'Wn was made inlo wind
and along the tines of Slraw. Port wing caught a
line of straw and glider groundlooped. becoming partly airborne and rOlating. Nose struck
the ground before main wheel and lail. Rear
fuselage was cracked and canopy broken.
Ear1y solo P~OI slarted circuit loo high, Realised
it and despite doing a 360" on base leg he
overshot the end of the runway.
laruvaru wing rake ofl dUring ),Cf'IOi5'P"d'Lie toexcessive 9 forces. Pilot parachuled to salety.
Slarboard airbrake open in night due 10 faIlure
01 geometric overcentre lock. Pilot opened
other airbrake fljly and landed safely in field
straight ahead.

'68 K-6BR

2658

WIO

'6.9.84

Aingmer

2B

M

29

169

Astir CS

2185

N

13.9.64
16.27

lasham

38

N

81

170

SUpef Falke
SF-25,

G·FHAS N

15.9.64

lash am

39

N

71

Pilot landed by car headlighls after an evening
flight which was pushed beyond lhe limits ~
daylight.

171

K·13

M

12.9.84
15.30

sallby

37
20

N
N

360

The pupil had made a good approach, but in
spite 01 promplS h'Om instructof, did not round
out. Instructor failed 10 take over in lime to prevenl the nose~skid slriking the ground but from
lhe bounce he completed a ·'normal" landing.
Minor damage 10 Iront skid mounting.

'9.9.84
12.00

SGU

29

M

34

1985

STRUCTURE OF THE BGA
The membership structure of the BGA is now
made up of 83 full member clubs, three of
whom have affiliated clubs as follows: Army
GUlling Associati:ln with two clubs, RAF Gliding ancl Soaring ASSQciati:ln with 11 clubs and

broke up in mid-air. AIS invesligating.

Dart 17R

159

I

No.

G~der

158

172 Skylark 4

2256

1162

S

PI
P2

20

Pilot made non-airbrake approach at 75kl in
25kt wind. Encountered lurbulence and wind
gradient and failed to round out. Hit ground and
tx>unced mto the air coming down again caus·
ing substantial damage to the glider and minor
!rfury to himself.

1'35

the Royal Naval Gliding and Soaring Association with three clubs.
Operations. During the year ending September 30. 1984 (1983 figures in brackets).
member clubs (civilian and combined services) flew a total of 145 526 (123 347) hours
and 1180 943 (691 544) kilometres crosscountry from 457120 (402488) launches
from club sites. Club owner gliders total 435
(444) and privately owned gliders 1180
(1189).
Certificates. Certificates were issued as follows: A endorsements 1859 (1898). B
endorsements 243 (251), Bronze C 446 (430).
Silver C 296 (223), Gold C 76 (58). Diamond
goal 100 (64). Diamond height 59 (58) and
Diamond distance 26 (20).
A certificates were applied for by 1000
(1239) holders of the ATC proficiency certificate.

f

Dale
Time

1481

5

20.8.84

2778

M

6.9.84
11.20

175 Libelle

1598

M

176

Astir CS

2186

'77

K·8

GIlder

ReI.
No.

Type

173' K'13

174

K-8

178 Blanik

179

SGA
No.

II

Injury

PltHrs

59

N

I

Challock

40

N

2

29.8.84
18.00

Challock

28

N

243

M

'2.8.84
18.18

South M8fSIOn

25

N

95

2083

M

29.6.84
16.56

SGU

38

N

250

2121

WIO

26.9.84
16.09

Manston

36
64

S
F

'013
0

Simulated cable break at abOul 250ft. The
glider turned left. then !eh again. The second
lum was slow and over·ruddered and the glider
enlered an incipienl spin to the left. The inslruclor took over, regained 'lying speed and levelled the wings. but was loo low 10 pull oul at the
dive. The glider struck the ground at an angle
01 about 4S<> at 45·S0kt. The instructor remembers having dlfficully in regaining control from
the pupil.

N

9.9.84

Dallachy

40

N

900

Cable break towards lop at launch caused the
parachute and a length of cable to drift crosswind onto h)gh voltage cables.

Bocian

New Street. Glemelord.

No~h

Hill

PI
P2

2223

M

15.8.84

Winthorpe

28

N

20
Mins.

Early sok> pilot on second sok> flight at the day
failed to make suCllCient alkM'ance for crosswind while on the approach. A lale correction
was attempted, during which speed decayed
and glider stalled from approx '011 10 a heavy
landing.

181

Jantar 1

2079

N

27.9.84
9.20

Essex GC

29

N

500

182

Olympia 463

1201

5

10.6.84
15.40

Signor HIli.
SusselC

64

N

271

On aerolow pilol found he could nol relracl
undercarriage. Operaling undercarriage lever
caused stick to move 10 the right:. Undercarriage was retracted (aller some difficuhy) al
high attitude. On examination on the g(QUf'ld it
was found that the undercarriage oontrol rOd
had been forcing the walerballast tube against
lhe aileron conlrol linkages.
Aner soaring a sea breeze front for about 'hhr
pilot exper~nced strong sink. Because of poor
visibility pilot did not fly directly bad lawards
airfIeld and was forced 10 land in a crop field.
Tailo/ane damaoed.

?

5

10.10.84
17.50

Portmoak

39

M

45

2739

5

21.10.84
12.32

Nooh Hil

44

N

20min

Early solo pilot failed 10 correcl for crosswind
drih and ran inlo parked vehicles on ground run.

N

31/..

Glider veered 10 the left on landing run and
struck tail fin of parked glider.

1502
8'0

With an experienced pilol as P2 flying on a Me
check an unsuccessful search had been made
lor wave. At I 700ft and 4 miles downwind Pl
decided to return to airfield. At 500ft available
fieldS were rejeC1ed in faYOur of a marginal glide
for the airlield. At 250ft Pl look over and
increased airspeed, but pulling up to clear
bOundary fence resulted in stalling la 8 heavy
landing.

Sudbury

Sulfollc COl0 7PY
Tel: (0787) 280425
I

K'6cA

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES
BY BGA INSPECTOR

2 K·,3

JOHN SMOKER

3 8lanlk

2067

M

21.10.84

Sandown

4 Blanik

1830

5

1.11.84
9.45

TelgMh PI
P2

38
58

N
N

9 ANSON WAY
BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS

2734

M

11 1184
11.20

Dellachy P1
P2

40
48

N
N

540
62

90~ crosswind. Pl took over for satisfactory
landing, but was unable to prevenl slight into
wind veer. Glider ran aver rough grass 10 tarmac
juncl'on with damage to the undercarriage
region.

6 Olympia 460

1201

N

1.9.84
12.00

Parham

50

N

720

Unusual stick load noticed during Iift-off during
winch launch. Power was stopped. Pilot was
unable 10 gel the nose down using Slick. Glider
lhen descended steeply (probably stalled) bUl
pilot was able 10 regain control and land safely.
StarbOard tailplane had nol been connected.
Winch launch was stopped al 50ft when lailplane was seen to hinge upwards.

7 Specht

2586

M

28.10.84
15.30

Middle,on atl

39

N

-

Kinon in
Undsey

39

N

250

Air experience lIighl. Aircraft was being lax~d
towards ground handler beside conlrol van but
was moving loo quickly and winglip SfJuck van
without damaging it.

BRIAN WEARE
GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON

Failed to round out on fast approach
20kt
wind and severe woo gradient. Bounced ID
height of about 25ft. hit the ground again after
abOut SOyds. and bounced a lurcher 25yds, seal·
tering debris fram lhe forward fuselage and wilh
lhe pilot hanging down belOw the remains of
the cockpft.

S Bocian

and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

Pilrn on firSI solo completed satisfactory circuit
and approach. but the roundout was late and
touchdown on the skid caused 'he aircrall 10
balloon. A heavy landing Collowed.

Tels: Luppitt 338 (9-6 pm)
Honiton 41679 (after 6 pm)

8

K·,:i

1448

N

4. \/.84
'3.00

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD. GLASS-FIBRE. OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

9

K·13

1448

5

10.11.84
16.15

Kirton in P'
L1ndsey P2

39
31

N
N

250
5

Hangar llight Alter satisfactory landing by pupil,
P1 look O\ler and attempled to laxi through various obstruclions to get closer to the hangar. Hil
car with port wing, damaging 0 box and trailing
edge.

M

24. \/.84
16.20

lasham P'
P2

43

N
N

1000
0

Instructor was demonstrating the landing and
attempting 10 land close 10 the hangar. Failed 10
select a clear ~ndjng area and collided wilh a
parked molar glider. Both aircrah were dam·
aged. Action to avoid a collision was laken loo
lale.

10 8lanlk

C of A OVERHAULS
B.G.A.• C.A.A.. P.F.A. APPROVALS
F

136

Pilot on an eadv solo f1ighl set up a good
approach but appeared to let speed decay then
over·reacted recovery. causing glider to strike
grOl..lIld heavily.
Anar normal appfOach glider was allowed to
bafloon during the round out A heavy landing
resulted causing damage to the lower forward
pOr1 side of the cockpl structure.
Pilot landed she" of the main landing ares.
During the ground run glider ran through a shallow pol hole. Rim of wheel struck a large flint
and was fractured.
After what the pik>t descnbes as a normal
touchdown the undercarriage collapsed causlng damage re underside of fuselage.
Pilot distracled by glider on finals ahead ot him.
Failed to monitor approach and hit perimeler
lence while 1rying to puU up olJer it.

180 K-7

MILLER AVIATION MODELS
Red Cot,

Summary
Age

MODEL SAILPLANES MADE TO ORDER
Basic model hand made in limewood. painted one colour plus simple Irim, to 1/32 scale with cast resin and
stainless sleel standlwall bracket. 1:52.50 inc. post and
packing. P&P overseas extra.
Any type of model aircraft builllo any scale and degree
01 detail. send requirements for quote. SAE for
leaflet.

PiloVCrew
Place

:::>

latal: S ::: SEriOUS: W/O = wrlle-oU: M ::: minor: N ::: nil.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Testing an Auto-Release Aerotow Hook
BRIAN SPRECKLEY, manager of Booker, reports on testing Dick Green's tug aerotow release hook. It was
first tried out some years ago but this time Chris Rolllngs was the pilot In all'but seven of the flights which
were shared between John Ellis and Dave Watt. Brian flew the Super Cub 180 tug with full tanks.
The first series of tests used a K-13 and a
140ft rope with the auto-release hook previously fitted to another Super Cub which on
static test (no significant load) released at
15°, Attached at the nose hook, it was possible to climb slowly behind the tug until the
auto-release hook released the cable at an
-angle of approximately 30°. The same exercise was repeated with a shorter rope with
much the same result.
We them tried a slow climb out of position
using the belly hook with much the same
results, followed by a more rapid climb using
the belly hook resulting in the hook releasing
on about 40% of the attempts and the rope
breaking on all the others. The tug pitched
sfightly nose down prior to either release or
rope break.
We graduated to a more rapid climb behind
the tug and in every case the rope broke at
the glider weak link. On some occasions, the
tug pitched slightly nose down prior to the
rope breaking - the angle between the glider
and tug did not exceed 20% on these tests.
We then repeated these exercises with a
hook that released on the ground at 12", but
there was no apparent difference on test to
the 15° hook.
We then started using a K-8 and repeated
the exercise sequence tried on the K -13 with
the same results until we tried the rapid
upward displacement. Using a K-8 on the C
of G hook, a climb was initiated at about the
same rate as the beginning of an autotow. The
results were:
The climb was almost impossible to stop

BGA

once started; full forward stick only reduced
the rate at which it increased.
There was a significant increase in speed
in the K·8 during the climb reaching 70 to
80kt.
The tug pitched nose down very rapidly
and the engine stopped due to fuel starvation
as a result of the negative g.
There was a rapid deceleration in the tug
with it ending up pointing vertically down at
an indicated speed of 40kt.
Once the tug had pitched nose down the
pilot was unable to release.
As the speed in the K-8 was reaching 80kt
and the pilot had the distinct sensation of
being pulled down, he went to release but the
weak link broke just before he pulled the
release.
The tug took 200ft to regain proper control
with the bottom of the dive being 400 to 500ft
below the height at which the exercise
started.

Conclusions
On every occasion that a very rapid ascent
was attempted the rope broke at the 10001b
weak link. This must reinforce the need to
use weak links whatever type of rope is used,
(we use 1in diameter polypropylene with
Mitty weak links).
The deceleration effect created by the
glider's extra lift is as significant a factor as
the angle the glider may attain in disrupting
the tug's flight.
The American Schweitzer hook does not
release under severe load even with a 1901b

adult pulling as hard as he can. This may be
mainly due to the angle of the pull but
nevertheless a modification" to reduce the
release loads is urgently required.
Any auto-release that uses angle of pull
only would not work in an emergency as it
requires a load input to detect the true
emergency.
Towing K·8 style gliders on belly hooks is
not to be recommended.
The saga continues with a new hook being
designed by Dick Green which we hope to
start before the end of April.
'A BGA mod is available. See the BGA Technical
Newsheel 3/4/85.

a

THE WREN STORY
(Continued from p.127)
Then in 1929 his new biplane was towed
across the airfield at Hawkinge to be followed
a year later by his primary glider. He started
building the Crested Wren at the end of 1930,
it was test flown the following July and soared
for over an hour that November on the hills
above Folkestone.
The Wren was sold In 1932 for about £70
with the Willow Wren being test flown that
December, sporting intemal cables in a
deeper fuselage. In March 1934, in company
with a Professor and a Kassel, the Crested
Wren set out on the first cross-country flight
in England, having already set an endurance
record of 7hrs in 1933. A dozen sets of plans
were sold and seven were built, one in
Australia.

MAIL ORDER

WHICH WAY ROUND?
"Who in their right mind would fly in UK
airspace without the latest charts fully
amended to show all the relevant restrictions?" asked the CAA.
"Not glider pilots" said we "especially since
the BGA shop now stocks all the up-to-date
air maps."
Topographical air charts of the United
Kingdom available in quarter or half million
scale by mail order at only £6.00 each.

Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list

June/July 1985

Telephone 0533 531051
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ANOTHER LOOK AT GC ECONOMICS
Dear Editor,
As a former club treasurer I was intrigued
by the method of calculating the value to a
club of each glider flying there as explained
by Gordon Peters in "Economics of a Gliding
Club" in the last issue, p69, obviously the
result of many hours with a calculator.
I am also a firm believer in the idea that
statistics can prove anything, so may I use
the figures given to show the other side of the
coin?
It is, of course, the individual members who
pay the bills rather than the gliders themselves, so if the figures given for income and
for profit for each glider are divided by the
number of members deemed to be flying it,
then the cash spent by the average member
and his contribution to the club's profits can
be calculated.
This alone rather changes the picture.
However, although the income from each
launch has been apportioned to a glider, it
would appear that the cost of giving the
launch has not. If we assume an (arbitrary)
cost to the club of £1.00 for each £1.50
launch taken, the difference is even more
marked.
No. of Income!
Gross
Net
pilot
profit/pilot profit/pilot
Glider pilots
£
£
£
K-13 (2) 73
K-8
12
K-6
24
Astir
6
Private 2.7

178
203
121

264
123

101
103
76
118 (loss)
123

32
28
55
162 (loss)
93

So it seems that at North Hill at least, the
average private owner makes the club a lot
more profit than anyone else, because
although he doesn't pay a great deal (to the
club, anywayI) he doesn't cost it much either.
That it may well cost him a good deal to have
his own glider does not affect the club, and is
after all his own choice.
As for club single-seaters, the key to profitability is utilisation. Unfortunately, this
inevitably means that there will be queues
sometimes - there is just no way round that.
If a club chooses to run more single-seaters
at the expense of profitability, or to charge less
to fly them, perhaps to encourage younger
pilots, so be it.
But that is more a matter of philosophy than
of economics.
ALAN SANDS, Banbridge, Co. Down.
HOW ABOUT GLIDING IN THE
OLYMPICS?
Dear Editor,
I understand that in 1938 the International
Olympic Committee decided to recognise
gliding as an Olympic sport - a decision
which led to Hans Jacob's Meise being
selected as the Olympic sailplane for the
138

1940 games and Elliot's of Newbury calling
their post-war copy of the Meise the Olympia.
Can anyone therefore explain why gliding
didn't become an Olympic sport once it was
back on its feet again? Surely if gliding were
to be in the Olympics we would get much
more publicity than we do with our relatively
private World Championships, especially if
Britain won medals. Think how many more of
the British pUblic would have noticed had
George Lee picked up three consecutive gold
medals at the Olympics. As the Olympics are
every four years we could hold the World
Champs as usual in between.
I'll no doubt be shot down on my other little
idea but no other serious sport competes with
different types of machine. In sailing, for
example, most boats race against their own
kind with the handicap fleet generally consisting of the few oddballs who insist on being
different and don't really take racing seriously.
If instead of haVing a mixed bag of gliders
falling into one of the three Classes we were
to have one glider per Class, then the winning order would be totally unconnected with
the type of machine the pilot can afford.
Such an idea isn't new. As I have pointed
out, the Meise was chosen after a design
competition to be the one type to fly in the
Olympics. Unfortunately this idea if
implemented would raise howls of protest
from the unlucky manufacturers of the wrong
types and even louder howls from the pilots
owning the wrong types.
ROB CRONK, Reading, Berks.

THAT AIRWAY
Dear Editor.
The airline f()( whom I fly operates several flights a day between Aberdeen and
Edinburgh. The airways routei'lg is exces·
sively lengthy. So my company has taken the
sensibl'e step of making our standard routeing
a straight line. Several other airlines do the
same. We operate with radar cover 'rom
Aberdeen. Leuchars and Edinburgh and stay
well to ,the east of Portmoak and Aboyne.
Everybody is happy.
Then I put on my gliding hat. " as a .professional, I ignore the useless air:way, how do
explair! to my fellow glider pilots that they
must pay it the appropriate respect?
JACK HARRISON, Banchory,
Klncardl neshlre.

these people experienced any difficulty on
the first or subsequent tows.
I believe. but have no proof, that the tow
rope was about twice the present normal
length. The tugs in those days having completed the launch made a low pass, dropped
the rope, went round again and landed. The
procedure, anhough inconvenient. seems to
have been safe and I cannot recall any accidents. The most difficult on tow was the
home-built Dickson Primary with a nose
hook!
I know this is history but are we now flying
on ropes which are too short for safety. It
seems axiomatic that the longer the tow rope
(within reason) the less disturbance the glider
will create at the tug end. The fatality rate
seems to have increased as the rope has
become shorter.
It is generally accepted that these accidents happen extremely rapidly. Could it be
that by flying lower and closer to the slipstream, as now recommended, we are
eliminating a further safety margin? A combination of gusts. slipstream and increased
angle of attack could put the glider into the
critical unstable position.
Should not the low tow position also be
evaluated?
DENNIS DAWSON. Gorlng-on-Thames,
Serb.
Bill Scull, BGA director of operations.
replIes: In days of yore ma people did their
first solo aerotows without dual i'lstruction.
The combined factors (>f low performance
tugs, long ropes and a cautious approach to
the task did not. evidently, give rise to any
problems. However the process of evolution
has brought about a number of changes. h is
no longer considered economic or even good
practice for the tug to drop the tow rope and
to avoid problems with boundary fences a
shorter rope is common. The risk to the tug
pilot Is relatively low - in the order of One
fatal accident!200 000 aerotows at a conser-_
vative estimate - which compares with one
fatallty/100 000 launches in gfiding.
As to flying lower and closer to the slipstream, I cannot see how tt:lis contributes to
the critical circumstances. So far as evaluating low tow I feel this might create a lack of
standardisation since not everyone would
agree to it and, unless it were low tow from
take-off, would not eliminate the risk in the
critical phase.

WE'RE STILL KILLING TUG PILOTS
TOW ROPES TOO SHORT FOR SAFETY
Dear Editor.
Following recent accidents there have been
investigations and advice by the BGA about
aerotowing in the December issue, p259, and
the February issue. p10.
Years ago, the Leicestershire GC at
Rearsby sent about 20 people on their first
aerotows. The pilots had about three hours
solo and 50 winch launches. The "tow rope"
was a length of winch cable, the glider a
home-built Grunau with a non IOttfur belly
hook. The people had no dual - we had no
two-seaters. The tug, a Tiger, was flown by
that great enthusiast. Jack Rice. None of

Dear Editor,
Reading Bill Scull's article on aerotowing
accidents I had the feeling that we had been
here before. and sure enough. tuming back
to the August 1978 issue. p162. there was a
similar article by the very same author, yet
we still go on killing our tug pilots with tragic
regularity.
Turning the pages to the chief technical
officer's item on nose hooks (p26), I was
astonished by his comment - "the probability that the installation of nose hooks may
well become a prerequisite In the future ... "
How many .more tug pilots need to die before
mandatory action is taken or before the CM,
alarmed by the carnage, decides to ban aerotowing of gliders?
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

May I also ask all of you out there who own
gliders without nose hooks, would you really
rather risk a tug pilot than go to the bother of
fitting one?
BILL EVANS, Mlnehead, Somerset.

WEIGHING IS OFTEN SLIPSHOD
Dear Editor,
After reading Bill Dean's letter in the last
issue, p84, about his K·18, I strongly recommerd that the commendable action by Derek
Piggott of putting up its Min cockpit load for
aerotow is extended to wire launching also.
The handling on the wire launch which he
describes is literally out 01 control, and the
only explanation for it Ihat I can find is that
with tight pilots ~ is balanced aft of its CG
Nmit. There is no way that the stick should be
loIward of a normal flight position during the
run climb.
It is true that while accelerating after takeoflthere is less surplus nose down control to
resisl the cable pulling the nose up into the
climb at aft CG than at forward CG, and of
oourse it is not uncommon to have the stick
on the stop initially to keep the rotation under
oontrol, but in the climb it is different. Assumng a 40" climb with the cable 20° below the
horizontal, ,the wing lift is 2 times and the
cable tension is 1.4 times the weight. The
2g's worth of lift at say 50 to 55 kt needs the
same angle 01 attack as 19 level flight al 36
10 391<1, so the stick will be at the corresponding position plus any correction for the cable
pitching the nose up or down.
SChIeicher's policy, stated 20 years ago,
was to place the hook 60° down from the CG
so that the cable force passed close to it in
1he climb so that little stick compensation was
needed. With the CG further aft the cable
puns the nose down and the stick needs to
be pulled back. I don't know exactly where
the K-18 hook is but assuming il is in the
normal place, then the only way the stick can
be on the front stop in this climb is if the
~der is unstable.
OUr experience in recent years le.ads us to
the oonclusion that weighing in this country is
often slipshod. The worst we found were a
private Swallow, flown 2in behind the aft
timit and a Cirrus with Min pilot weight 20lbs
too low. SOUl were flown to the placards they
were bought with and both had poor or
unpleasant handling. I calculate that were I to
weigh my glider by improper and careless but
plausible methods I could reduce its placard
Min by 50100 but put the CG 2.4ln aft of the
limit. Since the whole approved CG range is
4.1in It would be definitely unstable.
If many gliders do behave this way, their
owners should at once have them weighed
very accurately, but whatever the reason for it
such handling is wrong and wholly unacceptable. Get those Min weights up!
JOHIl GIBSON, Lytham St Annes, Lancs.

the extended centre line of the runway in use
on the periphery of a MATZ. Though the
preample to the article suggests he has a foot
in both camps, it is apparent that he does not
understand the underlying problem. It Is that
MAlZs were designed with safety as an
objective, but in practice they compromise
safety.
They are at the smallest 5nm radius and
3000ft high. Cloudbases being what they are
in the UK, most glider pilots elect to go
around rather than being seen near the airfield. This occurs al Ihe planning stage and
also wheA the unexpected tums up. The
direct and inevitable result is that glider traffIC
is concentrated on the periphery, just where
the collision risk is highest.
Added ~ this, is the other nigh. speed Iraffic
also hugging the periphery. An. accident here
wUI be no less expensive.
A real easement to this problem would be
to maintain MATZs in their present form but
encourage overflying, not lower lhan 2000ft,
providing it was roughly square to the runway
in use.
After all the safest place in Ihe air,even at
Heathrow, would be overhead the terminal
building at 2000ft.
V. C. CARR, Wrexham, Clwyd.

MARY CORRECTED
Dear Editor,
The article by Mary Meagher in the
December issue, p267 confirms my long-held
thought that colonials have never been in
possession of a sense of history.
Bletchley is not "one of those vast sprawling new towns", we've had a railway station
since 1834 - the adjacent mess of Milton
Keynes only got a railway station in 1981.
Disgusted of Bletchley (alias DAVID
SMITH).

USE AND CARE OF PARACHUTES
Dear Editor,
I was interested in Karen Fitzgerald's
experiences in the use of parachutes in other
gliding clubs (April issue p85) which is quite
the opposite in my club, Yorkshire GC, so
much so that I can honestly say we must be a
forerunner in the appreciation and use of
parachutes. As a Qualified packer I'm

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Approved agent for PZLand Cambridge
instruments, sales and repairs
Barographs calibrated

M. G. Hutchinson
THE PROBLEM WITH MATZ
Dear Editor,
Chris Terry in his article in the February
issue, p21, is right to draw our attention to the
risks for us and his colleagues when we soar
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responsible for seeing that all club 'chutes
are in an airworthy condition and each (we
have ten) are inspected and repacked at
least three times a year.
In the last nine years all our 'chutes have
been replaced by steerable canopies, I have
also lectured on the care and use of parachutes and YGC pilots have become so
'chute orientated that when a 01 shows the
"red tag" broken (which could mean the
ripcord has moved) the 'chute is withdrawn
from service.
Karen's other statement that the canopy
won't open il damp, isn't altogether correct.
From my personal experience in HM Forces
Airborne, a military PX parachute was deliberately submerged iA water fQ( 24 hours and
then tested satisfactorily. I also did some
training with the Army Red Devils and the
standard method 01 drying a washed canopy
was 10 pack it and jump it, Both these examples Viere under controlled conditions Iby
experienced personnel and a glider 'chute
must definitely not Ibe treated this way.
The erlemy of the parachute is the environment. It should be neither damp nor too
dry and never be left ,in the sunlight, le OA a
wingtip. Dampness creates mildew which will
attack the material of the 'chute and stitching.
Excessive dryness creates a build up of a
static charge which on deployment causes
burning. Sunlight, ultra violet, very quickly
diminishes the strength of a 'chute by a
dramatic amount. So in an emergency situation, with the 'chute which has been incorrectly stored, the choice is (1) mildew has
rotted the material - so on opening the
canopy falls to pieces, or (2) a static discharge has burnt the canopy in half, or (3) the
canopy is so weakened by ultra violet light
that the opening shock bursts the canopy like
a paper bag. Either way a fatality is the result.
Stored properly the 'chute should be in a cool
room having no direct sunlight and a humidity
of about 50-55°, certainly not in an airing
cupboard.
Finally, I can certainly agree with Karen's
penultimate paragraph; on occasions there
have been 'chutes I have seen for the first
time which did not work for various reasons.
Apart from protecting the 'chute from its
enemies it is also imperative that lhe repacking is carried out to the manufacturer's laid
down specifications. Visiting pilots often take
advantage of the repacking facilities available
to YGC members.
LES NICHOLSON, Bllllngham, Cleveland.

GLIDER
STICKPINS
for lapels, ties, etc.
Also

GLIDER
PENDANTS
In 9ct gold at £24.00 each
In Silver at £10 each
Supplied in a presentation box. The above
price includes post, packaging and insurance.
Please allow a maximum of 28 days for
delivery.
Cheques payable 10:

CRADLEY JEWELLERS
87 High SI, C,adley Heallt, W.al Mldlanda 864 SHA
T.I (0384) 635~
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are an ASW-20and a Prefect fOr those who
prefer more relaxed flying.
Work is proceeding apace on the OM-time
badminton hangar, shortly to become .atug!
glider workshop and mega office block.

P.R.

Cranwell GC have claimed four RAFGSA awards. Our photograph shows, from left to right,
Sqd Ldr Roger Smith, Officer in Charge of gliding; Sqd Ldr George Foster, who ~on the
trophy for the most meritorious flight, a 508km triangle; lain Barrow, who at 24 .gamed the
award for being the youngest RAFGSA assistant instructor; Cpl Mick Lee, the winner of the
trophy for the fastest 100km triangle and Grp Capt Mike Smith, chairman.

Copy and photographs for the August-8eptember Issue of S&G should be sent
to the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, telephone 0223
247725, to arrive not later than June 6 and for the October-November issue not
later than August 6.
April 6, 1985
GILLlAN BRYCE-SMITH

ANGUS (Arbroath)
Our Bocian is having an extensive renovation
and being given a new high visibility colour
scheme. The Vega syndicate's old trailer is
being converted to fit our club SF-34 ready
for cross-country flights.
Our private owner fleet is again expanding
with a Pirat syndicate formed by Mike Davidson, Malcolm McKinnon and Bob Kenneth.
Congratulations to Doug Rodgers and his
17 year-old daughter Karen who both went
solo on the same day. (Karen also passed
her driving test that week.)
The first cross-country this year was flown
from Condor to Aboyne by Tom Docherty in
his new Nimbus 3 and he retrieved the "tea
pot" trophy which plies between the Angus
and Deeside clubs.
The annual dinner-dance at the end of
March was a tremendous success with the
awards going to Ron Davidson, Ron Smith
and Mike Davidson. Mike also won first prize
in our club ladder competition.
B.J.M.
BATli & WILTS (Keevll Airfield)
After many years as CFI Ron Lynch has
handed over to Stuart North. Our thanks to
Ron for his hard work and dedication.
The new Auster tug has returned sporting
RAF colours. Our K-6E has also rejoined the
fleet giving us three single-seaters.
Alas, flying charges have increased and it
now costs £7.00 for a 2000ft tow.
Visitors are most welcome - bring your
own glider! We fly every weekend and Bank
140

Holiday and are holding an ab-initio course
from July 29-August 2.
P.D.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
The start of the season has seen Bronze legs
by Kev Wild and Steve Whitworth, and a rush
of first solos. Well done to Mike Partridge,
Gary Binnie, Shane BUll, Andy Watson, Phil
Woodruff, Russ Leaper, Tim Freegarde, and
our favourite, Becky Bush. The influx of abinitios is a reassuring sign after declining figures over the last couple of years. Partly
responsible for this is our new "package
deal" of a flat £45 payment which covers all
training up to solo standard.
Congratulations also to Lyn Norman, our
first female to fly the Gl09 on her own, and
well done to Terry PiUs and Des Gilmore who
have become instructors. Des has been
posted in to look after the MT. We say goodbye to Stu Simpson, and thank him for all his
work, and hello to Bob Spiller who replaces
him.
Pete Abbey is still keeping busy. Not content with building his own biplane, he is now
restoring to flying condition a written-off
Libelle.
S.&J.

BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)
A more or less scientific poll has revealed the
immense popularity of the Booker GC news,
hence our reappearance following a regrettable absence. The latest additions to the fleet

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
(Nympsfleld)
We started 1985 well with a full day's ridge
soaring on New Year's day, but since then
there have been only three exceptional days,
all in March. Congratulations to Martin Walker
on getting a Bronze leg on his first solo.
The orange f(-13 has been re-covered and
given an overhaul but we still haven't been
able to buy a third K-13. II anyone has one
for sale, please let us :know. The new Grob
trailer has been fitted out and the clubhouse
extension/bunkroom Is vir1ually finished with
other bedrooms being decorated.
Our thanks to Bernatd Smyth, retiring secretary, for all his work. Phil Andrews has
taken over with Dave Jefferson in charge of
the bar management.
A few members have made forays to TeJ- •
garth this year and trips are planned to Sutton Bank and Portmoak over Easter. Mike
Woollard and Pete Mallison are about to go
on instructors' courses.
L.C.B.
BURN (Burn Airfield, Nr Selby)
The first official function in our new clubhouse, which like the hangar is virtually
finished, was a disco at which solo certificates were presented to all the Burn trained
pilots. We are now focusing attention on runway repairs.
Our winching operation appears to have
settled on cable laying as giving the best
compromise between launch rate and knoV
wire wear. We are trying to optimise the use
of four cables from two winches to exceed
100 launches on an average day which, due
to planning regulations, is limited to nine
hours. This, together with aerotows from our
two tugs, should meet peak demands.
The private fleet is being increased by a
K-6cR, SHK and a PIK 20E.
V.F.F.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
(Cambridge and Duxford)
Wave -soaring occurred at Duxford on February 2 due to a strong W to NW wind carrying
lee waves from the Welsh mountains. Steve
Longland managed to soar from 4000ft to
7000ft in 1kt lift.
A very successful Golden Jubilee dinner
was held in Caius College on March 16 with
many former members enjoying meeting old
friends again. Trophies were awarded to
Steve Longland, Peter O'Donald, Sigfrid
Neumann and Mike Foreman. (Incidentally,
Steve received four trophies!).

Those weddings. We regret we just
haven't space to mention all the wed·
dings and births reported in the club
news contributions. The exceptions are
when there is a strong gliding link such
as a honeymoon at the Regionals or a
reception at the club, see this issue.
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The first 100km triangle from Duxbd in
1985 was flown by Peter Baker on March 17
in exceUent conditions with up to 4kt lift to a
4100ft cloodbase. [)Ufing the afterlloon our
first Silver C visitor arrived from Crowland.
Congratulations to Peter Wl'!itmore and
Robert Bryce~Smith OR successfully completing an instructors' course at Lasham.
The club fleet has now moved into glass
with the addition of an Astir CS.
G.K.F.
ClEVELANDS (RAF Dlshforth)
The closure and civilianisation of local RAF
bases has hit our membership figures, so we
are keen to play host to visiting Service clubs.
There has already been some response.
The only non achievement this year wa~ a
Diamord dist.ance attempt of 414km in February, using nothing better than 2kt wave lift
Yes, it was YT again. Why doesn't somebOdy
else do something?

I

PW,

COVENTRY (,Husbands Bosworth)
Our manager, Bill May, who was awarded a

BGA dipl()l1ila (see BGA news), is retiring this
summer after 14 years assisted by his wife,
Elsie; who retired recently. Our thanks 10
them for a jOb well done and we hope to see
them around for many years 'to come. We
would like to welcome our new manager and
lis Wife. Harry and Cynll1ia Middleton, who
have been popular club members for a long
time, Harry being chairman for three years.

Bin and Elsie In the Capstan.

The season started well with a dinnerdance and a coupl'e of unexpectedly good
gliding days. Alan Kangurs claimed the first
100km of tlie season.
A group, organised by Derek Abbey, took a
Bocian to Camphill in' search of wave but

A Swallow on "aH out" at Dartmoor GC with Bob Peake at /he controls. Photo: GeoH Thain.

while good conditions were reported there
were no spectacular achievements.
N.B.

CRANWELl (RAFGSA)
'Mick Lee (K-6) flew a cross-country in thermals in February and in the same month we
reached wave from a winch launch when
Norman Quirke, Mecy1 Jenkinson and "Ski"
Ustinovski flew to .around 4000lt.
Bob Glennie and Tony Benstead have
gone solo, Tony converting to the K-8 as well
as Andy Radley to the motor glider and K-B
and Pauline Hewitt to the Weihe.
Gary Mo)(ham had a successful instructors'
course at Bicester and we have another
Falke instructor 'now that Mick Lee has his
restricted instructor ,rating: ,on motor gliders.
We enjoyed seeing Dick Cole back at
Cranwell again for a few weeks and thank
him for his help instructing and towing. We
welcome Mick Simmonds from Fulmar GC
and are looking forward to him being joined
by Carol, another full Cat instructor.
Our Twin Astir has been sold and we are
soon to have a new Janus C.
J.L.

ENJOY MOTOR-GLIDING FROM ENSTONE
in our fleet of GROB 109's
Motor gliding offers a range of opportunities for glider
pilots from the beginner to the more experienced. We
specialise in teaching basic gliding techniques, field
selection for landing out and cross country navigation.
We also convert Bronze/Silver badge holders to
SLMGPPL. Complete beginners are welcome. we
offer a training course up io and including SLMGPPL.
Our aircraft are available for the private use by holders
of a molor glider PPL.
NO MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION - PERSONAL TUITION BY CAA-APPROVED INSTRUCTORS
BOOK YOUR FLYING BY THE HOUR - PAY ONLY FOR FLYING - SEVEN DAYS A WEEK OPERATION

ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTDNE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP

JlJne/July 1985

TeI060872-208

Terina, Wood's 16th birthday was 011 Boxing Oay
but that 'didn't stop her enlisting enou{Jh members
for her to go solo.

DARTMOOR (Brentor)
As well as maintaining the winch and aircraft,
other projects have been undertaken. Thanks
to the generosity of our landlord and president, Brlan Bickell, our runway has· been
extended to approximately ~400m and the
additional anticipated launCh height will be of
great value as being within the Dartmoor
National Park we are limited 10 winch launching.
We are seeking planning permission to put
in a cross-runway as during last year, our first
season, the ctosswioo often limited flying,
particularly as we are almost exclusively
ab-initio.
We have bought a K-7 to replace our T-31
wtIich is now being converted into a molor
141

glider by its new owner. At the AGM in Feb·
ruary" Colin Sanders, chairman, John Bolt,
treasurer and ·Keith Fletcher, secretary, were
re-elected. Al the end of last season we had
50 members which we hope to doub'le this
year.
Congratulations to our chairman who reSOIoed atter a number of years' absence and
our thanks to the iflstructOrs last season, particula~ly Ivor Philips wllo has recovered from
an illness this winter.
Visitors from other clubs are more than
welcOll1e.
N.P.
DEESIDE(Aboyne)
The AGM was told of a most satisfactory
Increase in launches and hours, and a sound
financial position. The second runway was
finally ,given the go-ahead after some heated
opposition. There was concern about the
complications DC operatingl different runways
for take-oU and landing. Indeed, operations
will have to be more tightly controlled. For
example, normally landing will be On the MW

grass strip, Meanwhile, the tug and glider can
be ready on the tarmac fOf take-off as soon
as the landing, aircraft is safe'ly down. A much
qwicker lauAch rate should be possible.
Several new syndicates have been. formed,
easing the demand for the club Vega. Spring
wave has been dis~ppointing, although on
one March day, a senior pilot from "the other
place" arrived overhead In his new Nimbus 3.
While he sank unintentionally to earth at
Aboyne, local pilots ~n their aged! 15 metre
ships crept away into the wave and then on
to Aviemore and return.
K.A.H.
DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE (Camphill)
February and March, like early winter, gave
'us few west wind days and only mediocre
wave; however there were plenty of training
days and Robin Pike and Frank Odell went
solo.
About half the members have bought identical royall blue flying suits with their names
embroidered on the front, so there appears to

be a new breed of penguins flocking on the
airfield.
An expedition was again made to Aboyne
at Easter and as last year there were several
notable wave climbs with Gold heights and a
possible Diamond being claimed.
J.R.H.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
A good group of volunteers ensured we were
ready for the season with our particular
thanks to Dave Reilly for C of A work and
repairs, especially for a splendid re-cover and
respray for the K-6, and to Eddie Bromwell
for organising the new workshop doors.
To keep abreast of our increase in
launches, soaring and book-keeping, Terry
Jenvey has been doing much night-flying to
computerise the accounts.

I.O.K.
ENSTONE EAGLES (Enstone Airfield)
With the soaring season upon us, Cs of A on
our club fleet are being rapidly completed.

* 15-28M2 Motor Glider -

£9,770.00

including instruments

* PZL Compasses Special Offer

Busola BSI
£25.00 + VAT

* OIK Barographs

£179.00 inc VAT

PLEASE ASK FOR DETAILS

B-G'POWERED SAILPLANES UK

McLEAN AVIATION

..B-E;- 4!J!l- Self-launching Sailplane

THE AERODROME, RUFFORTH
090483653
YORK Y023QA

Demonstrator now available

*

*

*

Factory trained and approved repair agent for
GLASER-DIRKS sailplanes

*

*

*

Major repairs to glass and carbon fibre.
steel tube and wooden structures

*

*

*

For independence and new possibilities
in gliding, telephone:

BOB McLEAN JOHN ELLIS -

0904-83653
0765-89431

PLEASE ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION

Sole UK Agents for OIK Barographs

*
*
*
FOR SALE

*

Nimbus 2 - Competition ready or bare hull
- OPEN TO OFFERS

* T21b 142

open cockpit £1,200 ono
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Our thanks again to Tony Cox, resident
inspectOf, fof" all his hard work. The clubhouse now sports a new bar with room for an
expanded range vf refreshments.
Wrth one exception" all the solo gliders
have appeared this spriAg with either a new
coat 01 paint or a ,layer of polish, a trend
perhaps started by Peter Wells with I'lis shiny
rebuilt PIK 206.
G.D.
ESSEX (North Weal d)

024587446.
John Williamson, national coach, is bringing the Falke at the end of April for crosscountry and field landing checks. Alan Vincern has arranged a series of lectllres for
aspiringl cross-country pilots. Our "spare"
K·13 has returned from its winter flying al
Duxford. Congratulations to ClYis Nicholas
for his appointment as BGA vice-<:hairman.

p.w.B.
ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Whatfleld)
Congratulations to new solo pilot Pe'ler Good
and to Mervyn GOOCh for gaining his Bronze

C.
New officers elected at the AGM were
Steve Hornung, treasurer, and Paul Robinson, membership secretary. It was noted that
there was a decrease in soaring but an
increase in flying, an increase in insurance
and tug overhauls, a doubling of ground rent

AUSTIN AVIATION
FOR ALL GLASER-DIRKS
SAILPLANES
10 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
IN DG AIRCRAFT
MODEL DG-101
There is only one
option available
in OCTOBER 1985 at
DM 36,200Due to demand
there are only
4 DG-300 options
left in the near future
Get your deposit down
now
122 ~ain Street, Stillington

York Y06 1JU
Tel: EASINGWOLD 0347 810255
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100.
Eric Richards, president, presented the folIlowing trophies: Instructors' cup, Claire
Thornton; 1OOkm triangle trophy, Peter Wilby;
Members' eup, liz Gilbet1; Jeff Cork trophy,
Tristram Uewellyn-Jones; Ladder trophy,
Colin, Smith with a special commemoration to
Peter and Sylvie Wilby for their seven years
:as Mr and Mrs CFI.

R.CA

QJr courses, which started on April 1, are
well booked and we are fortunate to have
Joon Mitchell back with us. Anyone interested!
in 8 course should contact GatV' Giles, tel'

24hr Ansaphone -

but some optimism of site tenure after September 1988 and membership had topped

Takes 2min message

FENLAtoID (RAF Marham)
We l1lade a fine start to the season with the
committee deci'ding we could manage without
soaring charges.
Chris, JOblin and Dave' ,(Woodstock) GordOB are now 'instructors and we have said
goodbye to Dick and Julie Hunt, "Porki" Cony,ers, Pete Burns and Simon Ludlow.
Our aircraft member ,is working overtime on
the fleet and our vintage section will be airborne this year, the Prefect having been
,e-covered and the Weihe's restoration under
Ton,y Steel well advanced.
We have bough! a new Wild winch and our
third bl,Js winch is progressing courtesy ~ station workshops and MT flight RAF Coltishall.
Major changes andl impr,ovements la our
accommodation have !:>een forced on us to
meet fire regulations but the station is being
extremely helpful and it will mean better
facilities, which is just as well as we have
joined the Eastern League and will be hosting
a meeting.
After last year's successful ab-initio course
at RAF Swanton Morley, we are planning at
least two more this year and will be housing
equipment there during summer ior mid-week
flying.
We have a club reunion this year, possibly
in September, but more details later.
K.R.J.R.
FULMAR (RAF Klnloss)
Winter had Kinloss in its grasp almost up to
Easter and the wave and thermal activity has
been disappointing.
Fiona Gillesple has gone solo and John
Laurie re-soloed before departing for Goose
Bay. John Daly rounded off his training at
Fulmar and went solo at Bicester.
W.G.
HAMBLETONS (RAF Dlshforth)
We enjoyed our first thermals in mid·
February, a day which coincided with Brian
AnderSOn's first solO. Since then the wave
has pul in an appearance, with Richard Kalin
gainin.g Gold height and his duration on consecutive days.
At the AGM we were pleased to hear that
differences witn. our sister club Clevelands
had been resolved. Awards, went to Gillian
Kendrew (best ab-initio) and Harry Birch
'best cross-countrYl, also to the writer to
mark her 1000hrs_ .
Finally, congratulations 10 Mandy (nee
Edis) and Colin Walker on the/I wedding,
l:elebrated ill suitable style with a mutual in
the Falke followed by a reception in the bar.
J.P.

Please note that the nex' deadline is
August 6.

KENT (Challock)
The first day of spring produced a ridge wind
and strong thermals causing the appearance
of many members and aircraft from winter
hibernation - a promising start after a long
wet winter.
Our pundits have booked their competitions and many expeditions to other sites are
planned. New gliders on site include a Vega,
lS-3, Skylark 2 and an Olympia.
At our AGM in March Philip Holliday was
elected onto the committee and Mike Kemp
and Geoff Avis were re-elected for another
two years.
J.B.
LAKES (Walney Airfield)

This photograph of Percy, with his guide dog Josh
looking on, is reproduced by permission of the
North-Western Evening Mail.

Blind Percy Moorby fulfilled an ambition when
he 'flew for the first time with instructor Jack
Paley. Perl;Y was sponsored for the flight to
raise money for the Guide Dogs for ~he ijlind.
OLK crop of new official observers 'are
eagerly awaiting their first customers and
have been seen pacing about the launch
point, clutching batches of green forms.

E.K.
LONDON (Dunstable)
We welcome Graham Stone as tug pilot, and
Peter and Mary Johnson - Peter is our third
resident full-time instructor.
Among the prizes awarded at the annual
dinner that for best ab-initio was particularly
well deserved as Kate Topham persevered
through dreadul winter weather.
Our re-equipping has continued with a
Robin as our number one tug and although it
has had some teething troubles, we expect
its good climb performance will help increase
the launch rate.
An encouraging trend is our increasing
involvement in BGA courses. John Williamson and Ken Stuart used the BGA's Super
Falke for a field landing course and we are to
host the BGA soaring and instructors' course.
Our season began on March 5 when Trevor Stuart flew a 100km triangle which he has
followed up with various other crosscountries.
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AM F

ENTERPRISES

I'YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE STYLE' I

Without doubt the most
established and
experienced glider
trailer manufacturers
in the UK
Most clubs buy AMF

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE GETTING
WITH AN AM F TRAI LE R

Over 90 built to date

Call in, ring or write for details

Talk to any AMF trailer
owner before you order

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN. BERKS
048872224

The best value for money

DUNSTABLE
REGIONALS 85
We are pleased to say we already
have a very good field for the Dunstable Regionals but we are able to take
further entries. The Competition will be
held on somewhat different lines to
current practice, giving you more freedom of choice and opportunity, potentially a lot more flying and - we
believe - a lot more excitement and
interest. And the contest will be FULLY
BGA RATED for National selection
purposes. Your chance to try a really
different Contest form in civilized surroundings. Entry forms from:
Contest Director
London Gliding Club
TJ1ng Road
Dunstable LU6 2JP
Beds.

London Sailplanes Ltd
air
t; carbon I tube
Major re P . glasS
. stee
ialis ts In d plastIcs. If_ wood.
spec . force
IF
fibre reIn

(0582) 63419
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Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS

* A. SCHLEICHER GLIDERS AND SPARES: SOLE U.K. Agents
*

=;;;:1;;;;;,

By L. GLOVER senior inspector

TOST WHEELS, TYRES (inc. 400 x 4), WEAK LINKS,
RELEASE HOOKS (new and factory exchange units)

* PRINTA NEOGENE DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists
* Agent for WINTER INSTRUMENTS: Most other

Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutterworth 57544

instruments and radios available

* MATERIALS FOR REPAIRS AND REBUILDS
* GLI FINNISH BIRCH PLY in a range of thicknesses

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO

from 0.8 to 6.0mm

* GERMAN STEEL TUBE for GLIDERS: Complete range
* INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND REPAIRS
And hundreds of other items available from stock
All at competitive prices

ne

O

US ....

'ph tI at:
or cd
LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds. LU6 2JP
Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 62068
Open Monday to Saturday: 9.00 - 1.00 and 2.00 - 5.00
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TR7603 AIr Set
TR7804 Vehicle Set
Each set fitled with all four gliding
channels 130.4, 130.125, 130.1 and
129.9.
'Volmel' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

*

Full power transmitter with excellent
speech quality.

* Highly sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close range.
* Extremely rugged and reliable.
* Full back-up service and spares
available.

*

CM and NATS approved.

All radios supplied absolutely oomplete
wijh easy fit oonnectors and all fillings.
Detailed information, prices and full
Technical Specifications FREE from

George Storey
Tel. 09327 84422
H.T. Communications
P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES
Middlesex, TW16 7TA
SAILPLANE & GUDING

We have been changing our single-seater
fteet from K-18s to K-23s and have five of the
latter with several of the K-18s still for sale.
The first person in the country to do a first
solo in 8 K-23 was Sarah Cross, to whom
double congratulations.
D.S.
MENDIP (Weston-Super-Mare)
Many members, past and present, allended
our 10th anniversary dinner in March and we
were pleased to welcome Naomi Christy and
John Williamson. Ray Snelling, aircraft
member, was presented with an oil painting
cl his beloved DIy and Barry Hogarth, CFI,
with 8 fish tank!
We have an expedition to Sullon Bank in
April.
H.P.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)

Jack in his familiar seat.

Jack Minshall, our senior professional instructor, retired in January after 27 years of service to the club. After 85 000 launches and
t5 COOhrs, Jack has earned a well deserved
rest. A party was held' in his honour in the
dubhouse and we wish him and Ruth a long
and happy retirement and hope to see him
around the club. Ron Hawkes has taken over
as senior course instructor.
The effects of the cold weather have been
greatly reduced this year as our newly insulated bunkhouse n0W has central heating.
Members have taken advantage of this to
~ some winter soaring with a number of
westerlies and wave flights, the first crosscountry of 1985 being flown on February 2.
Congratulations to Kevin Parkes, Paul
Garnham, Harry Lowe and Simon Adlard on
going solo and to Neil Backes and Alistair
Lewison their Silver heights and durations.
0t6 task week will be from August 17-26
and anyone interested should contact the
club as soon as possible for further details.
N.B.
NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hili)
0" thanks to Yvonne and Bill SCull, who
drove in terrible weather to be with us for our
prizegiving which was coupled with a very
successful dinner-dance.
We have lost three instructors - Graham
McAndrew has an instructors' job at Booker,
and we wish him every success, and Jack
UllIe and John WestwOOd have given up for
health reasons though' remain. club members.
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We have had some excellent winter wave
days with John Pegman gaining his Silver
height.
S.H.
PEGASUS (RAF GOter8loh)
The winter was Cold but we did quite a lot of
flying. "Jackie" Bar1ey converted to the Astir
and congratulations also 10 Chris Hill and
Paul "Arfur" English who went solo.
We hosted the GGA AGM at which we
were presented with the NATO challenge cup
for the increase in flying over the year.
The K-7 is back in line after a major service
and we took delivery of the K-4 from Benbecula.
R.D.G.H.
RATTLESDEN (Rattlesden AIrfield)
We have had a spallering .ofsoaring flights
this spri~. Plans for our new winch are well
under way with the purchase of a double
decker bus.
The Mnual dinner-dance in March was its
usual success thanks to Andrea Amold.
Guests included John Williamson, who gave
an amusing speech, and Bryce and Gillian
Bryce-Smith.
Trophies were awarded to: Humfrey
Chamberlain (most kilometres flown); Andy
Day (Chairman's cup for the most progress);
Roger Davis (Numb Bum cup for his Gold distance and Diamond goal) and Bob White
(President's cup for service to the club). Ernie
Cunningham, a much respected friend from
Essex & Suffolk GC, presented us with a
superb trophy, henceforth called the Cunningham speed trophy for the fastest set
triangle.
Roger Davis and Rob Smith have set up
cross-country lecture evenings on Fridays
and Saturdays in the hope of swelling the
ranks of our competition team and have had
a good response.

Sussex police for our assistance when a
policeman was shot and his car hijacked. We
were asked to search the area at low level
from our tug which Angus Buchanan, our
tugmaster, did until darkness without success.
Congratulations to lan Ashdown on completing his Gold C and to Chris Foss for gaining his PPL.

RAW.
SOUlli WALES (Usk)
Due to the appalling spring our eartiest
flights, apart from three outlandings which
didn't really count, were on Sunday, March
17. John 'Sorrel/, Angelos Yorkas and Ivor
Shallock flew O/Rs in severe snowstorms to
Lentwardine, Shropshire. They ware surprised to see the rest of the country covered
in snow andl owing to a lowering cloudbase
returned to Usk and a 5000ft cloudbase.
Flights have continued across the Severn
estuary 10 Cirencester and Avoomouth with
200km plus t"angles completed, Steve Reed
finding lift to 9000ft outside of cloud.
Our annual dinner was a Turkish affair at
which various trophies were distributed 10
Messrs H. Evans, I. Shallock, A. Yorkas and
J. Fitzgerald.
This season we are as full-time as we can
manage, but please check on Raglan
690536. Earl Duffin's task week starts on
August 5.
I.H.S. & P.F.

STAfFORDSHIRE (Morrldge)
Following our AGM, Phil Barnshaw, John
Graham and Alan Jones continue as chairman, treasurer and secretary, respectively
and Roy Goodwin has joined the Commillee
to replace Mike Pepper who retired this year.
Annual fees are unchanged based on £60 for
flying membership with a modest increase to 1Op/min for flying lime.
Vice-chairman, Peter Lowe received the
R.W.
, Chairman's cup for service to the club whilst
the two Boomerang trophies went to Tony
SCOrnSH G'UOING UNION (Portmoak)
Boyce (O/R) and David Rullle (best height).
Congratulations to Brian Scougal (assistant
We are delighted the Sports Council have
CFt) and FiOna McEwan who, in true gliding
offered us grant and loan aid towards a secstyle, are honeymooning at the Northern Regond Iwo-seater.
ionals, Brian competing andl fiona crewing.
There is an Increased linterest in crossCongratUlations also 10 Paul CQPeland on
country flying and we are even 'hopefUl, this
going solo onty hours into his 16th birthday.
year, of persuading pilots to record their
Mr and Mrs Penswick have very kindly
kilometres for the BGA statistics.
given their son Andy's OG-200 to the club to
B.G.
help finance a glass-fibre two-seater in his
memory. The DG has been sold and negotiations are under way to buy a Janus which will
be used to encourage cross-country flying.
Obituary - Ken Lane
The new club K-6e has been in great
It was with great shock that we learned cA the
demand with the excellent spring thermals.
A.G.I.D.
death on March 20 of Ken Lane whose huge
Welsh frame and matching enthusiasm had
been a feature of our club until a serious
SOUlliDOWN (Parham Airfield)
operation two years ago limited his flying.
At the well allended AGM in March Joan
Ken's typically positive approach to life carCloke retired as chainnan after many years of
ried on beyond his passing, as he specified
devoted service and was promptly elected
that club members were to act as his bearers
president. Our new chairman is Brian Bateto get him aloft for the last time, with an addison. Richard Almond, senior air traffic controltional instruction that they were to be adeler at Shoreham, gave a slide presentation on
quately refreshed with food and drink before
the history of Shoreham.
The newly acquired ex-Bockeburg K-8 is
departing on their long, homeward journey.
He will long be remembered and missed as
being well used after much extra work by
a powerfUl contributor, a hard task master
Steve Turner and team.
and a person of great magnanimity.
The club received a GoOd Citizens' award,
Barry Gllman
well reported in the press, from the West
t45

SUTTON HAL~
Luxury apartments in a beautifully
restored Georgian mansion at the
foot of Sulton Bank.
Tennis Courts, Licensed Bar,
Heated Indoor Pool ...
You've seen us from the air in daytime - now treat yourself to the
lUxury and comfort you deserve in
the evenings.
Phone (0845) 597 200 for details of
weekly rentals.

SUTTON HALL
Sutton-under-Whitestonecliffe
Thirsk, North Yorkshire

PERRY'S
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN WIRE AND
FIBRE ROPES/CABLES
Let us try and reduce your runn ing costs
by quoting for your requirements of:
Towing Wires/Cables
Advise length, size and construction
Ropes
Advise length, size and type
Galvanised and Stainless Steel
Fastenings

-.

Thermal Clothing

~

Your enquiries will be welcome.

PERRY CLAMPS LIMITED
90 Church Street, Blrkenhead
Merseyside L41 5EQ
Tel 051-647 5751 Telex 627826
Contact Antony 5edgwick

STRATFORD ON AVON
(Bldford on Avon)
Other activities have rendered Long Marston
unsuitable for gliding from April to September
so we are flying alongside Avon Soaring at
Bidford. It is strongly recommended that Long
Marston is avoided by visiting pilots who will
of course be welcome at Bidford.
Both the special club meeting in February
and the AGM in March were very well
attended with the following trophies awarded:
most progress, Chris Morris; Club Ladder pundit, Dave Findon; intermediate, Peter
Kenealy; novice, Bilt Bugh; Tom Smith
memorial cup for cross-country achievement,
Colin Bushell; John Simonite trophy, Chris
Roberts and the Fred Haines memorial shield
for long service, Gerald and Bernard Kelly.
Committee members elected were lan
Taylor and Chris Morris with Reg Stokes retiring but carrying on with recording club flying
statistics.
The K-18 and K-13 have been completely
refurbished, the Pirat trailer is being modified
for the K-8 and a programme of air experience evenings and summer courses is now
finalised.
Congratulations to Andrew Glazzard on
going solo. Finally we welcome seven new
members and hope others will join us this
season, despite our temporary site problems.
H.G.W.
SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
Hugh Hilditch and Alan Purnell declared the
season open on March 5 with a pair of 200km
triangles. Alan then went off to do another
110km. March 18 was also good with cloudbase rising to 6ooOft. There were a number of
good flights including three of more than
300km.
The winter has seen considerable soaring
activity with two more thoroughly successful
trips to Talgarth, at Christmas and in late
March. Our thanks to Chris Bryant for
organising a visit to Parham. North-easterly
winds thwarted our intentions of ridge soaring training and experience but the strong
SW day gave excellent training value.
Our thanks to Trevor Fox and John Bastin
for many long hours revamping the trailer
fleet. The new DG-101 looks to be an excellent extension to the Sport Vega section of
the club fleet. This year will again see the
club machines contesting in the Nationals
and Regionals.
C.G.S.

TRENT VALLEY (Klrton In L1ndsey)
The AGM in March was well attended and
everyone agreed with the CFl's decision to
add a glass ship to the club fleet.
The annual dinner-dance was also well
supported and our thanks to our guest, Bill
SCUll, for his interesting speech and to the
organisers, Chris and Brian Griffin. Trophies
went to Mick Wood, John Williams, Andrew
Cullum and Linda Woolard.
Bob Baines, CFI, has got the season more
organised with lectures, instruction courses
and flying weeks which has already paid off
with Norman Bulter, Brian Guest, Mark Innes
and Tim Woolard completing Bronze Cs by
April. Visiting pilots are welcome to our flying
weeks beginning on May 27 and August 5.

RH
ULSTER (Bellarena)
Our British national record holder and
1000km diploma man, Alan Sands, set a new
all-Ireland altitude record on February 24. In
his first flight in a borrowed Libelle he
reached 22 750ft in wave off the Sperrins.
With more 02-equipped sailplanes around,
now we don't expect this record to stand as
long as tne previous mark, set by his cousin
Jeremy Bryson in 1975. It's still about
100000 lower than Alan has reached over
the Rookies.
The cross-country season started on
March 10, a day earlier than last year, with
two pilots tasked for a 150km O/R. Alan McKillen turned at Oungannon and landed out Oil
the second leg,aod Bob Rodw.ell aborted and
returned after about 30km.
This was written on the eve of our nine-day
Easter camp and national coach Ken Stewart
was on his way with the Super Falke. His
exposure tQ relentless Ulster hoSpitality was
due to start with a civic reception in L1rnavady
town hall on Good Friday.
The, return to its ,native shores of our old
Short Nimbus was also· ,imminent. This huge,
low gull-winged two-seater, built in the
immediate post-war years and the lineal
descendant of Stirlings and Sunderlands, has
been bought from Russavia at lOuxford, by 1he
Ulster Transport Museum. We hope to have it
on the field for our May 6 open day before it
goes for restoration. Those of us who've
flow", it remember it fondly, unlike those who
were ever coerced into helping rig the beast.
A.R.A.

SPECU"l~ST SYSTErTI~
MIKE YORKE AND TIM NEWPORT·PEACE
32 FERNHILL LANE, CAMBERLEY, SURREY GU17 9HA
027633706,027665876
Telex 966676 PMFAB

STROBES
BEACONS
VOAs ate

TR7203 WATTS output PEP £454.25 GL72A GLIDER RADIO £511.75
720 AIRBAND CHANNELS + VOR ATIS
720 CHANNEL + INTERCOM
3 USER MEMORY FREQUENCIES
REMOTE SPEAKER/MIC £22.77
HEAVY DUTY BATTERY £42.00
LEATHERETTE CASE £8.22
FURTHER ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
NEW PANEL MOUNT CONVERSION
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OUTPUT 2 WATTS PEP MIN
2 WATTS AUDIO
CARBON & EM Mrcs
FITS 2Y4" PANEL SPACE
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
SAILPLANE & GUDING

WOlDS (PockJlngton)
The club fleet is looking good with the Falke
and K-8 refurbished and our third K-7 should
be back SOOn as a K-13 "standard". IncidentaUy, we have 12 syndicate aircraft, not two

as slated in the last issue.

DevelQpment of the site continues, the
latest addition being a gaie, errected in the
interest cl security. We have also bought
some comfy seating for the clubhouse.

THE AVIATION
BOOKSHOP
HAS
THOUSANDS OF BOOKS
mOUSANDSOFMAGAZIN~

In many languages -

as well as
THOUSANDS OF PHOTOGRAPHS

All on Aviation: WW1, WW2, Civil,
Military, Engineering,
Aero Modelling, Navigation,
Pilotage, Helicopters,
Meteorology etc.
Call inor send £1 for large catalogue

THE AVIATION BOOKSHOP
656 Holloway Road
London N19 3PD

rei: 01·272 3630
Access and Visa welcomed

The social season opens in May with a
barbecue and dance on the same weekend
as a memorial to the 405 and 102 squadrons
will be placed on the airfield.
Congratulations to Derrick Raddie who has
become an instructor.
T.H.

WREKIN (RAFCosford)
Very few winter flying days were lost due to
bad weather. Sharon Morgan and John
O'Leary have recently gone solo.
Our bar has been given an uplift and the
tug a new engine. The first hour's soaring
from the winch this year goes 10 Griff Griffiths
who wave flew to 7000ft proving we are a
wave club!
We had a superb expedition to Portmoak in
March during which two gliders flew ·66hrs in
nine days with John Olejnik gaining his five
hours on Bishop Hill.
Mick Greenway has completed his instructors' course and at the moment there is an
expedition to Aboyne.
M.J.D.
WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
We were sad to hear at our AGM that John
Hawkins has to resign as chairman due to a
posting. We wish him all the best for the
future and welcome Alan Thompson as his
successor. Awards were presented to Bob
L1oyd, Martin Hardy, Mike Dicken, Ken
Moules and John Bradley.
Several members visited Odiham one
snowy weekend to try their K-23 and were
favourably impressed. Thanks Kestrel for
your hospitality.

YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
Early good soaring conditions produced a
number of good flights and already the competition tor ladder points and other trophies is
hotting up.
Further substantial investment in club
facilities has been made. In spite of very
reasonable charges. we have again managed
to generate sufficient funds from gliding
operations tOI meet the heavy costs.
The clubhouse extension is complete giving much needed storage space and a better
briefing room. Toilets and showers are splendid .after mucA hard work by Colin and his
helpers. TMre is new carpeting in the dormitory block.
Recent glider acquisitions include a
Pegasus and a 00-101. These complete an
impressive single-seater fleet which also
IncIude a DG·200 and an Astir.
Finally the replacement computer is installed with multiple screens and other clever
gadgets. Our old computer system - hardware and software - is now redundant. If
your club is interested let us know.
P.L.

Make sure of getting your copy
of S&G by taking out a
subscription. See p121.

PAS.

Lyne and Barry Meeks would like to welcome old friends and new
to the Avon Soaring Centre, :Bidford Airfield, Bidford-on-Avon,
Warwickshire.
Seven days a week operation, professional tug pilots and instructors; two tugs available;
three two-seater training machines; three single-seaters in the club fleet.
Holiday Courses available throughout the year.
Licensed bar and coffee bar, caravan and camping site.

Visitors welcome all the year round.

Tel Bldford-on-Avon (0789) 772606
June/July 1985
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WHY GRP GLIDERS MUST BE WHITE
A technical summary of the reasons why gliders constructed of glass,
kevlar or carbon fibre stabilised with thermosetting resins are
coloured white.

~DGE
UNIVERSITY
.., { a.IDING CLUB
CAMBRIDGI! CMsrtlhalIaJ

I

DUX FORO

When the Germans exploited the application
of these materials in the late 19505 a significant proportion of the research work was done
by the aeronautical technical institutes.
Evaluation of the materials and physical
properties coupled with manufacturing
methods ultimately led, in conjunction with
the German Airworthiness Authorities (the
LBA - equivalent to CM), to the formulation
of design requirements for sailplanes.
An important feature of these requirements
relate to limiting temperature criteria, in that
design properties are appropriate to a Max
temperature of +54°0. This is primarily due
to the fabrication methods and associated
economies as sailplanes are mainly handfabricated with room-temperature thermosetting resins whose temperature operating
limit is +54°C (known as the critical operating
temperature). Use of higher temperature
resins necessitate considerably more expensive plant which is not economically compatible with production quantities and product
cost.
The net result is that in order to satisfy the
overall criteria all sailplanes embody a
white-pigmented gel coat, which rules out the
use of contrasting colours since white is the
only colour which will constrain the structure
to the limiting temperature under worldwide
pan-climatic conditions. This situation is so
crucial the German authorities will only allow
registration letters and competition numbers
to be light grey in colour.
Increase above this critical temperature
leads to progressive and significant reduction
in compressive strength, Youngs modulus in
tension/compression and shear modulus.
Each of these properties is critical to structural integrity both in terms of velocity/gust
criteria and flutter characteristics.
The modern generation of all~omposite
sailplanes incorporate the latest developments in materials, structural and aerodynamic design and, to this end, there is a
greater tendency to operate them at the
extremities of the permitted flight envelope
particularly in Championship flying worldwide.

For example when operating in, say,
Texas, Australia and other hot climates it
would be possible for the structure to heat up
to well above the critical temperature if the
sailplane were any colour other than white.
Shortly after take-off the sailplane crosses
the startline at its VNE and it would be quite
possible for a sailplane in a colour other than
white to heat up to, say, 80-100°C on the top
of the wing after exposure to two or three
hours in the sun which could lead to wing
compressive failure (top surface) or wing flutter.
These conditions could also apply to the
empennage and fuselage since certain flutter
modes can be appropriate to these elements
of the structure.

Doug Jones, chairman, BGA Technical
Committee.

BLACK
MOUNTAINS

The Name may sound a trifle eXClusive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.
We winch and aerotow from Duxford
all year, mostly at weekends, and
aerotow only from Cambridge. We run
holiday courses from April to september for beginners and solo pilots.
For Course
For general
information write to

The Secretary
55 Moorfield Rd
Duxford
Cambs

d&lal/s write 10

Course Secretary
"Cirrus"
5 Wallmans Lane
Swavesey, Cambridge
Tel. Swavesey 30533

KENT MOTOR GLIDING AND
SOARING CENTRE

CHANNEL GLIDING CLUB

GLIDING
CLUB
(TALGARTH)
Situated amongst the highest mountains in South Wales, one of the UK's
finest soaring sites.
Longest ridge routes; wave in all wind
directions.

4,q;~
~r\.
'f

I"

HOLIDAY COURSES
FOR BEGINNERS

£90·£140

Bookings: Secretary, B.M.G.C.

at our new site in Waldershare Park, AprilOctober. Visitors welcome. Beautiful
COuntryside.
Accommodation in lovely 16th century
Farmhouse.

lower Penylan, Glasbury-on-Wye
Powys HR3 5NT
Tel: 04974-58310874-711254

Details from Course Secretary:
22 Masons Rise, Broadstalrs, Kent
084389222

Now with full-time tug pilot.
Visiting pilots/gliders welcome.

THE PRICE
Does the possibility of saving several thousand pounds oblige a clUb's
engineers to construct 1tle new winch in their leisure time?
Spread over Us working life 1tlis only saves other cllb members at most
3p per launch.
With the all-new professionally designed and built SUPACAT the total
cost per launch is only 2Op.
The engineers at the Devon and Somerset Gliding Club happily give
their time for simple routine maintenance and spend 1tle weekends
flying.
Come to North Hill and see our engineers smiling. You could also
enjoy a launch by the best winch yet designed.
DEVON AND SOMERSET GUDING CLUB
NORTH HILL, BROADHEMBURY, HONITON, DEVON
Enquiries to the PRO, Or Gordon Peters, Burt House, Wellington
Somerset.
Telephone 082 347 2820
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Overseas
News
0i:~<:~~. ~

Please send news and exchange COpies
d journals to the Editor, 281 Queen
Edllh'. Way, cambridge CB1 3NH'; England.

The Australian Nationals are at Gawler,
South Australia, from December 28 to, January t2, with 15 ,places I'or international pilots,
and the Austraglide Championships and
Australian Interstate Championships are at
Benalla, 200km north or Melbourne. Visih1Q
pilots are also welcome at Senalla and as this
ill the site for the 1987 World Championships;
I will be a preview and practice fot the following year.

*

MORE ABOUT
GERMAN GLIDING

*

*

We tend to look towards Germany as the
mecca of gliding. It generates the world's gliding equipment, has a large gliding community
and a healthy 23% of its glider pilots are
under 21 years of age. But Albert Hengelaar,
a Dutch glider pilot, has been making some
interesting comparisons between the gliding
activitieS' il'\ West Germany, Holland and
Great Britain and produced the following
table based on statistics of (mainly) 1979,
1982 and 1983. 'Motor glider statistics are in
brackets - and 38% of West German pilots
have a motor glider licence.

GB
Launches/member
HrsImember
Members/glider
Members/club glider
Average
membership/club
Glders/club
Club gliders/club
Ratio (%) club:
private glider
Launches/glider
Hrslgtider

0

42
13
6
22

NL
38
11
8
15

25 (32)
10 (14)
7 (6)
10 (9)

97
17
5

98
12
7

48
8 (9)
5 (5)

27/73 56/44 60140 (61/39)
246
155 (178)
308
60
88
65 (79)

Albert says that it may be hazardous to
draw conclusions from these figures but for
the sake of discussion makes the following
points:
1. West German glider pilots don't fly more
than their colleagues elsewhere. In fact they
ny less. Only by adding tt:1e motor glider figures do the average hours/pilot amount to
slightly more than the figure for Britain and
account for 40% 0.1 the total gliding hours. It
seems likely that motor gliding keeps older
members within the clubs with the additional
benefrt that they contribute their resources
and experience.
2. The heavy use of gliders doesn't payoff.
Germany scores significantly when il comes
to launch/glider while the Netherlands wil1s
outright with hrs/glider, yet the size 01 the
Dutch gliding movement is. more comparable
wih Britain than to Germany-. The high
number of hours/glider flown in Holland is
presumably due to them having an all-in club
June/July 1985
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subscription and an extensive use of
winches, as well as a generous number of
club gliders. It keeps the ships aloft at less
expense. Note the relatively low number of
members/club gliders in Germany. This
snows that private ownership does nothing
for the size of the gliding movement.
3. The one very str,iking difference in the
figures is the number of pilots/club in each
country. German clubs are half Ihe size of
British and Dutch clubs. It isn't easy to draw
conclusions from this. Small gliding clubs are
not necessarily a big success, as the article
in the December 1983 issue of S&G, "The
Fut'ure or Gliding", p267, pointed oul.
Nevertheless I would attribute some impor-·
tance to Ihis when seen in perspective.
Gliding is essentially a team sport which
operates on a voluntary basis in Western
Europe which saves high labour costs and
capital investment, so keeping it within the
financial possibility of a large enough potential membership. Also it is a sport which
demands a long and complicated training
period.
It attracts roughly three kinds of people:
1. Those who leave soon after joining!
soloing.
2. Those who want to be part of gliding!
flying but are low-key users.
3. Those who find that gliding is their
medium and can never fly enough.

It doesn't take a lot of resources to
allow someone to fly ten hours a year
Success in achieving growt,hi in the movement or keeping it at a stand-still'depends on
keeping category 2 and :3 within the sport
When flight and ground operations are well
organised it doesl'1'ttake a 'lot oi resources 10
allow someone to fly tel'1 hours or so each
year and the busiest person can :spare this
amount of time. So how ,do the smaller Clubs
keep their membership?
Gliding clubs are a social set-up so it is a
benefit when membership isn't too high. Tlhe
threat that 'Iow membership presents to operational bottle-necks is met in Germany III dif·
ferent ways. Sometimes there is financia'l
help through wealthy members or subsidies
and sometimes duos nave joint operations.
They don't unite 'because often their roots go
back to a local community or a corporate
company. Also the clubs are given good local
publicitY w,hich brings In sponsorship and
subsidies.
It is a social advantage when members
know each ot'her before they ,join the club and
it solves travelling problems, particularly for
the young members, when they can pool
transport. Yes, the membership of some
German elubs might be low bl1t the density of
glider pilots in each J!Clwn is high. So the
pOblic know all about the sport.
can learn
a great deal from the Germans in how to,
make gliding grow.

We

Holiday course members and visitors we'lcome al our scenic club.
Courses from £115 to £140 with
accommodation (flying extra). For
details write to Bristol and Glos
Gliding ClUb, Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos Gl1 0 3TX, or phone
0453 860342.
Open all week April-October

Advertisements, with remlttlnce, should be sent
to Chelron Press Ltd, 7 Amer,ham Hili, High
Wycombe, Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Rile 35p •
word,Mln'lmum £7.00'. We, 'can ,accept black and
white photographs 'at £3,00 extra. Box numbel'8
£2.40 extr,. Replies to bOlC numbers should be
sent to the same address, the closing date for
classified advertisements for the August/
September Issue Is July 1, a.m.
FOR SALE
BLANlK, tolal time 6201Ys. 2150 launches. Recent major
overhaul inCluding painting. Insfrumented, ColA to May 86,
open trailer. Offers around £4500. Tel 0846 682580.
SCHLElCHER ASW-2OL. Hull and metal trailer with instruments and tow out aids available. New C of A. Tel 0494
881166.
YS-53, 29:1, two-seater, excellent pertormance for initiall
advanced training or solo. Sound condition, new C of A. Quick
sale forced by loss of site - thus oniy £2990. Tel 0647 52249.

00-202, 15m/17m carbon wings, superbly equipped. 'h share
complete outfit based lasham, £82000n0. Tel 0258 53262 or
0202741753.

PEGASUS 101 STD
EX-demonstrator, excellent condition.
Large saving on new price. Available
after 1985 Nationals.
Contact: Steve White, High Wycombe
36888
L·SPATZ 55. 29,1, bull 1958, beautiful condition. Enclosed
trailer, Ideal first soIo/training giider. V, share, based B<dIordon-Avon. Tel 0902 743565,

PIGGOTT
-_._-~-

Windconesmade in MinistryolDelence
HypalonOl>, also in nylon and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
National, Advertising Flags and
Banners.
Canvas Covers lor all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in
Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
nmber - suitable lor Windcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanlord Rivers. Nr. Ongar. Essex CMS 9PJ

Tel 0277 363262
K-8B, new C of A, purpose-built trailer, £3500. TeI 0787
237241.
TRAILER, sullable any 15m glider. Repainted, new tyres.
Good condition, kept under cover. £650. Tel 07694 216.
ANATHEMA IS, .• explosive acceleration. ReI; Soaring 5181
p42. Avoid unrestricted power and torque converters. Visil
North Hill. Rei; SUPACAT.
SPEEDSOARING HORIZON inverter and unused Schempp
t'tirth tais1<1d lor Std Cirrus etc. Chris Alldis, 051-236 4321
(work). 051-608 t828 (home). Malcolm AIIan, 051-224 3610
(work). 051-336 7604 (home).

DART 15, good condition. basic instruments, covered trailer.
Offers lor qJick sale to Robin Thompson, 0632363315 (evenings). 0632 328n7 (office hours).

PYE CAMBRIDGE, 6 channels. 3 glider Irequencies. 3 spare,
magnetic-base whip and fixed type aerials. £150 complete.
Tel 0423 863504 (evenings).

DART 17R
Wfth newly rebu~t (1984) Iow-line traller. Comprehensive panel includes PZL and Ball varios with Dolphin.
audio, AIH. T&S. digilal CloCk/stopwatch, 4-channel
radio. Carefully maintained in good condillon. Low hrs.
New C 01 A. Barograph and oxygen fitments negotiable. See/fly at Portrnoak.
£44OOOnO. Tel 041-3572157or057763334 (evenings).

GEe MOBILE radio-telephone, glider channels 130.1 and
130.4. all transistor, small, neat. vgc. £80. Tel 0481 47278,
6I7pm only please.

PAWNEE C 1968. 4310 airframe hrs, engine 235hp, TSO
1nOhrs on condition maintenance, and top ovemaul at
1310hrs. Private category C of A until AprR 86. Tow hook, In
use as glider lug. £13500 + VAT. Phil Phillips, Lasham Gflding Society. Lasham Air1ield, Nr Alton, Hants. TeI Herrlard
(0256 83) 322.

PYE WESTMINSTER radio. Two channels frtted. 130.1 and
130.4. All transistor. magnetic car aerial and loudspeaker.
£160. Tel 0423 501268.

PARACHUTES - One Irvln seat type £24Oono. One Irvin
EB72 £14OOno. One Maeelfish Sim Pack £1400n0. All systems ready for use. TeI 063732432 or 3080.

CUDDLY GLIDERS
AT LAST - THE GLIDER YOU CAN TAKE TO BED
Wingspan approx 6OOmm. £7.50 + £ 1.00 p&p. Available In Red, White, Blue, Green. Yellow or a combination 01 any two. State wlngltailplane and fuselage colour. Allow 28 days lor delivery.
Cheques payable to Gillan Chisholm, 51 School Road.
Pelerhead, Aberdeenshire. TeI On9 76085
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NIMBUS 2CS_ AMF trailer and fittings, two-man rig. Water
ballast trailer, complete competition panel. barograph and
parachute. TeI Cook (0672) 810484.
SHK al Su"on Bank. 2 (17m) shares available to complete 4
syndicate. She's a beautiful ship at 36; 1. Equipped to competition standard. Wanted 2 good glider pilots who want thermal,
ridge and wave Irom the same slle 7 days a week. TeI Malcolm Silver 0484 656547.
'MITY' stainless weak links. 900 or 1100 lb. Aerotow ropes.
Winch chutes. Astleys Ltd, Gostord St, Coventry, CVl 5DJ
(0203) 20771.

SOAR MINDEN

MINDEN NEVADA USA
Cross-Country, Wave
Rentals; ASK-21. Open Crrus, PIK-2OD, Nimbus 2,
Ventus B. Pegasus.

PO Box 1764, Minden, Nevada
89423 USA
GLIDER SIMULATOR for Spectrum 48k. Thermals, Instruments. audio, cloudflying, aerobatics. cross-country. £5.95
Including p&p lrom Mike Butcher, Laburnums. Church Road,
Wreningham, NOIWlch NRI61BA.

OL Y 460 (G-APWL) recenlly re-covered, complete outfit
including radio, parachute. barograph. In superb aluminium
Irailer. £3600. Tel 08675 5736 or 049t 651696.

BOHU COMPASSES: new Winter barographs; Mk 20
altimeters; Audio varios lor use with mechenical varios; electronic variometers; Ferranti horizons; horizon inverters: standard T&S; all available at lowest prices. No VAT. You save.
Flotek. Tel 0272 654800.

15m WOODEN, hornebult by experienced designer. 80%
complete. £10000no with trailer. 192 Flley Road, Scarborough. 0723352976 (evenings).

15-28-2B, based Inkpen GC, TIYuxton. 1/8 share. Trailer. full
instruments. Mortgage Iorees saleI £1000 or offers. Tel 0722
27642.
VEGA & SHK. Having been struck by Cupid's Atrow. 11
grieves me to sell a Y. share in an immaculate Vega and a Y3
share In a beautnul SHK, both based at Aboyne. Must sell.
Contact Sant Cervantes, Dundee 66868.
PtLATUS ~, excellent condition with trailer. barograph,
radio and parachute. Offers around £ 1800 for y, share. Tel
Woking 25641.

FAUVETTE, complete with all metal trailer. basic instruments.
tost hook fitted. Full C of A from date 01 sale. Pleasa tel 0507
606995.

row
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Towbars Approved
by the A.A.

• Britain's lop·selling range, luny guaranleed and tasled
• Mor. competitive price than car makars' own
•
towbars
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DART 15. Good condition. Electric varlo and AIH. £3000.
Trailer, radio and parachuta also for sale. Tel Barton under
Needwcod (028371) 2401.

HOg g , t S (Mar~ie
MAPS

-

NAVAIDS

-

Hobby)

List available shOWing current editions. Fablon covered and Plaln.
Are yours up to date? I1 Platypus can do it, so can you ...
Scales: Protractors: Graphic Tape: Compass Roses: Wing Tape: JSW Calcs:
Knee pads: Saro. loils.

- 8N{ 126 cassettes (12 expos) 35 mm (20 expos).
-12 V 6.5 Ah sealed lead acid - a good buy at £17,50 incl p & P
- Qualilied crewpersons to make the Comps a pleasure not a panic.
- 30 gliders (single and dual) wanted by prospective pilots I Trouble selling
yours? Give us the chance. £5.00 fee. Details Irom below.
PARACHUTES - Watch the dollarl STRONG LO-PO Back Pack (slowest and salest rate 01
descent lor glider pilots) is making a comeback I
Full price list available (please send S.A.E.)
HOBBIES, 144 Lythwood Roed, Bayston Hili, Shropshire SY3 OLW. TeI 0743 723885
FILMS
BATIERIES
R ENT·A-<:REW
C.R.S.M.

(Sometimes ansa-lone -

short messages only please)

SAILPLANE & GUDING

KmREl. 2OM, 700vS only, superb Tarva glass-fibre trailer,
ilItlmWlls induding Cambridge flight direclOr Mk I, 360

Dl.. rado, parachute, 2-man rigging aids. Excellentcond_

£1085OOno. M. Pope. TeI 01 7412194 (office).

SUPER FALKE, £:l0 per hour 10 6censed pilots. Tulion
('ndu<ing field landing practlce) by arrangement Gordonair
~ Group, Enstone (060872) 8149/8161.

ASK-21. Consequenl upon updating wnh a new ASK-21, the
Londbn Gliding Club has an ASK-21 surplUS to requirements.
COlA ,tl November 85. Price £17000 + VAT. Details from
lilt Manager (0582) 63419.

ASK-I' wMh eXpired ColA. Details from Manager, London
GIdIng Club (0582) 63419.

DIESel TOWCAR: 6 cyl P...kins 354 engine, automatic
.lIlSIIlission. Spares include rear axle and raeon gearbox.
E65Oono. Contact R. Norrls, Cotswold GC, Tetbury 53112.

AEROGRAF
The Barograph
- new electronic concept
- no smoking, no sea~ng, no fuss
Sole UK agent: SUNSAIL. ANDREW DAVlS
2 Padstow Close. Maccleafleld. 0625 23564

SALES & SERVICE,
PRODUCT SUPPORT & SPARES
Contact John Eagles
CLASSIC AEROPLANE LTO
Staverton Airport
Cheltenham
Glos GL51 6SR

WANTED
IIOTOR GLIDER (two-seater) up to £10000 and possibly
IYf'Clicate members. Based Stratford. Chris, tal 021 3574371

(Nnings).

Tel: Cheltenham (0452) 856661

NonCES

FENLAND GLIDING CLUB (RAFGSA)
at RAF Marham, are holding a
REUNON WEEKEND, 14/15 September
AI. ex-Fenlanders (even if now civilian) are welcome, Contact Martin Durham at RAF Wyton, ext
2491446 or 0480 59027.
PS John Whltwor1tl Is aUII hereI

PAWNEES and Super Cubs available for tugging. Howard
Avis Aviation, Attleborough, Nooolk. Tel 0953 453946.

HANG GLIDING
MICROLIGHT end Hang GIlding. Courses, sales. Detals:
Bailey's, Beechwood Farm, 127 Main Street, Shadwell.
Leeds. TeI (0532) 738128.

PUBLICATIONS

SERVICES

PAINTS, DOPE AND THINNERS
Cellulose, synthetic and 2-pack
Also Agricoat for trailers, buidings, etc.
Technlcai Assistance

SURFACE COAnNG PRODUCTS
Tet 0386 870665
19 Orchard Plec., Hatvlngton, Evesllem
Wore. WRll 5NF

"SOARING" - olficial monthly jolrn81 of the Soarng Society of
America. The only US periodical devoted entirely to the sport.
For subscription send $25.00 US by international money order
or intemational cashiers check payable to the SSA at PO Box
66071, Los Angeles, CA 90066,
NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazine
of the NZ Glkflng Association. Printed October and alternate months. Write NZ Gliding Kiwi, Private Bag,
Tallanga, New Zealand. £7.00 Sta~lng for year's subscription (indusive of postage).

SALES
Contact Peter Clilford
PETER CLlFFORO AVIATION LTD
White Waltham Airfield
Nr Maidenhead
Barks SL6 3NH
Tel: Littlewick Green (062882) 3341
Telex: 847516 CAIR G
SlOPE SOARING with a radio control model seaplane is
a fascinating pastime and a typical phase of aeromodel·
ling. Read about this and other aeromodelling subjecls In
Aeromode/le, and Radio Conrol Models and Electronics,
tha wo~d's leading magazines published monthly. Model
& Allied Publications Lld., 13-35 Bridge Stree~ Hemel
Hempstead, Herts.

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING. monthly publication of the Gading
Federation 01 Australia. Editor Alien Ash. A complete coverage of Australian Soaring and exclusille features of Intemationm interest. Subscription. $A 16.00 by cheque on an
Australian bank or by money order. AlrmaW extra $A21.25
Box 1650, GPO, Adelaide, South Australia 5001.

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING SITES
GLIDE IN KENYA, Excellent soaring conditions, Both experts
and beginnarswelcome. Gliding Secretary, NjoroCounlryClub,
PO Box 250, Njoro, Kenya.

QUALITY ALUMINIUM TRAILERS AT ECONOMICAL PRICES!
Custom built, 15 metre ex-stock. or part built to your reqUirements for home completion

TRAILERS ex-stock,
include solar powered ventilators
and auto-reverse
DS-15

For all your trailer requirements and your sailplane repairs and maintenance, contact:

David Schotield, Schofleld AvIation, Unit 6C, South Marston Industrial Estate, Swindon, Wiltshire
TeI 0793~22300 or 827999
Remember, we specialise in glider/1ight aircraft refurbishment. We currently have for sale Rallye Commodore 180hp; and K-8

June/July 1985
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX
Evert.stlng .lte,n.tive to the Pili.
No luss.No wa'hnglisls. One visit. Low Cosl, In.
AMF Enterprises
Aero Marketing Associates
Air Apparatus & Valve
Anglo-Polish Sailplanes
Austin Aviation
Avon Soaring Centre
Beaumont Aviation LiterallJre
Black Mountains GHdlng Club
Bristol & Glos Gilding Club
British GHding Association
Cambridge Aero Instruments
cambridge University GHding Club
Channel Gliding Club
Chittern Sailplanes
Classifieds
Peter Clifford Aviation
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Cornish Gliding & Flying Club
Cotswold Gliding Club
Coventry Gliding Club
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Deeside Gliding Club
Devon & Somerset Gliding Club
Fieldtech
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Hobbies
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Herefordshire Gliding Club
JSW Soaring
Kent Giding ClUb
Lasham GUding Society
London Gliding Club
London GHding Club (Regionals)
London Sailplanes
Lowe Electronics
Lowndes Lambert
R. L. McLean
Marchington Gliding Club
Midland Gliding Club
Miller Aviation Models
Mowbray Vale Insurance
Nine Four Aviation
Norfolk Gliding Club
Oxfordshire Sportflying Club
Perry Clamps
Peterborough & Spalding Gliding Club
Peterborough Sailplanes
Piggott Bros & Co
RD Aviation
Bob Reece
sailplane & Engineering Services
Sailplane & Gliding
Scottish Gliding Union
Schofield Aviation Lld
Skycraft Services
J. L. Smoker
Soaring Oxford
Southdown Aero Services
Southern Sailplanes
Specialist Systems
Speedsoaring
Speedwell Sailplanes
Sportavia Soaring Centre
Marie Stopes
Sutton Hall
Brian Weare
West1ey Aircraft
C. P. Witter
Yorkshire Gliding Club
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If you're an experienced glider pilot and
lOOking for a good base to fly from on your
holiday, Coventry Gliding Club is the place
for you,
Siluated just outside Husbands Bosworth
withiA easy reach of many other Clubs,
Aero-tow launching ensures maximum
soaring opportunity for both long distance
,!nd local gliding,
Club facilities include Licensed Bar, first
class accommodation, good company and
easy access from motorways.
We also extend a very warm welcome 10
the not so experienced and the beginner.
our holiday courses are amongst the very best
For details ring:

llYEIlrOOl

W'ile lO<lay Book'et by ,elurn PIaon cove" Ut" phone

LONDON 01·388 2585 LEEDS 0532440685
MANCHESTER 061 8324260
Name'
_
AddNSS

_.
"

_

Merie Stopes House,
101 Whllfiekf St., London Wl P Ise 0'0
Caring elin'ics linee 1925
"3

148

102
149-151
151
106

0858880429
0858880521

152
152
152
139
152
148
107

103
139
144
150

144
152
125
152

or write

with lhe

Husbands Bosworth Airfield
Lutterworth, lLeics LE 17 6JJ

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
at

Perranporth, Cornwall
Courses from May to September
Under BGA inslruclors. Beginners welcome.

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB

1985

Trevellas Airfield is only one mile from
Perranporlh's
golden
sands,
one
of
Cornwall's favourite family holiday cenlres,

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME!

RUTH B. PHILLlPS
14114a, KENWYN STREET, TRURO
0872 73892 (day) 087255 2430 (eveJling)

TASK WEEK

IBC
IBC

(MAY 25 - June 2)

144
144
105

102
142
IBC
IBC

136
IFC

109
IBC

141
146
IBC
105

10: COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB L TO

HOLIDAY COURSES

COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB

(JUNE 24 - 28)
(AUGUST 26 • 30)

HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.

AUTUMN WAVE SEASON
(SEPT 15 - NOV 10)
PLEASE BOOK EARLY AS
NUMBERS MAY BE RESTRICTED

Please ring Lyne or Pete Marsh on
06845-5703
Or write: 15 Goodwood Road,
Malvern Link, Wores WR14 1NJ

D1NNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel 033985 339
or 033985 236

150
130
106
106
121
IBC

151

134
136
108

104
IBC

146
106
108
134
152
146
136
105
150
IBC

HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING
CLUB

~

• •, GUD..G CWB - - - .

ChaUock 'A$hf",d' KentTN254DR
Ring: ChaUock (023374) 274 0,307

Provides gliding holidays for both the beginner
and the more advanced pilot, including professional
lnstruclfon in dub gliders and full accommodation
on the airfield.

SHOBOON AlRFleLO
LEOMINSTER, HEREFORDSHIRE
0905-620687
091-122650
WRITE
OR
PHONE
NOW!

Provides year· round launching faclllties
for it. member. to go soaring in either
lhelr own or a dub glider.

.

--,rFLY EVERY WEEKEND
1
CLUB WEEKS, TASK WEEK
COURSES AVAILABLE

~

1:140 -1:200
4 01' 5 Ay hofiAYS eou,..,s

"'..ell-Oeto",

fAJ/lfldus.vflt'IIpfole$SlOTIJIJflSlIUCt1Ofl. «~JO(I. mHb~VAT)

SAILPLANE & GUDING

,

LASHAM
Does your home club operate only at weekends?
At Lastlam we operale all week, every week which
means we could provide a uselul supplement to your
Iral1ino, Whelher you are not yet solo and would
beneht from a week's consolidated instruction. or a
budding cross·country pilot needing soaring or
field·landing training, we have the expertise and
lac~lies 10 help,
ApM from our large two-sealer lIeel and excellenl
aerolOw and aulolOw facilities, we have a
comprehensive briefing room for lectures ot
instructional videotapes if bad weather plevenls Ilying.

On-site accommodation Ior Club expeditions is atways
ava~able by arrangemenl.
Absofute beginners are of course afways welcome we have a large choice of courses and types 01
membership to su~ yell needs,

Lasham Gliding Society
Nr, Alton, Hants
Tel Hemard (025 683) 322 or 270

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG
MYND

Gliding Courses at the
Peterborough and Spalding
Holiday Gliding Centre
5-day holiday courses and 2-day
weekend mini courses

All inclusive
5-day holiday courses.
Professional Instructors, modern
two-seaters and a unique winch
launching system give
maximum flying time.
All facilities including centrally
heated, double-glazed
accommodation on site.

Postland Airfield, Crowland,
Nr Spalding, Lincolnshire
Contact:

ROGER GUNKEL
Meadowside, leverington Common,
Wisbech, Cambs PE13 5JH
Tel 094 581 608

Book early for the best weeks.
The Course Secretary
Midland Gliding Club
Church Stretton
Shropshire SY6 6TA

PORTMOAK

Tel: Llnley (058861) 206

IS

THE PLACE

FOR WAVE -

. T
lOHDUN GUDING CruB

Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
11

Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous sHe has plentiful
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favour,able winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekend's on'ly
in winter), licensed bar, accommodation and ot'her facilities. Visitors
welcome.
Write for Course brochures or
club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 058263419

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB
Situated in the Midlands. Offers holiday
courses from April to September 1985.
Good local soaring and cross-country.
Courses to suit your requirements.
Private owners welcome.
Please contact:
Course Secretary
Marchlngton Gliding Club
Marchington Airfield, Morton lane
Marchington, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0283 222046

UK altitude record made
from here in 1980

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB
Holiday courses from June to September - beginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the
year Bronze or Silver C to PPL
(SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome ideal
cross-country site - cheap aerotows
and temporary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site
- licensed bar.
Write to

The Course Secretary, B. L Owen
64 Chapel Lane
Wymondham, Nor1olk NR18 OON
Tel: Wymondham 605444 Evenings

FOR RIDGE -

our two hills give more
soaring opportunities

FOR THERMALS -

they're not bad,

eitherl
Holiday courses for all levels.
Good accommodation, catering and bar.
Friendly clUb atmosphere.
7'day flying with winch and aerotow facilities.
Motor Falke available.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWEll
Nr. KINAOSS
Tel. 059-284-543

SOAR YORKSHIRE
SUTTON

For your COURSE!
For your EXPEDITION!
For your HOLIDAY!

BANK

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities,
RIDGE SOARING
12 miles in suitable
conditions

THERMAL SOARING
Club record is 582km
from aerotClw, 524km
from the winch

WAVE SOARING
Club absolute record is
30 200ft. Club record
gain is 29 500ft. Both
from the winch

Our rates are amongst the best - £8.00 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit
us and stay in our fUlly licensed residential clubhouse. Full catering
available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES -

April to October

Visitors always welcome

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237

DAMAGED YOUR GLIDER?
WOULD YOU CHOOSE TO HAVE IT
./"

REPAIRED ELSEWHERE?

other than

SOUTH·ERN
(R. Jones)

SAILPLANES
Tel. (0488) 71-774
out of working hours: R. Targett (0793) 823372
. R. Jones (0488) 82058

